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Foreword
Readers of Kennebec Yesterdays have asked for "more of
the same." Although Remembered Maine, like the earlier book,
contains sketches based on the same material used in one or
more of the broadcasts of "Little Talks on Common Things,"
sponsored by the Keyes Fibre Company during the past ten
years over Station WTVL, the greater part of the present vol
ume has not been used on that radio program. For instance,
the sketch of C. F. Hathaway, called "Shirts, Saints and Sin
ners," makes its first appearance in this book, and the same is
true about "The Heater Piece Murder" in the town of Poland.

The ten sketches are entirely separate and could just as
well have been printed in a different order. Yet these varied
subjects are connected by a common theme: the stability and
essential character of Maine people regardless of time and
change.
The topics have been chosen both because they reveal
Maine character and because they offer some items of unusual
interest. Here is a murder trial in which the expert witnesses
were not pathologists, but ox drivers. Here is a shirt maker
airing a quarrel with his pastor in the public press. Here is a
defense of the maligned Maine governor who declared the
Aroostook War. And here is a modest but sincere attempt to
assess the part played by Abraham Lincoln in the shelving of
Vice-President Hamlin. As for the opening sketch on foreign
names in Maine geography, and in fact all the other sketches

— let them speak for themselves.

Ernest
Waterville
September

1, 1957
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Mareiner
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by foreign lands. My native Maine
town of Bridgton is bounded on the south by Naples, on
the west by Denmark, on the north by Sweden, and off a short
distance to the east are Norway and Paris. The Highland
Lake region in Bridgton itself has been called the Switzerland
of America.
That three Scandinavian national names should be taken
by towns so near my own has long fascinated me. During
my boyhood I do not recall that I ever encountered a single
Dane, Swede or Norwegian. Certainly it was not immigration
from European Scandinavia that gave those Maine towns their
names. Although explanations have been numerous and con
fusing, and by no means conclusive, speculation is always
permissible.
In the first decade of the nineteenth century some of the
best seamen in Europe were the Danes. In their wide-ranging
ships they had become trading agents for most European
Repeated disputes with English merchants and
Countries.
shipowners finally led to a ruthless attack on the Danish ships
by the British navy. The Danes fought their losing battle
valiantly. It is contended by certain authorities on placenames that the Maine town of Denmark received its name in
honor of those brave Danish seamen. This is plausible, be
cause it came at the very time when American feeling against
the British Navy was becoming intense and when the im
pressment of American seamen into that navy was already
kindling the fire that would break out in the War of 1812.
WAS born surrounded

[11]
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Six years after the incorporation of Denmark, Sweden
became a town. The authorities who are inclined to attribute
democratic motives to the naming of communities assign a
similar origin to that given to Denmark. They note that Count
Jean Bernadotte, whom Napoleon had placed in power in
Sweden, turned against the Emperor and joined Russia in a
move against the Frenchman.
Sweden was struggling for
independence and its people for freedom, much as Hungary
has done in our own time. Such a struggle elicited strong
sympathies in America, and may indeed have caused the in
corporators to name the new town Sweden. Another theory
is that, because the town was situated in close proximity to
the already named towns of Norway and Denmark, the third
Scandinavian country was an obvious choice. Still another
explanation postulates a Swedish lumberman as interested in
the new town, but he has never been identified. It is interest
ing to note that the current minister, who holds regular
services in the little church in Sweden, is a Swede.
Norway joined the rapidly growing list of Maine towns
near the close of the eighteenth century, in 1798. When I was
a boy in that vicinity, I was told that it was named in honor
of a Norwegian family who built a home and cultivated a
farm on the shore of Pennesseewassee Lake. I once asked a
livery stable keeper in Norway what was the family's name.
He said it was "furrin" and nobody could pronounce it, and
anyhow the family had long since disappeared. Years later I
learned that the carefully compiled History of Norway men
tions no such family.
Fortunately, the true explanation of this town's name is
no longer guesswork. Norway was named because of the mis
take of a clerk in the Great and General Court of Massachu
setts. The petition for incorporation went to Boston with the
request that the new town be named Norage, but when the
document reached the legislature the spelling had been
changed to Norway.
Whether the clerk couldn't read the
handwriting, or whether he thought the people of the Maine
wilderness were so ignorant they meant something else than
what the letters spelled, no one knows. Ava Chadbourne, in
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her valuable book Maine Place Names, makes the plausible
suggestion that perhaps the petitioners intended the name to
be Norridge, because that is the Abnaki Indian word for falls,
as in Norridgewock. It is difficult to prove, one way or the
other, whether the settlers in 1798 were familiar with the
Indian terms, and those who contend that such familiarity is
unlikely suggest that, although Norridge was indeed the in
tended name, it was the common pronunciation of the old
English town of Norwich. But, as Miss Chadbourne points
out, none of the settlers is known to have come from either
Norwich, England, or Norwich, Connecticut.
Of Maine's three Scandinavian towns, Norway was most
familiar to me. For several consecutive years I attended what
everyone then called the Norway Fair, although the fair
grounds were, as now, situated half way between the villages
of Norway and South Paris. We would drive the eighteen
miles through Harrison to Frost's corner and on to Norway
village in buggy or surrey, put up the team at the livery stable
near the Beals House, and walk to the fair grounds. That was
before the days of pari-mutuels, and anyhow my father was
strongly opposed to betting; so I never got into intimate con
tact with the sulky-race betting of that day. But it went on in
the grandstand all around us. "Bet you five the Foss horse
comes in ahead in the next heat." "I'll cover it. The big gray
will make Foss go home and hide his head."
It was the racing itself that interested me, and the longer
the time to finish a class, the better I liked it. When a horse
had to win three heats to carry the race, it sometimes took
seven or eight heats to decide the winner, because often more

than two horses would divide the heats. When it was an issue
between two horses, each of which had won two heats, that
fifth heat was something a boy could remember and talk about
all winter.
Every spring the Bridgton High School baseball team
went to Norway by four-seated buckboard. We always en
joyed the ride as much as we did the game. On one occasion
we passed a house where a dog and four puppies were frisking
in the yard. A fellow on the back seat shouted to a pal who
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was sitting up front beside the driver, "Hank, when we come
back, let's take one of them pups." On our return, flushed with
victory over Norway High, we were singing boisterously when
we came in sight of the house, where, sure enough, dog and
pups were still in the yard. But before we reached the place,
a buxom female rushed out of the door, picked up those pups
one at a time and literally threw them into the house.
Most Bridgton boys in the first decade of this century
were readers of the Youth's Companion. Whenever we went
to Norway, we passed within sight of the ornate residence of
C. A. Stephens, author of the Old Farm stories and husband
of a celebrated opera singer. It was a memorable experience
for a country boy thus to pass close to the abode of greatness.
Sweden was a town I knew mostly for trout fishing. My
father was an inveterate stream fisherman. Sitting in a boat
to troll or plug for fish bored him profoundly, but untiringly
he would follow a brook all day. Lumber cuttings, diversions,
and other causes have completely dried many of those boyhood
brooks. We fished in all the surrounding towns, as well as in
Bridgton itself, and one Saturday each spring was usually
spent in Sweden. The town's hills are notoriously steep, and
Mother claimed that when Father took her for a buggy ride
up there in their courting days, she insisted on getting out to
walk down what she called "those awful mountains." Those
steep hills did mean a slow journey to our fishing site, but at
last we would leave the horse tied in a farmer's barn and be
off across his pasture to the brook. When we returned, I would
drag my fagged limbs to the buggy, but Father, fresh as a
daisy, would walk a quarter of a mile up the road to show
"Uncle Joe" his catch. By the time we got back to the edge of
Mosquito Woods, where the Sweden road joined the Fryeburg
road, it would be pitch dark.
In those school days a half century ago I seldom went to
Denmark. A party from the high school did go once for a hay
ride and an oyster supper, and occasionally Father and I
fished just across the Bridgton border. My brother became a
resident of Denmark for one summer when he served as
steward for the adult camp operated by Charles Cobb as a
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stopping place for the parents of children who were in Cobb's
famous summer camps, Winona and Wyonegonic. Mr. Cobb
was a host with high principles, and he didn't accept my
brother's suggestion that an economical recipe for fricassee
chicken was one chicken to one calf.
In spite of being seldom in the town, I knew Denmark
from aloft — not from an airplane, because the Wright brothers
had not then come to fame, but from the top of Pleasant Moun
tain. At least once every summer we climbed up the old car
riage road to the Tip Top House, then still standing but
unoccupied. The swanky stage rides to the top of the mountain
had ceased before my day, and the throngs of ski enthusiasts
had not yet arrived. But the magnificent view was there, just
as it is today. Right at your feet lay Moose Pond, and at one
end of it the little village of Denmark. Stretching out around
it were big stands of timber dotted with the occasional open
land of a farm.
Just once did I have that view in winter. A college fra
ternity mate, "Danny" Warren, now a prominent sardine
packer of Lubec, had invited me to his home in Denmark. On
Saturday night we went to Fryeburg village to attend a dance,
and as we were returning past the end of Lovewell's Pond,
where was fought the famous Indian battle which Longfellow
celebrated in verse, a man with a lantern was going out to the
barn for his morning milking. It was nearly daylight when
we got back to the Denmark farm.
We slept late on Sunday, and that afternoon Dan's cousin,
about our own age, announced that we would spend Monday
on Pleasant Mountain looking for sheep. When the flocks came
down from the mountain in October, some thirty animals were
missing. So, on New Year's morning in 1912, the three of us
started to round up those sheep. We climbed every peak of
that mountain, but not a trace of sheep did we find. Either
bears or rustlers had taken every one of them. But I shall
never forget the views from those mountain peaks. The air
was crisp and clear, and one could see miles in every direction.
Down in one valley, two men were cutting wood. Although
they could be seen clearly, they were so far away that no
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sound of axe reached us. In another direction a gathering of
crows indicated some dead creature in the forest. Little Dollar
Pond shone white in its perfect circle, and the whole landscape
was streaked with grey wood-smoke rising from farmhouse
chimneys. And everywhere was the beautiful green of the
forest against the white of the snow.
Norway, Sweden, and Denmark — those three are remem
bered neighbors of my boyhood town. Whatever the origin of
their names they are Scandinavia in Maine.
But let us not forget Naples. After my boyhood days were
past and imagination ought to have been less fantastic, I con
tinued to see in my mind's eye the smoking crown of Vesuvius
whenever I entered the Bay of Naples on the Songo River
boat. There, at the head of the bay, on a neck of land separat
ing the bay from Long Lake, nestles the little village. Unlike
its Italian namesake, it has no beggars, but like the older
Naples it is crowded with summer tourists, and is indeed one
of the oldest resorts of inland Maine. Its once famed Bay of
Naples Inn closed its doors several years ago, but its equally
famed Proctor House was operated by the same family for
more than half a century. The village also boasted Maine's
first temperance hotel, the Elm House.
Although the region was settled as early as 1774, it was
60 years later before it was incorporated as a separate town.
Made up of land taken from the towns of Otisfield, Harrison,
Raymond, Bridgton and Sebago, it received incorporation
Why it was
papers from the Maine Legislature in 1834.
called Naples no one knows. Its largest center was then not
at what is now Naples Village, but at Edes Falls. It would
have been appropriate to name the town Edes, or at least to
call it Piercetown or Pierceville after its first citizen and first
physician, George Pierce, who started the community on its
way by building the first sawmill and the first gristmill.
Perhaps it was some romantic citizen who suggested the name
Naples, because of real or fancied resemblance between the
two bays. Whatever the reason, Naples it became and still
and this sentimental writer is not the only one who looks for
Vesuvius when he enters that Maine bay.
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After I left the family home in Bridgton to
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be on my

own, I found myself again amidst foreign lands. My residence
then was the Oxford county town of Hebron. Though not the
only Maine town with a biblical name, it is one of the oldest.
At first called Shepardsfield, it was later named after Abra
ham's Palestine home by two devout Baptist settlers, Elder
John Tripp and Deacon William Barrows, the founders of
Hebron Academy.
Adjoining Hebron on the east is that aristocrat of Maine
towns, Paris.
In 1793 its incorporators, enthused by the
French Revolution, gave it the name of the city on the Seine.
Its first settlement was on Paris Hill, which through the first
half of the nineteenth century exerted a dominant influence on
the government of Maine. It was the home of Cyrus Hamlin,
father of Lincoln's vice-president, and it sent to the U. S.
Congress Enoch Lincoln, Rufus Goodenow, Charles Andrews,
and Sidney Perham.
The old jail on Paris Hill is one of
Maine's historical sites.
A short distance from Paris lies another biblical town,
Bethel. "And Jacob called the name of the place where God
spake with him Bethel (house of God)." Most early settlers
in Maine were familiar with the Bible; Often it was the only
book in the pioneer cabin. If the settler could read at all, it
was the Bible that he read. So, in 1796, when this Oxford
county town was incorporated, it was the pious, Bible-reading
leaders who chose the name. They wanted their town too
called the House of God.
Bethel is the home of one of Maine's most flourishing
secondary schools, Gould Academy. Founded in 1836; it was
just one of the state's many rural academies until well into
the twentieth century, when it became a favorite philanthropy
of the Cleveland millionaire, William Bingham, who had spent
some time in the town as a patient of Dr. Gehring, a noted
neurologist. As a result, Gould Academy received new build
ings and a handsome endowment. While many others among
the old academies languished and died, while some still cling
to a dubious existence, Gould became the leading coeducational
private school in Maine, perhaps in all New England.
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My own family were attached to Gould because for many
years its principal was Frank Hanscom, with whom my
mother had done her first teaching in the town of Poland in
the early 1880's. It was Hanscom whose tact and patience
persuaded the eccentric Mr. Bingham to make his munificent
contributions to the school.
Just beyond Bethel is another biblical town, Gilead. Tra
dition says it took its name from the large number of Balm
of Gilead trees in the village, but it is quite as likely that it
came directly from the Bible. Gilead was for many years the
summer home of the late President Arthur J. Roberts of Colby
College, where he remodeled the old Peabody homestead in
which his wife had been born. The town is famous today as
the beginning of the white birch country, which extends on
into the New Hampshire towns of Shelburne and Gorham.
Immediately west of Hebron is the old English town of
Oxford. It has no college spires etched against the sky; no
sober dons parade its streets. It is simply a reminder, as are
many other places in Maine, that the founders knew Merrie
England of the eighteenth century. But our town of Oxford
was only indirectly named for the British University town.
The new town was actually given the name of the county in
which it was located. It was the county itself which was
directly named for the English Oxford.
Going north from Hebron the traveler soon enters Asia,
Indeed, in many parts of Maine the
then South America.
continents are not far apart. The Asian town is Canton, the
South American is Peru.
The official version of how Canton got its name is that,
when the west part of Jay was set off as a separate town, the
incorporators chose the name of the Massachusetts town of
Canton. Although the early records fail to reveal a single
settler from the Massachusetts town, Miss Chadbourne ac
cepts the official version as correct. As she points out, "A
careful study of the names given to towns in the newly es
tablished State of Maine shows a strong tendency to use
Massachusetts designations."
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Canton was the home of a well-known political figure,
George Bisbee, and the birthplace of his son, Spaulding Bisbee,
who commanded troops in two world wars and is now a
prominent Maine industrialist. It was also the birthplace of
Waterville's notorious murderer, Dr. Valorus Coolidge, the
story of whose crime and trial has been told in Kennebec Yes
terdays.
A bit farther north is Peru. We can be reasonably cer
tain about the origin of this name. First incorporated as
Plantation No. 1 in 1812, on February 5, 1821, it became the
town of Peru. This was the time when the South American
colonies were making their desperate fight to win inde
pendence from Spanish rule. The cause of Peru especially
appealed to people in the United States, and a few months
after the Oxford county town was incorporated, the South
American republic of Peru became a fact.
From Peru to Mexico is only a few minutes' journey,
that is if one takes it in Maine, because directly north of Peru
lies the town of Mexico. Like South American Peru, the peo
ple just south of the United States border were determined to
shake off the Spanish shackles. Out of sympathy with those
revolutionary Mexicans, the settlers in this Oxford county
town named it Mexico.
So much for foreign lands to the east, west and north of
Hebron. What about the south? In that direction are Poland,
Wales and Lisbon. The original name for Poland was Bakerstown. No one knows how it got its present name. We like to
think it was named for the country of the gallant Count
Pulaski, who had fought in the Continental Army of George
Washington, but there are those who contend that it was ac
tually named for a chief of the Androscoggin Indians whom
the settlers called Poland. There is, however, a third explana
tion which seems to Miss Chadbourne and other investigators
even more convincing.
As Miss Chadbourne tells it, Moses
Emery, the region's representative to the General Court of
Massachusetts was given the privilege of naming the town,
whose incorporation he sought.
He chose the name of an
ancient melody of which he was especially fond. In the old
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hymn books it was called "Poland." So it is probable that
Maine has at least three municipalities which were named for
hymn tunes, Poland, Bangor and China.
Although it is difficult to associate any settler with the
foreign land whose name was taken by a Maine town, as we
have observed in such instances as Norway, Sweden and Den
mark, this is not true of Wales. At first called Bloomingboro,
it was renamed Wales in honor of John Welch, a settler of
Welsh descent. In parts of Androscoggin County there are
still a few people who can understand Welsh and a very few
who can speak it. Perhaps one or two of these still reside in
Wales.
As the Androscoggin crows fly, it is not far from the
British Isles to Portugal, provided of course one remains in
Maine and goes from Wales to Lisbon. No one seems to know
why the name Lisbon was chosen for the latter town. The
story is that the inhabitants were determined to give up the
name Thompsonborough, under which the town was originally
incorporated in 1799. It seems that they regarded General
Samuel Thompson, in whose honor the town had been named,
as too unfriendly to the federal government. So, in 1802, they
changed the name to that of the capital of Portugal. Whether
it was because some Cape Cod Portuguese wandered up into
the wilderness of Maine near the dawn of the nineteenth cen
tury, or because some leading citizen had once carried on suc
cessful trade with the prominent port of Lisbon, neither record
nor tradition has anything to say.
So much for the foreign lands within easy reach of my
second home at Hebron. When, in 1923, I became a citizen of
Waterville, I found myself surrounded by another group of
alien places. When one recalls the bitter feeling between Italy
and Yugoslavia several years ago, it is interesting to note that,
a short distance west of Waterville, Rome and Belgrade lie
side by side.
Kingsbury, in his History of Kennebec County, wrote:
"Rome has seven times as many hills as the Eternal City
whose name it bears, and granite enough to rebuild the old
Roman capital."
But Kingsbury does not explain why the
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incorporators chose to name the town Rome. Miss Chadbourne
says : "Admirers of the ancient city bestowed the name upon a
Maine town." She is probably right, but it would still be in
teresting to know just why it was done, instead of selecting
Rogerstown.
The latter name would have been appropriate
because one of the very first settlers had been a Revolutionary
soldier with quite a reputation. He was Sergeant John Rogers,
who had been in charge of the squad which conducted Benedict
Arnold's confederate, Major Andre, to the gallows, and who
had been on hand when Cornwallis surrendered at Yorkstown.
There are few places in Maine where long-time summer
residents have become so much a part of the community as
they have in Rome. In fact many of these men and women
from the big cities have learned "to do in Rome as the Ro
mans do." Consequently several of them, upon retirement,
have become voting residents of the town. They have equal
voice in town meeting with the natives, and their opinions are
respected by the voters.
Rome is one of those towns which Cyrus Hamlin may
have had in mind when he said, "In Maine we have to sharpen
the sheep's noses so they can graze between the rocks." So
much of the town's area is taken up by lakes and ponds, and
the rest is so rocky and hilly that productive farm land is
scarce. As lumbering declined and small industries vanished,
the town's resources would have been sadly depleted had it not
been for the new-found wealth offered by those lakes and
ponds. They attracted summer visitors in increasing numbers.
As a result, a large share of the town's taxes is now paid by
summer residents and the organized summer camps.
To a lesser but significant extent the same is true of Bel
grade, but with the burning of the famous Belgrade Lakes
Hotel and the decline of business in Belgrade Lakes Village
the revenues from non-resident taxes are not what they used
to be. However, the town has more productive farm land than
its neighbor Rome.
There seems no doubt that Belgrade was named for the
capital of Yugoslavia, or as it was in 1796, Serbia. Whether
the incorporators were sympathetic with the fate of the Ser
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bian city's inhabitants as it changed hands between Turkey
and Austria in the brutal wars of the late eighteenth century,
or whether it was because a local resident who had been in the
employ of the British government had once visited Belgrade
and liked the city, we cannot be sure.
One of Maine's prominent academies in the middle of the
nineteenth century was located at Belgrade. Although it was
closed almost a century ago, in its most prosperous days in
the 1840's Titcomb Academy had more than a hundred pupils.
It taught not only Greek and Latin, as did all the academies,
but in 1845 French and German were added to the curriculum.
It had many famous graduates, but none quite so unique as
the Morrill brothers, two of whom were the only brothers who
ever served as governors of Maine, Amos in 1855-56, and Lot
from 1858 to 1861. A third brother served as governor of
another state.
It is interesting to note that Titcomb Academy was lo
cated near where is now the summer home of Wilson Parkill,
the present headmaster of the second oldest academy in the
United States, the Collegiate School in New York City,
founded in the 1630's soon after the oldest school, the Roxbury Latin School. Mr. Parkill's school was thus nearly 200
years old when Titcomb Academy was established.
In early Maine communities, education and religion usual
ly went hand in hand. Belgrade was no exception. Two years
before the academy building was erected, a church had been
built on Belgrade Hill, and the chief promoter of both church
and school was Samuel Titcomb. Like so many of the early
churches, this one was built by union effort, in this instance
by the combined action of Unitarians and Free Will Baptists.
The first pastor, William Farmer, became the first principal
of the academy, taking on the teaching duties in addition to
his preaching.
In the early years of this century a prominent editor who
claimed Belgrade as his birthplace was John Clair Minot of
the Youth's Companion. He once wrote about the old church
on Belgrade Hill: "It was occupied more or less regularly
until 1885, when the spirit of their fathers seemed to desert
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the residents of the Hill, and by special act of legislature the
old church was torn down and the timbers sold. They were
hauled to Oakland and made into a barn."
"Rose of Sharon and lily of the valley." Maine's Sharon,
not far from Rome and Belgrade, is prefixed by New. It was
named for the Massachusetts town of Sharon, which in turn
had been named for the Palestinian vale where grazed the
flocks of David. New Sharon is the town where, a few years
ago, the Sandy River changed its course and dug a new chan
nel. The approach to the village used to be by way of a
covered bridge, concerning which there is an interesting story.
In the early days of the automobile, one evening a driver of
one of those old one-lung cars tried to get up the slippery hill
beyond the bridge. He couldn't make it. So he backed on to
the bridge, where he and his passenger spent the night snugly
protected from rain and sleet.
In another direction from Waterville is the land of
Canaan. Whether it ever flowed with milk and honey, it did
have milk very early in its history, for the first settler brought
a cow. At that time the town included not only the present
Canaan, but also all of what is now Skowhegan and parts of
Madison and Norridgewock. That first settlement, in fact, was
on the island in the Kennebec in the present Skowhegan Vil
lage. To the early settlers, the whole region was inviting land,
veritably a land of promise. So they called it Canaan.
North of Canaan one encounters Greece, then Britain
again. Athens may have received its name as one explanation
says Rome got hers, because among the settlers were men
whose reading had taught them to revere the ancient world.
It is the site of Somerset Academy, a small but good secondary
school which was the life-long devotion of the late Harvey D.
Eaton, who in his ninetieth year was still practicing law in
Waterville. Beyond Athens lies Cambridge, the northeasternmost town in Somerset County. Miss Chadbourne gives this
account of the town's name : "In 1834, when a portion of Rip
ley was taken to form the new town, a meeting was held at
the house of Isaac Hooper. His daughter was given the priv
ilege of selecting a name for the town. She called it Cam
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bridge, because she had just been reading a story about that
English university town."
Cambridge was the home of the late Reverend I. B.
Mower, a man respected and loved by Baptists all over Maine
because of his distinguished service as secretary of the Maine
Baptist Convention.
East of Waterville one encounters a cluster of towns re
mindful of far-away places. Close together are China, Paler
mo, Windsor, and Albion. Here the Orient, the island of Sicily,
and England lie side by side.
We must reluctantly confess that China, Maine, is not
named for the country of Confucius. Our authority is the lead
ing twentieth century citizen of that Maine town, the great
Quaker teacher and philosopher, Rufus Jones — the man who
organized and headed the Friends Service Committee, and the
man who persuaded Hitler that the Friends were in Germany
not to play politics, but solely to feed hungry children. Con
cerning the naming of his native town, Dr. Jones wrote : "The
odd fact is that our town was not named for a country, but for
an old and doleful hymn which the pioneer settlers loved to
sing. I cannot believe that many souls were saved by that
tune."
Originally there may have been Dutch among the set
tlers of China, because the town was first called Harlem.
Albion, which adjoins it on the north had three previous
names: Freetown, Fairfax, and Lygonia. Why it finally re
ceived the ancient name for Britain no one knows, but its fine
reputation for a century and a half has surely led it to escape
the title of "perfidious Albion."
Albion is best known historically as the birthplace of
Elijah Parish Lovejoy, graduate of Waterville (now Colby)
College in 1826, who became a Presbyterian minister and re
ligious editor.
He established an abolition paper in St.
Charles, Missouri, but pro-slavery sentiment forced him across
the Mississippi to Alton, Illinois. There, on the night of No
vember 7, 1837, he was killed by a mob while defending his
printing press. He died America's first martyr to the noble
cause of freedom of the press.
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Windsor was named for the British Royal Family whose
Windsor Castle. The town was first named for an
other part of Europe, the Mediterranean island of Malta. In
the early nineteenth century it was the scene of the "Malta
War," an uprising of squatters against the landed proprietor,
Robert Hallowell Gardiner. Today its principal attraction is
the annual Windsor Fair, which always includes the Labor
seat was

Day week end.

East of China is the town of Palermo. No one can tell us
why the incorporators chose the Sicilian city for a namesake.
Miss Chadbourne says: "In their choice of a name for their
town, the citizens selected a place rich in the culture of the
past. Palermo had been the court of Frederick II of Germany
in the thirteenth century. It became the resort of learned men
and poets."

I

partial to this particular Maine town because for
about a year my daughter, wife of an American vice-consul,
made her home in Palermo, Sicily. Her letters verify the
opinion that the inhabitants of Maine's Palermo named their
community after one of Europe's most attractive historic
am

cities.

Varied and picturesque indeed are the foreign lands which
surround my three Maine homes, Bridgton, Hebron and Waterville. The state has many others. Mention of Palermo, for
instance, reminds me of Etna, and Etna brings to mind Da
mascus. Let me tell you why this odd and ungeographical
connection.
When my daughter resided in Palermo, she several times
went to the other side of the island to see Mount Etna. That
mountain gave its name to a Maine town between Newport
and Bangor. It is the site of a well-known camp meeting of
Spiritualists. A tiny hamlet in Etna is called Damascus, and
that designation used to appear on a sign over a little Maine
Central station. It has neither figs nor Damascene blades, and
except among old-time local inhabitants even its name has dis
appeared.
My daughter, before she saw Palermo and Etna in Sicily,
had obtained a memorable view of the oldest continuously in
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habited city in the world, ancient Damascus in Syria. She was
flying from Rome to Teheran, the capital of Iran. After a long
flight across barren desert, the plane passengers suddenly saw
ahead of them the bright green of Damascus. They knew
what the desert nomads of old meant by the Garden of Eden.
Maine's Damascus is no Garden of Eden, but there it lies in a
narrow intervale between steep hills, close by the camp where
devout Spiritualists give their answer to the question that has
puzzled mankind since Adam and Eve left the Garden.
If you want to investigate other foreign lands in Maine,
you have a wide choice. There are Carthage and Madrid,
Smyrna and Vienna; Hanover, Bremen and Lubec; Edinburg
and Carmel, Moscow and Palmyra, Belfast and Calais, Leb
anon and Troy. Rich in its association with the old world is
every section of Maine. But frankly, Maine folk don't much
care, for Maine is neither Europe nor Asia. Perhaps it is not
primarily land at all. There are some of us who will always
contend that Maine is a state of mind.

II

ALMOST PRESIDENT
has never provided the nation with a president, al
though twice in her history she has barely missed plac
ing one of her sons in the White House. Only one of those
sons was actually a nominated candidate for the post. The
other would have become president if his own party had given
him his deserved chance to test the result of popular vote.
Both men were strong and unbending in defeat and hearteningly loyal to their party.
The story of the one who met defeat at the polls is fa
miliar to everyone who has made even a cursory study of
American history. James G. Blaine, whom his supporters
called "the plumed knight" and whom his enemies called "con
tinental liar from the state of Maine," looked like a sure win
ner a few weeks before the election in 1884, but when the
votes were counted he had 63,000 fewer than his opponent,
Grover Cleveland.
Popular vote plurality does not necessarily mean election
in a presidential contest, and a plurality of only 63,000 in a
total vote of 18 million may easily be upset in the electoral
college, for it is the electoral, not the popular, vote which de
termines the winner. But in this instance Cleveland had car
ried the decisive states as well as the vote of the people. His
electoral vote was 219 to Blaine's 182.
The Republicans had been in continuous power since the
election of Lincoln in 1860. No great national issue stirred
the people, as the defection of Theodore Roosevelt was to do
in 1912, or the great depression was to accomplish for another
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Roosevelt in 1932. What was it, then, that kept the Maine
man from the White House in 1884?
Although there was some dissatisfaction with Republican
policies, as there always is of a party in power, and although
there was some unrest within the Republican ranks, the plat
forms of the two parties were alike as two peas in a pod ex
cept for their conventional difference on tariff policy. There
was left as campaign fodder the ugliest stuff in politics, the
discoverable or suspected or even imagined weaknesses in the
characters of the candidates. Cleveland was accused of being
a "notorious libertine," father of an illegitimate son, a fre
quenter of saloons and even of brothels. The Democrats on
the other hand, could find nothing to criticize in the private
life of Blaine ; so they attacked his public record. One news
paper put it shrewdly : "We should elect Mr. Cleveland to the
public office which he is so admirably qualified to fulfill and
return Mr. Blaine to the private life which he is so eminently
fitted to adorn."
As the campaign progressed, it became increasingly clear
that much depended upon the state of New York. The Repub
lican leaders of that state, Cockling and Edwards, refused to
speak publicly in Blaine's behalf, and Tom Hendricks, Cleve
land's running mate for the vice-presidency, succeeded in per
suading Tammany to give strong support to Cleveland. The
climax came when a Blaine supporter pulled an historical
boner. After Blaine returned from a campaign tour of the
West, a large delegation of Protestant ministers gave him a
reception in New York City. Their spokesman, Rev. Samuel
Burchard, in his introductory remarks, referred to the Demo
crats as the party of "rum, Romanism, and rebellion." Then
Blaine muffed his opportunity. He should then and there have
repudiated the Burchard canard. But when he rose to speak,
he made no mention at all of his supporter's scurrilous allitera
tion. The next day the newspapers all over the land, and es
pecially those in New York, interpreted Blaine's silence as ap
proval of what Burchard had said.
Both Blaine and Cleveland had Catholic relatives; both
had respect for the Catholic religion, and both had strong
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Catholic supporters. Neither had any desire to bring religion
into the campaign. But it was there just the same. New York
Catholics were deeply offended. Had they not been turned
against him, Blaine would have carried the state, because even
after Burchard's boner Blaine lost New York by only 1149
votes, and with those barely more than a thousand votes out
of the nation's eighteen million he lost the election.
Not so well known is the story of how another Maine man
missed the White House, because, as we have already pointed
out, his defeat was not encountered at the polls. How different
might have been the tragic years which followed the Civil
War if the chief executive had been Hannibal Hamlin of Maine
instead of Andrew Johnson of Tennessee.
For many years prior to 1860, Hannibal Hamlin had been
a Democratic politician and office holder. An ardent supporter
of Jacksonian principles, he was elected to the Maine legisla
ture in 1835 as representative from the towns of Hampden,
Newburg, Orrington, and a few smaller communities. In 1843
he was sent to the House of Representatives in Washington.
In 1847 Maine was represented in the U. S. Senate by John
Fairfield of Saco, a former governor, and George Evans of
Gardiner. Like Hamlin, both were Democrats. In that year
Fairfield died, and Governor Dana appointed Wyman Moor of
Waterville, a leader of the pro-slavery faction of the party, to
serve until the legislature should elect Fairfield's successor.
For many years Hamlin had been an outspoken anti-slavery
man, and the battle in the legislature was fought out on the
slavery issue. Hamlin won and took his seat in the U. S.
Senate in 1848. He was reelected in 1851.
When Hamlin's term in the Senate was about to expire,
there occurred one of those strange twists of politics which
puzzle the historian. For reasons not at all clear, Hamlin de
cided to run for Governor of Maine. He was elected by a large
majority, but when the legislature convened he was again a
candidate for the Senate. Elected easily, he resigned the gov
ernorship and returned to Washington. With a term extend
ing to 1863, there he was when the rail-splitter from the West
came upon the national scene.
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Even as early as 1857, Hamlin was no longer a Democrat.
Disgusted by the popular sovereignty policy of Stephen A.
Douglas, which opened the way for slavery into the territories,
and by the notorious Dred Scott decision, which in substance
declared a Negro to be property without human rights, Hamlin
joined the new Republican party, supported Fremont for
President in 1856, and returned to the Senate the next year
as Maine's first Republican senator. There he became one of
the strong, anti-slavery leaders and was a well-known national
figure when the Republican convention met at Chicago in the
summer of 1860.
When Lincoln won the presidential nomination on the
third ballot, the choice of his running mate was by no means
certain. There is no evidence that Lincoln himself played any
part in the choice. Hickman of Pennsylvania, Banks of Massa
chusetts, and Davis of Maryland all had supporters, but the
only serious opponent of Hamlin proved to be Cassius Clay of
Kentucky, whose battle against slavery in a slave-holding state
had made his name a household word. Supporters of Hamlin
pointed to his long and prominent record in Congress, his un
swerving opposition to slavery, his popularity in New Eng
land, his leadership in founding the Republican party, and
his recognized standing as a parliamentarian, which especially
fitted him to fulfill the Vice-President's duty of presiding over
the Senate. They argued also that Clay's nomination would not
only mean that both candidates on the ticket were from the
West, but virtually both from the same state, since Lincoln had
been born in Kentucky.
The Vice-President, they insisted,
ought to come from the East, and of all Easterners Hamlin
was the man. Their work was successful. On the first ballot
Hamlin had twice the number of votes cast for Clay, but not a
majority, because of the combined votes of minor candidates.
But on the second ballot, state after state swung over to the
Maine man and his nomination was made unanimous.
Every reader of history knows what happened four years
later. The man who served loyally with Abraham Lincoln
through three years of grim civil war was cast aside by his
own party in favor of Andrew Johnson of Tennessee. Ever
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since that eventful Baltimore convention of 1864, historians
have sought to explain what happened, and among them there
What was Lincoln's part in the
is fervent disagreement.
choice of Johnson? Did he confidentially pass the word to drop
Hamlin, or was the shelving of the Maine man the result of
circumstances over which Lincoln had no control?
In the winter of 1863-64 Lincoln had become increasingly
pessimistic about his chances for reelection. When it became
evident that the unsuccessful but decidedly popular General
McLellan would be the Democratic candidate, Lincoln's pes
simism became almost despondency. Then in the spring of
1864 the tide turned. Union victories swung wavering citizens
to his support. Before the Republicans convened at Baltimore,
the party leaders, sure of the President's renomination, cen
tered their attention on the vice-presidency. McLellan would
surely be a strong candidate. Lincoln must have a running
mate who could help him swing the independent vote away
from the general.
Before the convention met, the leadership had already
decided that the best strategy called for some plan that would
enlist the support of Democrats who were loyal to the Union.
So it was decided to renominate Lincoln, not as a Republican
but as a Union candidate, and what had been the Republican
party in 1860 entered the 1864 campaign as the Union party.
Critical in the struggle between North and South since
the fall of Fort Sumter had been the border states of Mary
land, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Missouri. How better could
the party show gratitude for the loyalty to the Union of thou
sands of people in those states than by choosing from among
them a man to be Lincoln's vice-president in his second term ?
And the man who loomed to the front among all loyalists in
the border states was Andrew Johnson, whom Lincoln had
appointed military governor of Tennessee.
Several historians have believed that the urgent need for
a War Democrat to strengthen the ticket is alone sufficient to
explain the replacement of Hamlin by Johnson. As evidence
they cite the impassioned speech of Horace Maynard of Ten
Maynard said:
nessee in behalf of Johnson's nomination.
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"Many of you have lost sons on the battlefield. You have suf
fered much in every northern state. But how much greater is
the suffering, the inexpressible woe, of those who live in the
very furnace of treason. They have seen families torn asun
der, with sons fighting and dying on both sides. They have
seen their property seized, their fortunes vanish away. These
men who have stood loyal to the Union in the very centers of
rebellion deserve a gratitude that is more than words. Here
and now is the time to show that gratitude by naming one of
them for the second highest office in the Union. There is no
man in the country, unless it be the President himself, whom
the rebels more cordially hate than Andrew Johnson of Ten
nessee. He fought them in the Senate; he fought them in the
towns and in the hills of Tennessee. He has never wavered or
faltered in the Union cause. Andrew Johnson would be hanged
tomorrow if the Confederacy could lay their hands upon him.
Such loyalty must not go unrewarded." Even Hamlin's biog
rapher, his grandson Charles, acknowledged that Maynard's
speech swayed many votes. As Charles Hamlin put it, "When
Maynard spoke of Johnson as a man who stood loyal in the
furnace of treason, that figure of speech undoubtedly carried
many wavering delegates over to the Johnson column. The
evidence is conclusive that it had a decisive effect on the con
vention."

That explanation is too simple. The machinations of
politics are always too complicated to admit a single cause for
any result in a national convention. Even in 1896, the Demo
cratic delegates had become so embued with the free silver
doctrine that they were ready to be swayed by the equally
silvery tongue that told them they must not crucify mankind
upon a cross of gold. It was even more so in 1864. Important
as was Maynard's speech, other and complicated factors en
tered the picture, and not the least of these was the strong
political arm of Charles Sumner of Massachusetts.
In 1864 one of Maine's senators was William Pitt FesThat situation
senden, whose term would expire in 1865.
plans
long-sighted
part
of
the
astute Charles
played a
in the
Sumner. When Sumner disliked a man he would go to ex
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tremes to defeat him. Two of the objects of his hatred were
William Seward and William Pitt Fessenden. Sumner was
determined to achieve Seward's removal from the office of
Secretary of State, and to that end he supported for the vicepresidential nomination in 1864 Daniel Dickinson of New
York. It clearly would not do for the Empire State to have
both the Vice-President and the Secretary of State. If Dick
inson could be elected to the former office, Seward would have
to resign from the latter.
The election of
Sumner's weapon was double-barreled.
Dickinson would not only get rid of Seward, but would also
send Hannibal Hamlin back to private life. Sumner had noth
ing against Hamlin ; on the contrary he admired him and often
praised the Maine man's presidency of the Senate. But in that
same Senate sat another Maine man, Sumner's enemy, William
Pitt Fessenden. Fessenden was considered the ablest debater
in that greatest of debating societies, and Sumner had more
than once been humiliated in colloquy with the Maine senator.
A headstrong man, Sumner could not brook opposition. What
had started as minor political differences turned to mutual
personal animosity between the two men.
A part of Sumner's clever scheme rested on the fact that
Fessenden's term would expire the very next year after the
presidential election. He felt certain that, if Hamlin were then
a private citizen, Maine would choose him rather than Fessen
den for the Senate. This then was Sumner's devious plan : to
nominate Dickinson for vice-president, thus retiring both
Seward and Hamlin to private life, and by placing the latter in
a position to contest the Maine seat in the Senate with Fessen
den, assure Hamlin's return to the upper house of the Congress
in place of Sumner's enemy.
So far as it concerned Dickinson and Seward, Sumner's
plan failed to work. The New York delegation itself became
split before the balloting for vice-president began, with the
result that Johnson and Hamlin both led Dickinson on the
first ballot, and no political logrolling by Sumner or anyone
else could prevent the nomination of the man from Tennessee.
Sumner got a part of his desire when Fessenden, late in 1864,
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resigned from the Senate to become Secretary of the Treasury.
But after Lincoln's death, in the early days of the Johnson
administration, Fessenden left the Treasury to again run for
the Senate. He was easily elected, and there he was again in
Charles Sumner's way until 1869, when death removed Fessen
den from the political scene. Unsuccessful as was Sumner's
plan in achieving its complete purpose, it did play a part in
Hamlin's defeat for renomination.
It deprived Hamlin of
precious Massachusetts and New York votes, with which he
would have been easily renominated. Thanks to Charles Sum
ner, the delegates from the six New England states were far
from unanimous for Hamlin, and a candidate who cannot con
trol his own region enters a political convention with two
strikes against him.
The latest presidential conventions — those of 1956 — have
shown us an interesting parallel to the Republican convention
of 1864. Although President Eisenhower was generally sup
posed to favor the renomination of Vice-President Nixon, he
refused to say so unequivocally in any public statement. Mr.
Stevenson, in the Democratic convention, went even farther,
by disclaiming all desire or intention of choosing a running
mate, and leaving the selection to the open choice of the con
vention. Did Lincoln in 1864 do anything like either Eisen
hower or Stevenson in 1956 ? Let us see.
For Lincoln's part in the shelving of Hamlin, let us call
as our first witness the younger of Lincoln's two secretaries,
John Hay. This is what Hay wrote several years after the
event: "Before the convention the President was besieged by
inquiries as to his personal wishes concerning the vicepresidency. He had persistently refused to give the slightest
intimation. Mr. Nicolay (the senior secretary) was at Balti
more in attendance at the convention. The chairman of the
delegation from Mr. Lincoln's home state of Illinois became
perplexed when Leonard Swett, one of the President's most
intimate friends, began soliciting support for Joseph Holt of
Kentucky.
The Illinois chairman asked Nicolay point blank
whether Lincoln, who was known to be on confidential terms
with Swett, was behind this movement. Nicolay sent a mes
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sage to me, who was in charge of the executive office in Nicolay's absence. The message said: 'Cook wants to know confi
dentially whether Swett is all right in urging Holt for VP,
whether he reflects the President's wishes, whether the Presi
dent has any preference, either personal or on the score of
policy, or whether he wishes not to interfere even by a confi
dential intimation. Please get this information for me if pos
sible.'
I showed Nicolay's message to the President, who
endorsed upon it the following memorandum: 'Swett is un
questionably all right. Mr. Holt is a good man, but I had not
heard or thought of him for VP. Wish not to interfere about
VP. Cannot interfere about platform. Convention must judge

for itself.' "

Hay concludes his testimony with a convincing state
ment. "This positive and final instruction from the President
was sent at once to Nicolay, and by him was communicated
to the President's most intimate friends at the convention. It
was therefore with minds absolutely untrammeled by even
any knowledge of the President's wishes that the convention
went about the work selecting his associate on the ticket."
After Hamlin's death in 1891, the Philadelphia Times
went into the question as carefully as it was possible to do 27
years after the event.
It claimed, but never conclusively
proved, that Nicolay himself had told intimate friends that
Lincoln favored Johnson's nomination, but carefully avoided
any action that might influence the convention. Charles Ham
lin was equally sure that Lincoln favored his grandfather's
renomination, but was helpless before the surging wave for a
War Democrat as it swirled in the eddy of Sumner's compli
cated scheme.

When the writer and publisher A. K. McClure heard of
Nicolay's reputed statement, he was indignant. He said:
"Nicolay was dress-parading at Baltimore and knew nothing
about the President's purposes." Clay Tilton, another close
friend of Lincoln, supported Nicolay and said he was certain
Lincoln favored Johnson as having greater appeal at the polls
than Hamlin. Ward Lamon, old friend of Lincoln from his
early Springfield days, stated that Lincoln was decidedly in
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favor of a Southern man for vice-president and that his pref
erence, as he expressed himself to prudent friends, was for
Johnson. According to Lamon, Lincoln made no public state
ment because he did not want to offend Hamlin's New England
constituency.
Some light is thrown on the question by an examination
of the relations between Lincoln and Hamlin between the con
vention of 1860 and that of 1864. When the two men were
nominated at Chicago in 1860 they had never met. In those

days candidates did not attend the conventions. It was not
until the day after the election, inconceivable as it seems, that
there was any direct communication between the two men.
On November 8 Lincoln wrote to Hamlin from Springfield,
Illinois: "I am anxious for a personal interview with you at
as early a date as possible. Can you, without much incon
venience, meet me at Chicago ?" Hamlin received the letter at
his home in Hampden, Maine, and at once arranged to meet
Lincoln in Chicago on November 22. Charles Hamlin long
afterward wrote that his grandfather told him exactly what
Lincoln said in that interview. The grandson claimed these
were Lincoln's exact words: "Mr. Hamlin, I want to say to
you that I accept, and shall always be willing to accept, in the
very best spirit, any advice that you as Vice-President may
give me." The Vice-President elect afterward told his grand
son that this was his reply : "Mr. Lincoln, although the rela
tions between the Vice-Presidents and the Presidents have not
been friendly as a rule, with the exception of Van Buren and
Jackson, I pledge myself to be your friend and to render to
you the best advice and assistance in my humble power."
Hamlin at once proceeded to make two costly political
mistakes. Lincoln told Hamlin he could choose a cabinet of
ficer from New England. Hamlin chose Gideon Welles of
Connecticut for Secretary of the Navy. Although Welles be
came a competent and loyal member of the cabinet, he soon
fell out with Hamlin and in 1864 openly opposed the Maine
man's renomination, thus costing Hamlin a substantial num
ber of Connecticut delegates.
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Although the Welles appointment was more costly to
Hamlin himself than to Lincoln, his second blunder openly
displeased the President.
On his way to the meeting with
Lincoln in Chicago, Hamlin had been intercepted at New York
by boss Thurlow Weed, who urged the Vice-President to pre
vail upon Lincoln to offer Seward the secretaryship of State.
There was no danger of Seward's acceptance, Weed assured
Hamlin, because Seward definitely planned to return to his
private law practice and would certainly refuse a cabinet post.
But a generous offer to the man who had been Lincoln's chief
opponent for the Republican nomination would be a telling
stroke for party harmony. Lincoln made it plain to Hamlin
that he did not want Seward in the State Department, but
Hamlin finally persuaded the President to give him a letter
tending the appointment to Seward, which Hamlin would de
The implication was
cide whether to deliver or withhold.
plainly that Hamlin would deliver the letter only if he felt
certain of Seward's refusal.
On his way back to Maine, Hamlin called on Seward in
New York. They had a long private talk, and as Hamlin after
ward reported, Seward repeated several times that he would
not go into the cabinet. Hamlin, never suspecting that Tweed
and Seward had set a clever trap, handed over the letter. To
Hamlin's astonishment and chagrin, Seward immediately ac

It

is possible, therefore, that even before the inaugura
tion in 1861 Lincoln thought he had reason to question Ham
lin's judgment in the delicate negotiations of practical politics.
There is no question that Hamlin's anti-slavery views
were at variance with Lincoln's policy of "save the Union, be
come of slavery what may." Yet the President respected the
Maine man's opinion sufficiently to take his advice regarding
a proclamation of emancipation, although he was slower to
issue that proclamation than Hamlin wished. What is certain
is that some coolness had developed between the two men.
This is revealed in a letter which Hamlin wrote to Jessie Ben
ton Fremont, politically prominent daughter of a great senator
and wife of the man who had been the Republican presidential
candidate in 1856. She wrote to Hamlin asking for his in
cepted.
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fluence to help get a field command for her husband, who had a
deserved reputation as a brilliant, though sometimes erratic,
general.
Hamlin's reply is pertinent to our present inquiry
about his relations with the President.
He wrote to Jessie
Fremont : "What can I do ? The slow and unsatisfactory move
ments of the government do not meet with my approbation.
That is known, and of course I am not consulted at all, nor do
I think there is much disposition to regard any counsel I may
give."
When Hamlin asked Lincoln, as a personal favor, that a
prize court for captured and interned vessels be set up at
Portland, the President turned the matter over to the Secre
tary of the Navy, although he knew that Welles had already
fallen out with Hamlin. As the President had every reason to
expect, Welles refused to extend the prize courts to Maine.
There is one other bit of evidence that serves only to
complicate the issue. That evidence is the known fact that
every member of the Cabinet except Welles favored Hamlin's
In light of that situation, how could an antirenomination.
Hamlin movement gain such headway? Each of those cabinet
members came from a different state, and each in his own
state had a strong, substantial following. It is hard to escape
the conclusion that, if the President had openly joined them,
Hamlin's continuance in the vice-presidency would have been
assured.
Men closer to the time than is any modern historian did
not, however, draw any such conclusion. One of those was a
man who had spent his early life and started his law practice
in Waterville, but had later removed to a larger practice in
Portland. Josiah Drummond had served as Speaker of the
Maine House of Representatives and had become an ardent
Hamlin supporter before he was a delegate to the 1864 con
vention in Baltimore.
President Lincoln's private declaration to Cook, assuring
his hands-off policy left the Illinois delegation free to shift
from Hamlin to Johnson, but they refused to desert the former
until Maine itself had done so. Leonard Swett, the man whose
maneuvers in behalf of Holt of Kentucky had caused Cook to
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Nicolay for a Lincoln statement, had been born in
Turner, Maine, and had attended Waterville (now Colby) Col
lege in the Class of 1846, where one of his classmates was
Josiah Drummond. After Swett moved to Illinois, the two
kept up a lively correspondence, and in 1860 both were Re
publicans as well as strong supporters of Lincoln.
Swett's interest in Holt led to the charge that he had
deserted Hamlin. Josiah Drummond always insisted that the
charge was untrue, that throughout the contest Swett re
mained loyal to the Vice-President from Maine. Drummond
said that Swett's suggestion was merely that the Illinois dele
gation should cast on the first ballot a complimentary vote for
Holt, then on the second ballot go for Hamlin. That Lincoln
prod

well understood the situation, said Drummond, was shown by
the words of his non-committal memo, "Swett is unquestion
ably all right." At the time of Hamlin's death in 1891, the
Portland Express reported Drummond as saying : "Swett was
as true as steel. Illinois adhered to Hamlin throughout. I was
in constant consultation with Swett, and I never had the
slightest reason to believe that he had any knowledge of a wish
on Lincoln's part that any other man than Hamlin should be
nominated. Swett told me at the time that Lincoln's position
was that he could take no part whatever in the nomination for

Vice-President."
A third Colby man played a part in that 1864 convention.
The most explosive and certainly the most notorious of all
Colby graduates, Benjamin Franklin Butler, had been a con
troversial figure in American history ever since the day when,
as military governor of Louisiana, he either did or did not
confiscate the silver spoons from fashionable Creole homes.
Able general he certainly was. Few except Grant exceeded
him in military strategy. But he was a born intriguer, and
his finger was in many a political pie long before he brought
a storm upon his head when he was Governor of Massachu
setts.

Butler had graduated from Waterville College in the Class
of 1838, four years before Drummond and Swett entered. Yet,
by 1864, both knew the flamboyant

Ben very well, and no
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college alumni ties were strong enough to overcome their dis
trust of the slippery general. When Lincoln's fortunes seemed
to be at their lowest ebb in the spring of 1864 and his renomination appeared increasingly uncertain, Ben Butler had
visions of succeeding him.
In spite of all the heated an
tagonism toward him, Butler was a real political force. Not
only in his home state of Massachusetts, but in other parts of
the North, he was mentioned as potential timber for the presi
dency. As Randall, the best informed of the Lincoln biograph
ers, says : "Butler evoked emotional acclaim ; he inspired head
lines ; he had unusual publicity value ; he was one of the most
prominent of those men around whom the radicals could rally ;
and he was the most political of the Union generals."
A. K. McClure, the same man who had belittled Nicolay's
statement of the President's partiality regarding the vicepresidency, was responsible for the story that Lincoln's orig
inal choice for Vice-President in 1864 was neither Johnson
nor Hamlin, but General Benjamin Butler. McClure said that
Lincoln felt this was the surest way to steer Butler away from
being a candidate for President at the Baltimore convention,
that Lincoln confided his view to Simeon Cameron and sent a
personal messenger to Butler at Fort Monroe to tell the stormy
general that Lincoln wanted him for vice-president.
From
those closest to Lincoln there never came any confirmation of
this story, but Butler himself did insist upon its validity as
late as 1885, when he wrote in a published article, "A gentle
man who stood high in Mr. Lincoln's confidence came to see
me at Fort Monroe to convey the message that the President
desired me to serve as a candidate for Vice-President. I told
the messenger to reply to the President that I must decline.
I would not quit the field of battle command. Let him ask the
President what I have done to deserve the punishment of be
ing made to preside over the Senate."
the story is true, what must have been the general's
thoughts when Lincoln was assassinated? If bold Ben Butler
actually was offered the Vice-Presidency, with the support of
Lincoln himself, he certainly muffed the prize when he turned
that offer down. When the convention assembled, any in
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cipient boom for Butler had long since subsided. On the first
ballot he received 28 votes, 20 of them from Missouri, and only
eight from all of New England. On the second ballot he re
ceived no votes at all.
On prosecution of the war, on emancipation, on the use
of Negro troops, the views of Butler were nearer to those of
Hamlin than to the more cautious policy of Lincoln, but there
is no evidence that Butler did anything either to hinder or to
further the Hamlin cause at the convention. When it became
clear that he stood no chance of replacing Lincoln as the prin
cipal nominee, Butler kept out of the convention picture, and
even the 28 votes which came to him on the first ballot were
cast without his personal encouragement.
The most careful study of Lincoln's career from 1860 to
1865 is that of J. G. Randall in his four-volume work Lincoln
the President. Years of painstaking research, meticulous sift
ing of evidence, and deep penetrating understanding distin
guish this work as the definitive record of Lincoln's presiden
tial years. It is fitting, therefore, to close this account of how
Hannibal Hamlin missed the presidency with Randall's final
conclusions on the subject. He wrote: "Lincoln's memo to
Nicolay's inquiry on behalf of Cook can hardly be accepted by
critical writers as a full statement of the whole truth as to
behind-the-scenes comments. Without dwelling further on the
unseemly controversy, it is sufficient to observe that in the
nature of the case Lincoln's confidential understandings were
not revealed in his public declarations, and Lincoln was well
aware that a statement given through his private secretary
would be taken as an official statement by the President him

self."
The truth seems clearly to be that in 1864 Abraham Lin
coln was just as non-committal on the vice-presidency as Adlai
Stevenson was in 1956. Whether or not Lincoln truly favored
Johnson, the note of neutrality he sent to Nicolay at Baltimore
was the kiss of death to Maine's chance to have its favorite
son succeed the Great Emancipator in the White House.

Ill
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F. Hathaway would not have approved of the

Charles
baron with the eye-patch. That aristocratic gentleman,
whose pictured figure has made Hathaway shirts known
around the world, would have been to the founder of the busi
ness the veritable symbol of the world, the flesh and the Devil.
So bitterly did Charles Hathaway hate display of any kind that
he would not allow his wife to wear buttons on her clothes;
everything must be fastened by hooks and eyes. His own coats
had no buttons on the sleeves, because he considered them
purely ornamental. As for his advertising, if anyone had sug
gested that a titled nobleman be photographed in one of his
shirts, puritanical Charles would have "blown his top."
Charles Hathaway was a maker of shirts, and skilled in
that occupation, which he had learned before he was twenty
years old. But all his life this strange, eccentric man was torn
between two ambitions, one to build a successful industry in a
world of tough and not always scrupulous competition, the
other to propagate his personal kind of religious belief. This
was not his only conflict, because religion itself tore his very
soul and caused him to live most of his life in mental agony.
Charles Hathaway, wanting so much to be a saint, constantly
suffered under a conviction of sin. He was sure he was right,
when he fought bitter battles with clergy and laymen of the
church which he had joined, but when the heat of battle had
cooled he wasn't so sure. What if, after all, he had sinned?
His indecision was the cause of his mental torment.
[42]
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Charles Hathaway kept a kind of journal. He began it in
1853, intending to make it a true diary of daily recordings.
After three days, however, he gave up the daily items, and
thereafter set down only certain happenings in his business
and his religious life. More than once, in those records, we
find the words saint and sinner in juxtaposition. For instance,
on December 29, 1857, he wrote : "Oh the wonderful goodness
of God to me, the poorest of saints, the chief of sinners."
It is interesting to note that, when the Centennial History
of Waterville was published in 1902, Charles Hathaway, then
dead only nine years, was best remembered, not as a maker of
shirts, but as a constant and rather annoying distributor of
religious tracts.
Charles F. Hathaway was born in Plymouth, Massachu
setts, on July 2, 1816. A member of a poor family, he went to
work at the age of eleven. The first authentic record we have
about him is in a letter which he wrote from Plymouth on
February 18, 1840, to his fiancee Temperance Blackwell in
Waterville. Then 24 years old, he was operating a small shirt
factory that had been started in Plymouth by his uncle Ben
jamin, who held Charles's notes. That obligation gave the
young man considerable concern, and he wrote Miss Blackwell : "Thus far things have gone pretty smoothly between me
and Uncle Benjamin, though I sometimes feel an unpleasant
dread. He holds my notes for the stock, and business is now
extremely dull. I have my brother George to work with me,
but business is such that I can give him but small wages."
Before 1840 Charles had learned the printer's trade,
learning it with E. Merriam and Company of West Brookfield, Massachusetts, then for a time working for the famous
firm of G. and C. Merriam of Springfield. That firm still pub
lishes and holds the rights to the authentic Webster's Diction
ary, which it has published for more than a century.
We learn from the letter to Miss Blackwell that she had
told Charles that either early May or early June would be all
right for the wedding. So Charles wrote, "Let it be the first of
May, for the nearest period is best by all means."
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So in May Charles Hathaway came to Waterville and was
married to Temperance Blackwell. He had written her: "I
hope our union may be for good, as well as for pleasure, and
that my soul may be benefited thereby." Poor Temperance!
Little did she know what she was facing down the long shadow
of the years. She could not, in that spring of 1840, possibly
foresee the ostracism, the loneliness, the ridicule she must en
counter as the wife of this man. Temperance was a goodly
name for girls born in the first quarter of the nineteenth cen
tury. This girl lived up to the name, but her parents would
have done better to call her Patience. That was a virtue she
needed in full measure running over.
The Blackwells, who lived in the west part of Waterville
(now the town of Oakland) were staunch members of the Bap
tist church that Jeremiah Chaplin had founded in 1818. In
the spring of 1844 there were nine of them on the church
rolls. Between August and November of 1844, all except two
had taken their church letters to the new Baptist Church at
Oakland. Temperance was not one of the nine. Four years
earlier she had become Mrs. Charles F. Hathaway and had
gone to Plymouth with her husband. In 1843 they had re
turned to Waterville but had not yet affiliated with any church.
Temperance had been a devout Christian before she mar
ried Charles. In fact, she seems to have influenced him in
respect to his own piety. He had written her in 1840 : "Ever
since I promised you that I would each night pray that I
might become a Christian, I have felt more than before the im
portance of being religious. I hope sometimes that I am a true
believer, but the hope is faint. I hate my own sins so little
and love holiness no more. My constant attendance to worldly
concerns retards my soul in its progress toward Heaven."
There it was —the irrepressible conflict — looming large
in Charles Hathaway's life as early as 1840. For 53 more
years, until death should claim him, he was to be tortured by
inability to reconcile worldly concerns with the religious life.
What happened to the shirt business in Plymouth is not
clear. Anyhow, Hathaway decided to give it up and take resi
dence in his wife's native town of Waterville at the trade he
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had learned from the Merriams. He would be a printer. For
three years he worked for various Waterville printers, and
seems to have been unable to get along with any of them.
Charles Hathaway was the kind of man who has to be his own
boss, the kind who can take orders from no one. So in 1847,
for $571.47 he bought good will, press, type, and stock of a
printing business in Waterville and in April of that year pub
lished the first issue of the Waterville Union.
The masthead of the Union carried the kind of elaborate
statement that the weekly papers of that time usually dis
played. "Published every Thursday morning by Charles F.
Hathaway, Office in Hanscom Building at Main and Elm
Streets. Terms, only one dollar a year in advance. The public
will see that this is the cheapest paper in New England, of its
size and quality. We are determined that it shall merit the
most extensive circulation.
Those friendly to the paper are
requested to do what they can to extend its circulation."
Like so many of the weekly papers of that time, the Union
was not really a newspaper at all. It did contain a few items
of national and foreign news, copied from New York and Bos
ton papers. But in its first issue the Union had not one word
of local news. Its four pages were filled with sermons, re
ligious homilies, highly moral stories, all copied from other
sources — what the modern weeklies call "boiler plate."
The very first issue of the Union revealed Charles Hathaway's conflict between the worldly and the heavenly. He
would fill his paper with the heavenly, but he wanted it to
appeal to the world. He announced: "Anyone who will send
us the money for five or more subscribers may reserve ten
percent commission. Postmasters will send money to us for
subscriptions free of postage. Wanted : several active agents,
to whom a good chance is offered. Advertisers will find this
paper affording them the greatest facilities. Advertisements
will be inserted at low rates, cash in advance."
It developed that the public was not enough interested in
the religious homilies and the stern puritanical advice with
which Hathaway filled his paper. It lasted only a few weeks,
and on July 19, 1847, he sold out to Ephraim Maxham for
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$475, thus sustaining a loss of nearly a hundred dollars. Maxham was a more successful publisher. He changed the name
to The Eastern Mail and later to The Waterville Mail, con
tinuing those papers until his death in 1886. The Mail soon
afterward changed to a daily and was still being published
well into the twentieth century.
With the failure of the Union, Charles Hathaway must
have decided that his true worldly vocation was not printing,
but shirts. In his last year in the Plymouth factory he had
employed a young man about his own age named Josiah Tillson. He now approached Tillson concerning a partnership.
What Charles Hathaway did to earn a living between July
1847 and March 1850 we do not know, but apparently it was
in Waterville. In 1850, however, he and Tillson built a shirt
factory at Watertown, Massachusetts, and to that town he and
Temperance moved.
Before that removal Charles had come to a momentous
decision. How much his wife swayed him we can only guess,
but considering his stubborn independence, we suspect the
final decision was quite his own. The records of the Waterville
Baptist Church contain this item under date of August 1,
1846: "A letter of dismission and recommendation was read
from the Baptist Church in Plymouth, Massachusetts, to this
church in behalf of Charles F. Hathaway and his wife Tem
perance Hathaway. Voted unanimously that they be received
as members of this church." He who had come to feel that no
organized church quite met his views of religion had now de
cided to join the Baptists.
In March, 1848, the church voted to establish a Sabbath
School, and they made Charles Hathaway the first superin
tendent. It did not take long for trouble to develop. On May
14, 1848, the church clerk set down this record : "Voted that
Deacon Martin Anderson and Dr. Sheldon be a committee to
visit C. F. Hathaway in regard to a communication received
from him, proposing to withdraw from the church."
Evidently Hathaway had refused to continue longer as
superintendent of the Sabbath School. On May 27 the church
appointed a committee, consisting of President Champlin of
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Waterville College, Professor Loomis and Deacon Stevens, to
talk with Hathaway, and if he persisted in his refusal to lead
the school, they were to recommend some other person as su
perintendent.
On June 13 this committee reported to the
church that they had talked with Hathaway and they now
recommended that no action be taken until they had oppor
tunity to confer with him again. A week later they reported
that the case was hopeless and they recommended that Deacon
Stevens be chosen to serve in Hathaway's place.
For more than a year Hathaway continued at odds with
the church, but a reconciliation was finally established, for the
church record, under date of October 6, 1849, states: "Voted
that the letter received from C. F. Hathaway be considered
satisfactory and that he be dismissed from further discipline."
It is now time that we take a look at Charles Hathaway as
a business man. His absorption with saints and sinners did
not take his attention entirely from shirts, though it did harm
fully affect his business career. As we shall see, Hathaway
was one of those men who combined with a hatred of sin per
sonal hatred for the sinner, and he set himself up as the judge
of what constituted sin. No wonder he had difficulties in his
personal relationships, in business as well as in the church.
Why Hathaway decided to leave Watertown and set up
a shirt factory in Waterville we do not know. The first in
timation in his journal is under date of March 31, 1853. "Sold
all my property in the firm of Hathaway and Tillson in Watertown to Josiah Tillson for $900." The very next day he re
corded: "Agreed to go into company in Waterville with
G.A.H. in July. (G.A.H. was his younger brother George, who
had once worked for him in Plymouth.)
The firm will be
called C. F. Hathaway and Co. I shall put in $4000, he $2000
and have one third of the profits."
While waiting for his factory to be built, Hathaway
started making shirts in his home, employing only two helpers.
Apparently George was an absentee partner, because Charles
does not at any time list him among those in factory or house
hold. Charles had come to Waterville early in April, and on
May 18 he completed a deal with Samuel Appleton for the
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purchase of an acre of land on Appleton Street for $900. The
plot extended six rods on Appleton Street and extended north
about nine rods. That plot was to be the site of the Hathaway
Shirt Factory for more than a hundred years. Ground was
broken for the building on June 1, 1853, and it was in full
operation by the end of October, when the owner noted that
the working hours were 7 A.M. to 6 P.M., six days a week,
with an hour off at noon. What would present Hathaway
workers think of that sixty hour week ?
If modern workers would be surprised at the original fac
tory hours in the Hathaway plant, what would modern con
tractors think of his deal with the builder? As Hathaway set
it down in his journal: "Engaged J. P. Blunt to build shirt
factory, I to pay him what I think right for his services. Mr.
Piper, mason, to have $2.00 a day."
The shirts which Hathaway made in 1853 were the oldfashioned stiff -bosomed white shirts, to which separate collars
had to be attached. Those stiff bosoms required careful starch
ing and ironing, and for that work women were employed.
The cutters and shirt makers were mostly men. In 1853 Hath
away was paying his ironers $3.00 a week during the first year
while they learned the trade, after that $3.25 for seven shirts
a day, with an increase of 25 cents for each daily shirt up to a
maximum of $5.50 a week for sixteen shirts a day. It was be
cause most of his workers were women ironers that the fac
tory became known locally as "the laundry."
Like every manufacturer who had to depend on more than
local sales, Hathaway needed traveling salesmen. His first
was a youth of 19, Eben Nelson, who agreed to travel as a
Hathaway representative for four years, starting at $200 a
year, and one percent of sales, with annual increase of $100 a
year. He apparently lived in Boston, because the agreement
stipulated that his traveling expenses should be paid when he
was away from Boston. Nelson soon gave up the job because
his mother felt he was too young for such responsibility.
Hathaway then turned to Charles MacFadden of Vassalboro, to whom he gave a three year contract at $300, $400 and
$500 a year and one percent of sales, with expenses paid.
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Two weeks later S. C. Dillingham agreed to travel on the same
conditions as MacFadden. The next year he engaged Henry
Fox to travel out of Worcester, Massachusetts, but he had to
offer him two percent of sales instead of the usual one percent.
From the start of his Waterville factory Hathaway feared
competition. One measure he took to meet it concerned his
principal employees, the cutters and makers. H. M. Wiswell's
contract stipulated that he would never go into business in
opposition to Hathaway. Morris Soule promised "to remain in
my employ in preference to working for any other in the busi
ness."
As late as 1879, after his Waterville factory was more
than 25 years old, Hathaway was still troubled by competition.
So many Waterville merchants had made agreements with
other manufacturers to handle their shirts exclusively that
Hathaway took exceptional measures to get his shirts sold in
the town where they were made. In July, 1879, he placed the
following advertisement in the Waterville Mail :
"Waterville shirts. The subscriber has long felt regret
that a regard for the dealers here seemed to impose a restraint
upon his giving the community in which his establishment is
placed the benefit of buying any grade of shirts as cheaply as
they could be sold in direct trade. But competition has intro
duced so many foreign shirts, contrary to Waterville interests,
that the time has come for a new departure. I propose, there
fore, to make a grade of shirts to be specifically designated
Hathaway Waterville Shirts, and retail them at my establish
ment, finished and ready for use $1.00; finished except laun
dering, 85 cents. In connection with the above, Hathaway's
Custom Shirts will continue a specialty, with a new scale of
prices from $2.50 to $4.00 a pair, according to quality, with five
percent discount on a half dozen or more. While we are con
fident of giving satisfaction in our new departure, we never
assume to delude anyone with the idea that, if they bring $4.00
in silver, we will give them $5.00 in gold. Gold for gold we
promise. C. F. Hathaway."
That the competition was not altogether from "foreign
shirts" we are assured by another advertisement in that same
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of the Waterville Mail. That advertisement said:
a trial. The subscriber, having had
twelve years experience with C. F. Hathaway in the manufac
ture of shirts, has taken rooms in Mathews Hall, Temple
Street, and will continue his regular business, making a
specialty of custom shirts and ladies' underwear."
Evidently King had broken with Hathaway, who we know
was not easy to get along with, and had set up business for
himself. Perhaps, in 1879, Hathaway was no longer able to
secure written agreements from his employees not to go to
work for any competition or set up a competing business.
King made shirts in three qualities, which he designated
as good, better, best.
Unlaundered he sold them in half
1879 issue

"King Shirts. Give them

lots for $7.50, $8.25 and $9.00. Laundered they were
priced at $8.50, $9.50 and $10.50. King was undercutting
Hathaway 's prices, but the latter's higher price of $1.90 each
seems cheap for a shirt of best quality.
Standards of modesty prevailing 75 years ago are re
vealed in the final word of King's advertisement: "A lady of
experience will be in attendance to receive orders for ladies'
underwear."
Something was always happening in the business to up
set the irritable Charles. On November 18, 1854, he wrote in
his journal : "Yesterday Ann Atkinson agreed to work for me
in Maria Sawtelle's place. Today her father says she has con
cluded not to come. I was highly incensed and sent her word
that I did not think it very honest." In the same year Hath
away made arrangements with acquaintances in other places
to have their daughters come to work for him. He deposited
$40 in the Five Cent Savings Bank in Boston for Alice Fernald of Watertown and $50 for Lydia Pierce of Lynn. The
Pierce girl came to work all right, but Miss Fernald failed to
show up, and Hathaway never got his $40 back.
Charles was often in need of funds, and that led him into
several partnership schemes. In 1856 one of his traveling
agents was G. A. Blackwell, a relative of Hathaway's wife.
Hathaway had been sounding out Josiah Melcher regarding a
partnership. So, on April 25, he wrote Blackwell that he pro
dozen
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form a partnership with Melcher and suggested that
Blackwell come in as a third partner. Melcher and Blackwell
were to put in $5000 each, and each would take one fourth of
the profits, while Hathaway would put in $10,000 and take
half the profits. Melcher had agreed to allow the goods of the
old company to be taken by the new at $8000. All of the sea
posed to

son's accounts were to be considered good. It was agreed that
the factory and land should be appraised at $10,000.
Then Hathaway wrote Melcher, proposing the inclusion of
Blackwell in the deal and insisting that neither Melcher's nor
Blackwell's name should appear in the title of the firm, but
that it should continue to be C. F. Hathaway and Company.
Melcher quite naturally was annoyed and he wrote an indig
nant reply. As a result, Charles recorded in his journal on
April 30: "I wrote Melcher that his letter proved we should
not get along well together and I did not wish to take him as
a

partner."

In the fall of 1856 Hathaway decided to enlarge his plant.
He made a deal with a Mr. Hodgkins of Benton for 290 sticks
of good, sound hemlock, 2 x 12 and 9 feet long, as well as ten
thousand feet of boards — the whole lot at $8.00 a thousand.
Lumber was indeed cheap in those days. At $8.50 a thousand,
W. W. Getchell agreed to furnish spruce of the best quality in
twelve different dimensions, which included 282 pieces of 1 x 3
of 20 foot length and 145 pieces of 2 x 12 of 9 foot length.
Charles does not record that he had any trouble with Getchell,
but on February 2, 1857, he wrote in his journal : "Settled bills
of Hodgkins and of Fogg, Hall and Co. for boards. In both
cases, as usual, I think myself wronged by poorer quality than
agreed on. It is a bitter lot to have to do business with such a
selfish world."
There you have it. Charles Hathaway was a strange mix
ture of gullibility and distrust. Perhaps because of his very
suspicion of everyone with whom he did business, it became a
kind of game to try to beat him. Many a deal with him was
made by playing up to his gullible side, and that was the in
tensity of his peculiar brand of religious zeal. Let a prospec
tive seller once show interest in Hathaway's eagerness to con
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vert him and a deal was made—a deal the details of which
Charles might not too closely scrutinize.
He was always throwing away money on pious young
men. In November, 1856, he told Edwin Cole of Long Island
Plantation, near Brooklin, Maine, that he would give Cole $100
a year to aid him in studying for the ministry on condition
that he would devote his vacation to colportage in the northern
part of Maine. In numerous other instances he made similar
offers. More often than otherwise the recipients got a down
payment, then forgot all about the ministry.
Clearly such a man as Charles Hathaway was bound to
have difficulties in business. It is remarkable that he was able
to hold on as long as he did. When he died in 1893, others
were in control of the factory and for several years he had had
no voice in the management. But he had given Hathaway
shirts a sound, honest reputation, and it is to his everlasting
honor that changing managements have made no attempt to
eliminate his name from the firm. It is still The C. F. Hath
away Company.
Charles Hathaway could have become a prosperous and
highly respected industrialist if it had not been for his in
grown, twisted New England conscience. Many another busi
ness man has been deeply religious, a mainstay of his church,
and an honor to the cause of Christianity. In the Waterville
Baptist Church, at the very time when Hathaway was con
stantly a stinging hornet, were such stalwart Christian busi
ness men as Bates and Stevens and Philbrick, Wing and Bur
leigh and Webb. Let us see just how Charles Hathaway's
religious views differed from those of such other men.
The first intimation of serious religious disturbance in
his life comes to us from a long passage in his journal, re
corded the day after Christmas in 1855. At that time he had
taken into his home as boarders several of the women who
worked in his factory. Besides his wife and himself, the house
hold consisted of Mrs. Martha Stevens and her daughter Eliza,
Lydia Pierce, Amy Reynolds, and Hannah Marshall. Charles
had tried to interest them all in his lengthy and doleful kind
of family worship at nine o'clock each evening. He wrote in
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the journal: "Greatly grieved because Martha and Hannah
would not kneel with us. What was my joy on the next day
when Martha joined us. This cut Hannah to the quick. After
some days she too became a true convert. All our number
except Mrs. Stevens' little daughter are now hopeful and re
vived."
In spite of this victory, Charles was not content. Never
in his life was he to enjoy true peace of mind. In the very
next passage in the journal, following the one about the con
version of Martha and Hannah, he wrote : "I rejoice at times
in God, but with trembling. So often have I grieved his spirit
and been left to live in sin, that I dare not hope even to be a
steady Christian. God bless me in trying to do my duty,
though I feel so unworthy."
Upon Charles's conscience weighed the grim conviction
that he must convert all his employees. He wrote: "I have
conversed with all my workmen. Some without hope have
seemed interested and others have had their hope revived. On
Monday evening I had a meeting of our family and workmen
for prayer and confession.
After much reluctance, Laura
Marshall, a wayward professor long in the cold and darkness,
consented to attend. Our whole company is blessed, and all is
union and peace."
Poor Charles! The union and peace could not endure.
Within a few days he was setting down in the journal: "How
much depravity and deceit I find within. I seem to dread to
know all the wickedness of my natural heart. I am troubled
lest I be convicted of pride. I see it mixed with all I do, and
fear my motives are sometimes impure and insincere. In
prayer meeting I often feel impatient during some brother's
testimony, which he is not able to express as well as I can.
O thou wretched heart ! God justly humbles thee. Even when
1 seem to be getting a little humility, I find myself proud of
it— proud of being humble."
With the New Year of 1858, Charles instituted the custom
starting
the factory day with prayer, insisting that all the
of
workers gather for that purpose. Now no one would contend
that such a practice is bad. Sincere prayer, alone or in a
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group, is highly commendable. But this had to be Charles
Hathaway's special brand of prayer. It left no room for indi
vidual differences, no chance for the precious right of each
man's approach to God. So of course some of the workers
resented it, while others ridiculed it. Eventually Charles had
to abandon the practice.
Never, on the contrary, did he give up the conviction that
it was his solemn duty to talk religion with all his acquaint
ances and even with strangers.
That too would have been
good, had it not been for Charles's air of religious superiority.
Often the man he tried to convert thought he was already just
as good a Christian as Hathaway. Others didn't see how Hath
away's starvation wages and other business practices were
consistent with their notion of Christianity. Yet there were
many who listened to him.
Certainly the outstanding contribution of his religious
life was his work with the poor French-Canadian immigrants
on the "Plains." In 1858, at the very time when Charles was
going through his throes of doubt, the Baptist Church voted
to make another attempt to revive its mission on the "Plains,"
which had been started in 1834 by a college student, Jonathan
Forbush, and had been intermittently carried on by others.
The decision was to establish a mission school and place
Charles Hathaway in charge. For twelve years, among many
discouragements and some outright persecution, he devoted
time, money and talent to that task. Every Sunday he con
ducted a Sabbath School among those people. At his own ex
pense he secured religious tracts printed in French and dis
tributed them widely. And he saw that many acts of tangible
charity were done for those impoverished people in a strange
land. Although many others played a part in the establish
ment and perpetuation of Waterville's Second Baptist Church,
on the "Plains," it owes much to the devotion and perseverance
of Charles Hathaway.
It is now time for us to examine why Charles Hathaway
was so often at odds with his church. For three years after
returning from Watertown he refused to rejoin the Waterville
Baptist Church. In 1855 he confided to his journal: "Having
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peculiar views regarding duty in relation to church member
ship, I have not united with the church here since leaving
Watertown. I think the church guilty of grievous evils and
sins."
What were the sins of which he accused the church? He
said : "I feel the Baptist denomination, of which I am a mem
ber, is worldly in its policy, contrary to the spirit and prin
ciples of Christ, and that this worldliness is so interwoven in
the structure and practice of its churches as to render a proper
reform hopeless." Then Hathaway got down to specific counts
in his indictment. First he objected to the organization of
what was called the Society, which accompanied the existing
organization of the church as a body of believers. It was the
practice in the Waterville Church, as in most Baptist
Churches, to sell the pews to whoever would buy. Among the
purchasers were many persons who were not members of the
church. The pew holders constituted the Society, the business
organization for the church. Hathaway objected to that ar
rangement because he contended it permitted "those who are
the enemies of God to join with those who are called to be
unspotted from the world."
Secondly, he charged the church with "trusting to the
pecuniary aid of the worldly, so that the proceedings of the
church are influenced by a fear of giving offense to the rich."
So far Hathaway had two points about which there can be
legitimate argument. Many a church has hesitated to displease
a wealthy contributor, has perhaps rendered unto Caesar the
things that are God's. And sometimes the financial phase of
church organization has made the Church look more like a
business than like a house of God. But in 1856 the society, as
distinct from the church, was an intrenched institution. When
Charles Hathaway was bucking
stone wall.
he attacked
His remaining charges were on less secure ground. He
objected to what he called architectural display and idolatrous
ornaments in the sanctuary. The purpose, he said was to draw
motive in itself sin
fashionable and paying congregations,
objected
the
choir.
Such groups, he
to
ister and evil. Then he
contended, are always filled with singers who at heart are wor
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shipers of the prince of this world. Another objection was to
the books in the Sabbath School library. They were, in his
words, "far from being of a religious character and unfit to be
read on Sunday, or for that matter on any other day."
But Hathaway's most repeated charge against the church
referred to its discipline, or lack of it. He complained that
members failed to attend to their covenant duties, yet nothing
was done about it. Many of those members, he said, "show no
marks of true, piety, commit all manner of sins publicly before
the world, and yet are allowed to continue taking communion
as if they were true saints."
For all of the reasons enumerated in his bill of particu
lars, Hathaway insisted that the church had not just fallen
into sudden temptation, as an individual often does, but ac
tually "persisted willfully in the way of evil, thus being with
out excuse and without hope of reform."
A man with views as strong as those was bound to be a
stormy petrel in any church. In 1857, for instance, he was at
odds with President Champlin of the College. Hathaway wrote
in his journal: "I was today charged by Professor Champlin
with having refused to pay my proportion for the Society on
account of my loving money too well. I thought he said that
in revenge for my having spoken against the late Fair held to
aid the Society. I wrote him that he made me out a liar and
a hypocrite, therefore I would not trouble him by my further
presence at the communion table. I sent a copy of the letter
to Pastor Wood and expressed my regret at the trouble he
must feel."
A few days later Charles received a letter from President
Champlin, concerning which Charles commented: "Professor
Champlin expressed no regret at wounding my feelings, but
still insists that he thinks I am actuated by covetousness and
seems to want my case brought before the church. I will never
agree to that."
Just once, in the pages of the journal, do we catch a
glimpse of how Temperance Hathaway felt about her hus
band's religious quarrels. On January 29, 1870, he had a row
with the man who was then his pastor, Dr. E. H. Burrage,
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the distinguished historian of Maine Baptists. Hathaway had
written to Burrage that he had lost his respect because of the
pastor's course concerning the Young Men's Bible Class. What
the pastor had done we cannot even guess, but anyhow, ac
companied by Deacon Stevens, Burrage came to see Hathaway.
After the interview Charles wrote: "They called on me and
Dr. Burrage showed anger. We finally got partially recon
ciled."
By this time the church had given Hathaway a license to
preach, and on the day following the angry interview he con
ducted services in Benton. That evening, at home, he com
plained to his wife about the faults of his pastor and church.
Then he recorded in the journal : "She said with tears that it
seemed wrong to say so much of faults and nothing of virtues.
Her words struck home and led me to see how strongly this
had always been my character, so as to spoil my influence and
make me dreaded and shunned. I trust this lesson, though
coming so late, is the best one of my life and that I may make
some amends for the past."
It was a good resolution, but it couldn't last. Within three
years his feeling about Burrage not only caused an open break
with the church but became a public scandal. Most persons
outside the Baptist Church first knew about it when on March
28, 1873, an item appeared in the Waterville Mail. This is
what Waterville people read at their supper tables on that
spring night: "There was a large audience at the Town Hall
on Sunday evening to hear Mr. C. F. Hathaway explain his
religious views in respect to the Christian life and state his
purpose to open a room for religious services on Main Street.
Mr. Hathaway also referred to his withdrawal from the Bap
tist church and gave his reasons for doing so. He mentioned
no change in doctrinal views or disagreement in this respect,
but gave his audience to understand that he aimed at a higher
plane of religious life, spiritual and practical, for himself and
those who might encourage his enterprise of sustaining a
separate meeting. The audience gave him respectful atten
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On the outs with his church, Hathaway had done what in
slang phrase the mid-twentieth century tells a complainer to
do. He went out and hired a hall. But not immediately, as
we shall see, and that is what brought about a public exchange
between him and Burrage. But let us first note how Hathaway
advertised his independent services. In the same issue of the
Mail that carried the item about his talk in the Town Hall,
appeared this paid advertisement: "Arrangement of Services
for the Free Chapel of the Christian Brotherhood. Sunday,
Bible Class at 10 ; services at 2 and 6. Monday, silent prayer,
7Vfc to 8 P.M., followed by religious inquiry or conversation.
Tuesday, prayer meeting 7*/2 P.M. Wednesday, singing,
to 8V2 P.M., followed by charity meeting. Thursday, Sociable
evening with reading and discussion. Friday, prayer meeting
7V2 P-M. Saturday, silent prayer 7V2 to 8% P-M. Silent
prayer every weekday noon 12!/2 to 1.
Other occasional
services may be substituted for silent prayer on Monday and
Saturday evenings." Charles Hathaway certainly intended to
keep busy at his new chapel. No wonder his business suffered.
All this had appeared in the Waterville Mail on March 28.
But that was not all. Elsewhere in the same issue, Hathaway's erstwhile pastor, Dr. Burrage, published a statement
of his own, a statement that was a veritable bombshell. Had
Burrage kept silent, the whole episode might have been soon
forgotten and Hathaway have been regarded as simply a re
ligious crank. Let us see what Dr. Burrage said.
"To the Editors of the Waterville Mail : At the Town Hall,
last Sunday evening, as I am told by persons who were pres
ent, it was said by Mr. Hathaway that he desired to deliver
that address in one of the evangelical churches, but was re
fused permission. As my name was mentioned, I beg leave
to publish the following note which I addressed to Mr. Hath
away in answer to a letter of his dated February 21 and a
note dated,

February 22.
March

My dear Brother

It

4, 1873

:

brother who is
I try to be
obligation,
covenant
but
still
in
his
faithless
seems strange to address one as
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hopeful about all. In reference to the matter referred to
Rev. Pottle, Rev. Cameron and myself, I have to say that
we have nothing to do with the matter. If you wish any
one of the churches for your meeting, you must go to the
standing committee of the church, who alone have power
to grant your request. Let me add the following from
Mr. Pottle and Mr. Cameron: 'We agreed to the above
statement, that application must be made to the standing
committees of the churches. As pastors we have no au
thority in the premises.' "

Burrage concludes his letter to the Mail with this state
ment: "Mr. Hathaway never made application to any stand
ing committee. From the above, therefore, the public can
judge whether or not he was refused permission to deliver
his address in any of the evangelical churches of the town."
A man like Charles Hathaway was not going to take such
an attack lying down. He, too, dearly loved a fight. So, on
April 4, he came back at Burrage with a letter of his own in
the Waterville Mail. He wrote: "I find myself unexpectedly
charged, before the world in public print, with misrepresenta
tion of facts. I therefore feel compelled in the same way to
bring to light all that I know about the case. If, as a result,
my accuser suffers, he has only himself to blame. I think I
shall show to others, as clearly as it is in my own mind, that
unworthy motives have prompted this charge, and that it is
untrue and unjust both in letter and in spirit.. That my course
in leaving the church would excite unpleasant feelings and
disapproval in the church and pastor I could only expect, and
even for some manifestation of that feeling I could not com
plain. But when it carries to a charge of dishonesty I have
reason to be surprised and hurt. It is time for me to make pub
lic a letter which I wrote to Dr. Burrage on February 21.
Here is that letter.
'Brother Burrage. Having in mind some way to express
to the people my desire to open a room on Main Street, it oc
curs to me that it might be best to make my announcement
and explanation in one of the churches, if considered by the
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pastors and members to be desirable. I therefore thought of
writing to the three pastors to see if a mutual agreement could
be reached, but I concluded to ask you to see the others and
talk the matter over, if it seems good to you to do so. This is
such a novel thing that I cannot complain if it does not strike
You may not only disapprove my position,
you favorably.
but also fear the result of my course. While I shall be candid
in my statements, I assure you I shall say nothing at the meet
ing that will be needlessly unpleasant. That there are some
things you would rather should be different is probable, but I
am also inclined to think there may be others unexpectedly
pleasing and satisfactory, so that altogether you will not re
gret allowing me to speak. I should therefore like to see called
a union meeting, either next Sunday evening or the following
one, to be announced in today's Mail, if possible. After my
address, the pastors could have their say to the same audience.
If desired, I am willing to bear the incidental expenses of the
meeting. Perhaps my proposition is presumptuous, but I leave
it with the Lord and with my brethren.' "
Concluding this copy of his letter to Burrage, Hathaway
went on to state that he received no reply for more than a
week. Finally, on March 3, Burrage called upon him and be
gan by saying it was a strange favor to ask for the use of a
church when the petitioner would not come to any of its meet
ings. He told Hathaway that he had talked with President
Champlin and others of the church, and they did not approve.
However Burrage agreed to present the request to the other
pastors at their meeting on this same day.
Then, turning to the letter which Burrage addressed to
him and which had already been published in the Mail, Hath
away really let loose. He said : "Is not that letter worded as
if the pastors never had anything to do or say about who
should occupy the churches? And is the statement correct?
Who doubts that the Baptist Church would act otherwise than
as Mr. Burrage wished? I did not refer to the refusal of my
application with the implication that anyone connected with
the churches had done anything wrong. But that there was
refusal no one can doubt, despite the subterfuge about stand
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ing committees. Mr. Burrage says I was only referred to the
proper authorities. Yet he had already told me that President
Champlin and others of the church objected. Did not that
settle the matter as to his church? It will be apparent from
the wording of my first letter that I intended it be read to the
other pastors. Mr. Cameron told me he never saw or knew of
and that Mr. Burrage stated
had simply applied for the
Baptist church and they had refused my application."
Then Hathaway made an unusual disclosure. He said on
March 24 Burrage had come to see him, had acted in
very
offensive manner, had said he was going to publish the cor
respondence. Hathaway said he urged Burrage not to do that,
as
was something no honorable gentleman would do, namely,
air a church dispute in the public press. But
was all to no
avail. Burrage insisted Hathaway had already said so much in
public that
was time for all citizens to hear Burrage's side
of the case.
On March 25, Hathaway again wrote to Burrage, "I do
not address you as brother, because
may be unacceptable to
you and because
have seen things in you which seem incon
sistent with the proper use of that title. But
awoke last
night with kindly thoughts of you, as perhaps
child of God's
grace and therefore
brother indeed. Forgive the faults you
have seen in me and pray for me too."
Burrage was in no mood to accept Hathaway's olive
branch. On the next day he wrote to Hathaway: "If you de
sire to make an apology to me in the Mail this week, to say
that you had no occasion to interpret my letter as
refusal to
allow you the use of the church, and present the apology for
my approval before
printed,
will not publish the article
have prepared. The publishers of the Mail wish my copy on
Thursday morning. If do not hear from you before that time,
shall submit my article with your letters for publication."
Hathaway's final word to the Mail was this "Deep in the
hearts of most men
sense of justice that will finally arise
in indignation against those who stoop to unfair means to in
jure others."
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While all this was going on, as well as before it, the Waterville Baptist church as an official body had shown com
mendable patience in dealing with Charles Hathaway.
Its

official records are revealing. On April 3, 1873, Deacon Dow
read to the church a letter he had just received from Hath
away. It said : "I wish through you to inform the church that
I have publicly, fully and finally withdrawn from the church
and the denomination of Baptists, and wish my name no longer
retained on the church records as a member."
The church then voted to instruct its standing committee
to inquire into the case and report. On May 2, Hathaway him
self appeared at a business meeting of the church and pro
ceeded to read a lengthy address on the sins of churches in
general and reiterated his determination to withdraw from the
Waterville church and the whole Baptist denomination. The
church record then states the outcome : "After reasonable dis
cussion on motion of Dr. Champlin, it was voted, Whereas our
brother C. F. Hathaway has now, for a long time, as well as on
many former occasions, deserted our church, and paid no at
tention to his duties and obligations as a member, therefore as
we are commended by the Apostle to withdraw from every
brother that walketh disorderly, this church does now with
draw from our erring brother Hathaway, no longer recogniz
ing him as one of our members, and we also withdraw from
him our license to preach."
A careful search of the church records reveals no vote
ever readmitting Charles Hathaway into the Waterville Bap
tist Church, yet it is probable that readmission did take place.
In the 1880's, Mrs. Hathaway, as a recognized member was
frequently appointed to committees, and it is improbable that
she would have returned to the church without her husband.
On the other hand, as late as December 13, 1886, only seven
years before he died, Charles Hathaway wrote in his Journal :
"I now consecrate anew to the Lord. While pursuing my busi
ness, and I hope afterward, I propose special work for the
glory of God and the good of men in the publication and dis
tribution of a Christian paper, in the holding of meetings, and
perhaps the establishment of a Christian church and institu
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This has been a strong desire of my life and now the
Lord brings it close to me, and I trust will guide me in it."
Such was Charles Hathaway, maker of shirts, hater of
sinners, determined to be a saint. Poor tortured soul ! Want
ing to love his fellow men, but not knowing how, his whole
life was a strange mixture of shirts, saints and sinners.
tion.

IV
SQUATTIN' ON THE LAND
the earliest days in the American colonies somebody
From
was always taking up residence on land claimed by some
one else.
Landowners have frequently had difficulty with
squatters. This was especially true in the latter part of the
eighteenth century and the first decade of the nineteenth in
that part of Massachusetts known as the District of Maine.
Disputes over royal grants, the lack of adequate surveys,
and the general disturbance of the times made for instability
in the Maine settlements. The Revolutionary army had been
discharged with little or no pay. Many of them, granted land
by the government in lieu of money payment, found someone
else in that possession of the land which is often said to be
"nine points of the law."
Money was extremely scarce, especially hard money of
real value. The Continental paper currency became so nearly
worthless that when Jacob Whitman of Buckfield was on his
way home, with only Continental paper for money, he used
$40 of it to buy a bowl of bread and milk.
The situation was complicated because some of the land
had belonged to persons who remained loyal to the British
king, became known as Tories, and fled to Canada with the
progress of the Revolution. In some instances Tory property
was actually confiscated and it took years of litigation to get it
back, as was the case with the Gardiner family. Anyhow the
word got around that those Tory lands were anybody's for the
taking. Even men in older settled areas left their farms and
moved on to what they regarded as better opportunity on the
Tory holdings.

[64]
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Except where long litigation concerned the big grants in
colonial times, the first settlers often got clear title to their
land. But, as the years went by, young men would leave the
older settlers' paternal roofs and choose land farther up the
streams or back into the woods. There the new family would
clear the land, build a cabin, and start a home. Most of those
squatters were honest.
They assumed that the proprietor
would grant a title when the customary price per acre had
been paid, because in various parts of Maine, between 1780
and 1810, agents of the proprietors were constantly trying to
reach agreement with settlers and grant valid titles.
The old bugaboo of absentee ownership cast its shadow
over the situation. Too often the absentee owners were merely
speculators — men who had joined the New Plymouth Com
pany solely in the hope of quick and substantial profits from
their share in the Kennebec Purchase. Others had bought
rights from the Plymouth proprietors and had no interest
whatever in personally overseeing their lands. Their owners
wanted cash and they wanted it quickly. But there was very
little cash available. The average prospective settler had none
at all. So the owners held tenaciously to their Maine lands,
simply waiting for better times.
Meanwhile the settler would not wait. Finding it difficult
to secure title, he settled just the same. He cut the trees and
built a cabin without waiting for a clear title. As a result,
when careful surveys were run at the turn of the century,
large areas of the unsold and unassigned lands were found to
be occupied by persons with no legal right to be there.
Trouble arose especially over the so-called "proprietors'
lots." In most instances, a settler who legally obtained a lot,
secured a piece of land a mile square. Between each pair of
these "mile lots" was a rectangular piece about a hundred rods
wide and two miles deep, reserved for the proprietor. Over a
comparatively small area, therefore, there might be as many
as a dozen of these proprietor's lots. But with all the lots
poorly marked or not marked at all, it was easy for any settler,
seeking a good site for his cabin, to build on the proprietor's
land.
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Perhaps a whole year would elapse before the land agent
discovered the trespass. By that time the settler had made
substantial improvement to the property. It was to give some
redress, especially in that area of improvements, that the
Massachusetts General Court enacted several laws. Neverthe
less, if the settler were illegally placed and no amicable set
tlement could be reached, the proprietor could warn him off
and eventually oust him.
By 1800 the proprietors were demanding five to eight dol
lars an acre for the land. Being desperately poor, few settlers
could pay it. All they could legally do was to make the best
bargain they could or get out. But many of those settlers were
men who had fought for independence, for the right of the
American colonies to rule themselves. And they were ready
to fight again for what they considered their rights in this
wilderness of Maine.
It is wrong to regard the proprietors as greedy tyrants
and their land agents as Simon Legrees. For the most part
those agents were unusually patient and reasonable. But mat
ters had to come to a showdown, and as more and more set
tlers refused to budge from their squatters' holdings, the pro
prietors sought restitution in the courts. The legislature had
again and again recognized the problem, with increased sym
pathy for the poor squatter. In 1789 a law was passed, grant
ing to all men who had settled on undivided parts of the patent
previous to 1784 one hundred acres of land outright, and to
sell lots to all who settled later at a fair price without regard
to improvements.
Most of the subsequent trouble derived from two sources :
the high prices placed on the land by the proprietors, and their
reluctance to give adequate consideration to improvements
already made at the squatter's expense. In various parts of
the state, especially within the great expanse of the Kennebec
Purchase, land agents encountered not only resistance, but
rough physical treatment. One was ridden out of the com
munity on a rail, others were beaten and bruised, others got
a charge of buckshot, and at least one was killed.
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The technique as well as the spirit of the Boston Tea
The more illiterate and
rougher element among them became organized into bands of
"White Indians." Dressed in Indian garb and with painted
faces, these bands waylaid agents and breathed defiance to
proprietors. They were especially harsh on their own kind —
neighbors who refused to join them. They became a sort of
Ku Klux Klan, threatening all who did not agee with them.
James Vickery, in his History of Unity, tells how a pio
neer member of his family met the threat of one of those mobs.
A large force of angry drunks came to burn out David
Vickery. With the younger men of the household away at
work, the only male present was this lame and aged Revolu
tionary veteran himself. The women helped the old man with
his two canes out into the yard, where he proceeded to sit with
a loaded rifle in his hands. Perhaps his reputation as a fighter
in the Revolution deterred the mob. Anyhow, they took one
good look at him and dispersed.
Sometimes the squatter himself was squatted on. As the
flood of Revolutionary veterans inundated the land, their num
bers often found another squatter already established.
In
Waldoboro, for instance, the town voted in 1781 that "no
stranger shall encroach on any man's land or meadow in this
town." Obviously the majority intended that squatting should
be a privilege restricted to local citizens.
In his History of Broad Bay, Jasper Stahl gives a thor
ough account of what happened to squatters after General
Henry Knox became proprietor of the Waldo Patent. Knox
had married a Waldo heiress, and her inheritance combined
with his own shrewdness eventually brought the vast Waldo
lands under the personal control of this man who had served so
valiantly as George Washington's general of artillery.
When General Knox took over, the squatters were greatly
They know their possession of the land had no
concerned.
basis in law. But that land was their all— their very life.
They had no money. Their very survival depended upon the
land. With their own muscles, working from dawn to dark,

Party was copied by the squatters.
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they had felled the trees, put up their crude cabins, and ardu
ously raised a crop.
Fortunately Knox proved to be no harsh and greedy pro
prietor. His frankness and good humor and his natural kind
ness of heart made him a popular owner, and his terms to
the settlers were eminently fair. Yet with a minority of the
squatters even the lenient General Knox had trouble. His sur
veyors were shot at, settlers to whom he had granted titles
were intimidated, and handbills were circulated to arouse peo
ple against him. In 1793 Knox's agents listed a total of 101
settlers as illegally on the land. During the following decade
some settled with the General as individuals, others estab
lished the legality of their claims to his satisfaction, and still
others abandoned the land.
The Waldo Germans held out
against Knox to the end of his days, and some of the things
he had to swallow from them were nearly as fatal as the
swallowed chicken bone that actually caused his death. More
than once a party was organized to take pot shots at the Gen
eral.
Violence broke out in various parts of the District of
Maine. At Montville a group of "White Indians" entered a
tavern and seized the land agent, who was staying there for
the night. Some cooler head in the mob prevailed, and the
agent was released after a smart shaking up. In the town of
Morrill an agent was ridden out of town on a rail (some say
he was also tarred and feathered) accompanied by hooting
"Indians." Squatters organized in Washington and Union.
There was trouble also at Topsham and Bowdoinham, at Dres
den and Alna, and up in the Oxford hills beyond Hebron and
Buckfield.
The break in the firm stand of the proprietors for high
prices and short term of payment came as late as 1809, when
James Bowdoin, one of the larger proprietors of the Kennebec
Purchase, became determined to encourage settlement, even if
it meant more lenient terms to settlers. This was especially
favorable to the new settlements in the town of Unity. James
Vickery states that Bowdoin had the claims of all settlers
carefully surveyed, with the result that several deeds were
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Says Vickery,
speedily transferred to the settlers' hands.
"The willingness of the proprietor to come to terms, during
the first decade of the century, made it possible for the set
tlers for the first time to look ahead with optimism. Now the
past was an unpleasant memory."
Not everywhere was agreement reached as easily as it
was between James Bowdoin and his settlers. The rights of
the proprietors were by no means universally admitted. One
petition to the Massachusetts General Court said, "We have
from the best information reason to believe that the proprie
tors have no legal title to the lands on which we live, and
consequently they can give none to us."
Sometimes a group of settlers offered to pay a reasonable
price for the lands as they were "in a state of nature." But
they would not pay the increased price at present value, even
if their own improvements were recognized. In other words
they became advocates of Henry George's single tax concept,
even of a single price. In law they had not a leg to stand on,
but after all it was their kind of folk who had thrown the tea
into Boston Harbor. Poor as they were, many settlers were
willing to make payments if the price was fair and if given
sufficient time. Time was all the more necessary because of
the exorbitant interest rates which then prevailed. That sit
uation is revealed by one long sentence in a petition from set
tlers of Unity, which Vickery quotes in his history of that
town: "We therefore humbly pray that your Honors would
order it so that we may have said lands and enjoy our posses
sions for what they can be reasonably worth and be allowed a
reasonable time to pay, Your Honors taking into consideration
that we are a poor people, and that if we have but a short time
to make payments we shall be under the necessity of borrow
ing money at the rate of 25 percent interest, which would
operate to our utter ruin."
Wilkinson's History of Maine gives an interesting ac
count of what happened at Edgecomb. "Under a possessory
claim, Samuel Trask and other settlers lived undisturbed
upon their lands for ten years, when three men appearing
from Boston challenged title by virtue of an Indian deed.
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They proceeded to survey several lots next to the Sheepscot,
and then numbered and marked those lots. But the Indian
deed contained no definite boundaries; no actual possession
had ever taken place under it; and the settlers were not dis
posed to surrender.
Made acquainted with these facts and
spirit, a gentleman of the bar in Boston
by
generous
a
actuated
undertook their defense without fee.
The three claimants
abandoned their pursuit. In compliment to the lawyer's gen
erosity the plantation took the name of Freetown."
Another passage in Wilkinson's History of Maine makes
it clear that there were squatters and squatters. Distinctions
needed to be made. Wilkinson wrote: "No longer alarmed by
war-whoop and tomahawks of the savage, men chose the
depths of the forest for retreat and residence, rather than be
separated from their families. An early distinction was made
by the public between the greedy trespasser who entered the
forests merely to fell and plunder, and the enterprising actual
possessor whose motives were settlement and security."
That fiasco of 1839 known as the Aroostook War had its
impetus quite as much in squatters as in boundary dispute.
The Treaty of 1783, which confirmed American independence,
decreed that one-half of the St. John river belonged to Maine,
but at the close of the War of 1812 Great Britain claimed both
banks. On the northern and eastern side of the river there
had developed an American settlement of scattered log huts,
extending some twenty miles. The people were Acadians who
had taken refuge in the St. John Valley when driven out of
Evangeline's land in Nova Scotia. The plantation had already
been incorporated as the Massachusetts town of Madawaska,
but the British authorities sent an armed force to compel al
legiance to the crown.
Feeling ran high, but finally the dispute was referred to
the King of the Netherlands as arbitrator. He decided on a
line that was neither in the treaty nor claimed by either party.
Because it gave to Britain substantial acreage west of the St.
John, the people of Maine were indignant. Meanwhile the ter
ritory in dispute was plundered. The region along the Aroos
took River was robbed of much valuable timber. When the
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Governor of New Brunswick declared that his province had
been unlawfully invaded, Maine sprang to arms. Within a
week, in 1839, ten thousand armed Americans were either in
Aroostook or on the way there. Only the intervention of the
Federal government prevented actual hostilities, and the whole
dispute finally ended with the signing of the WebsterAshburton treaty.
But all through those years the people of the St. John
Valley lived in as much uncertainty as did those of AlsaceLorraine on the border of France and Germany. Were they
legally on American land or squatting on Canadian land? Did
they own homes in Canada or hold only squatters' rights in
the United States ? To authorities in Washington and London
it was all a Yankee farce, but it was grim reality, in some
cases even tragedy, to those who had squatted on the St. John
lands.
The most conspicuous and certainly the most spectacular
instance of squatter trouble in Central Maine was known as
the Malta War. Let us see how that came about. The Maine
surveys divided tracts into ranges, and those ranges into lots.
In the famous survey made by John McKechnie of Waterville
the range lines ran east and west from the Kennebec river
Those
to the outer boundaries of the Kennebec Purchase.
range lines were about fifteen miles apart and ran for fifteen
miles each side of the river. Within each range the lots set
aside for settlers were usually a mile square, just as they were
in other parts of Maine, and as we have indicated earlier in
this account, between each pair of the mile lots was one pro
prietor's lot and sometimes two.
In the dense woods along the Kennebec it was hard
enough for the most conscientious settler to determine the lot
lines. His chief task was to get the best possible site for his
cabin and a suitable clearing for corn. Even when he got title
to a lot, he often proceeded, wilfully or innocently, to build a
cabin and clear land on an adjacent proprietor's lot to which
he had no title. The absentee proprietors were represented
by land agents, and like the publicans of the New Testament,
they became the most hated men on the Kennebec frontier.
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When the land agents tried to oust those squatters, they
naturally met with determined opposition. A man who had
spent several years on a piece of land, steadily improving it,
slowly but surely increasing his crop, didn't take kindly to
the sudden demand of a proprietor that he pay up or get out.
The first uprising anywhere near the Kennebec Valley
came a few miles to the east, in the town of Jefferson. There
in 1796, a group of settlers organized and drove the land agent
out of town. Although no shots were fired, a display of fire
arms may have hastened the agent's departure. The fever
spread to other communities. Conditions reached an impasse.
Proprietors found it impossible to sell more of their land;
prospective purchasers were wary as long as the status of the
squatters remained undetermined.
In the early years of the nineteenth century one Maine
proprietor had a lot of experience with Kennebec squatters.
He was no absentee owner, but one who himself lived on his
Kennebec lands. He was Robert Hallowell Gardiner, grandson
and principal heir of an original Plymouth Company partner,
Sylvester Gardiner. Born in 1782, Robert Gardiner was 80
years old when he wrote his memoirs in 1862. This is what
he wrote about squatters on the Gardiner lands :
"Previous to the Revolution, my grandfather had made
great exertions to settle this township. He had cleared a farm,
built a number of houses, a grist mill, saw mills, potash works,
and a wharf. He had given away 50 to 60 lots from five to
ten acres each and had aided the persons to whom he had given
them with money to erect their buildings. For these advances
he took mortgages on the lots improved, but these people being
improvident, most of the lots fell back into his hands, so that
when I came into possession there were only eleven families
who had titles to the lots they occupied, and those eleven lots
altogether did not contain a hundred acres. But during the
many years that the township had been neglected, lands were
possessed by squatters, and I found 86 families settled upon
my property without title. In combination with squatters in
other parts of the Kennebec area, they were determined to
hold on to the land on which they were settled."
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Gardiner makes it plain that the squatters over a wide
area tried to present a united front. When he thus found it
impossible to make individual agreements, he notified all the
squatters on his lands to meet him at a designated place on
August 11, 1803. When the time arrived, not only Mr. Gard
iner's squatters appeared, but also a lot of others from Litch
field, determined to stop any agreement between proprietor
and settlers. This is the way Mr. Gardiner tells the story:
"The Litchfield men refused to leave at my request. I then
went up to their spokesman, took him by the arm and led him
out of the room. He was over six feet tall and could easily
have thrown me out by one hand, but he made no resistance
and the other Litchfield people followed him. I then locked
the door and put the key in my pocket. I did not reopen that
door until I had come to an agreement with every man in the
room. I drew up a contract which was signed by all present
and properly witnessed."
What sort of agreement did Mr. Gardiner reach with his
squatters? Those poor people had cleared their farms, built
their cabins and made improvements, many of them in the be
lief that they owned the property by an old deed now declared
void or by length of possession. In his meeting with the set
tlers on that August day, Gardiner agreed to fix the price per
acre at what lands similarly situated were supposed to be
worth, with reductions to the older settlers whose lots had
been several years under improvement. Gardiner gave those
settlers sound warranty deeds. They in turn were to make
payment in four equal annual installments. If any settler pre
ferred not to purchase, but to pull up stakes and make his
home elsewhere, Gardiner agreed to pay him such sum as im
partial referees should decide to be the value of the man's
improvements.
The price of this squatter-held land was fixed at five dol
lars an acre for the land longest settled, and a rising scale to
$6.20 an acre for the most recently settled lots. Forty-nine of
Gardiner's squatters decided to purchase on the proprietor's
terms; thirty-seven took payment for improvements and got
out.
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Mr. Gardiner thought he got the worst of the improve
ment deals. He found that often the settler had cut down the
trees and burnt them, taking off a single crop. By allowing
the logs to lie on the ground and letting the bushes grow up,
those settlers had made the land even more difficult to clear,
and hence less valuable, than if no work had been done on it
at all. Gardiner wrote : "In general the land was in a wretched
state, the houses mere log hovels, the fences only of brush."
Mr. Gardiner had serious trouble with only one of his
squatters. James Dunlap, the oldest man among the settlers,
refused to agree to Mr. Gardiner's most lenient terms.
Anxious to avoid trouble with the man, especially in considera
tion of his age, Gardiner offered to pay Dunlap double the
usual price for his improvements if he wanted to leave, or to
give him exceptionally favorable terms if he wanted to stay.
Dunlap insisted that the property was his by right of posses
sion and he would neither buy nor vacate.
Dunlap was convinced that Gardiner would not risk
arousing the community by evicting the old man by force.
Gardiner decided that he had no alternative but to take the
case to law. He obtained a judgment, but the stubborn Dun
lap resisted its execution. Gardiner then got a warrant against
him for resisting an officer. Dunlap was determined to de
fend his place to the last resort. He kept a big jug of hot
water and a large collection of stones in his loft, ready to use
both as weapons to hurl down on any officer who tried to arrest
him. By blowing a horn he could summon a large number of
his Litchfield friends, who lived across the stream in sight of
his house.
The only way to arrest Dunlap without serious violence
was to take him by surprise. So Gardiner employed a number
of men to accompany the sheriff. The posse started off in the
night so as to reach Dunlap's place by daybreak. They suc
ceeded in getting there without arousing either Dunlap or his
neighbors. They forced the door, took Dunlap and his son out
of bed and hurried them off to jail, where, unable to secure
bail, they remained until the next session of court.
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Instead of gloating over his victory, Robert Gardiner
showed unusual clemency. When Dunlap's case came to trial
and the old man finally pleaded guilty to trespassing on Gard
iner's lands, the proprietor urged the attorney general to ask
for only token punishment, with the result that Dunlap got off
with a sentence of three days. When he was released, Gardiner
paid him the appraisal value of his improvements, just as if
The
he had accepted Gardiner's terms without resistance.
proprietor's comment on the outcome, when he wrote his
memoirs many years later, was this : "My determination to en
force my rights, while at the same time not allowing the man's
conduct to prevent my paying his just claim for his improve
ments, had a very happy effect on all future dealings with the
settlers. I had no more trouble."
Then in 1809 occurred the incident of Paul Chadwick and
the Malta War. Robert Gardiner and other proprietors under
the Plymouth patent claimed the lands lying in the community
then called Malta (now the town of Windsor). To make a
survey of the lands the proprietors employed Paul Chadwick.
What was unusual about this employment was that Chadwick
was himself a squatter. To his fellow squatters in Malta he
thus became a turncoat and a traitor. They determined to
drive the betrayer out of town. A party of armed men, using
the familiar "White Indian" disguise, tried to intimidate
Chadwick and force him to depart. He resisted to the point of
violence. Whether he or one of the mob fired the first shot
never became clear. All that anyone knew for certain was that
shots were fired and Chadwick was killed.
Seven of the "White Indians" were rounded up by the
sheriff and his deputies and placed in the Augusta jail to await
trial. Rumor spread that a large band of settlers was as
sembling in the woods between Malta and Augusta village,
preparing to rescue the prisoners. The village people who
lived near the jail were much upset. As one old account puts
"They imagined a scene horrific with devouring flames and
the most dreadful forms of death and ruin."
The Sheriff, supported by the Justices of Common Pleas,
requested Major General Sewall to call out his eighth division
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of militia. Whether he thought the need not urgent or whether
suspected
the militiamen as too sympathetic with the

he

prisoners, Sewall hesitated to issue a general call, but placed
only a few men near the jail as guards and sentries. About
midnight on October 1, 1809, an armed body of some seventy
men, many of them in disguise, approached within a quarter of
a mile of the eastern end of the Augusta bridge. One of their
spies came so near the posted sentinels that they seized him
and were carrying him toward the jail when members of the
attacking party rushed forward, rescued their spy and cap
tured Major Weeks of the militia, rushing him off into the
woods. Alarm guns were fired, the courthouse bell was rung,
and in a few minutes the Augusta streets were full of people.
The next day Sewall called out 300 militiamen and kept them
on duty until the trial was over in late November. Although
both sides continued armed, there was no further violence.
On November 16 the seven prisoners were put on trial
for the murder of Chadwick. The trial lasted two weeks, with
many witnesses testifying on both sides. The prisoners — all
Malta squatters — were David Lynn, Jabez Meigs, Elijah Bar
ton, Prince Cain, Nathaniel Lynn, Ansel Meigs, and Adam
Pitts. Daniel Davis, Solicitor General for the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, conducted the prosecution. Although poor
squatters, the prisoners and their friends had succeeded in
setting up an impressive array of legal talent to defend them :
four prominent Maine lawyers, Prentiss Mellen, Samuel Wilde,
Thomas Rice, and Philip Leech. The jury took two entire days
to arrive at a verdict. Then, to the amazement of most of the
people who had listened to the testimony, they declared the
seven prisoners not guilty. The verdict was reached despite
what came near to being a directed verdict to the contrary
by Judge Parker. In his charge to the jury he said : "In this
free country, where every man's claims are to be decided by
his peers and his neighbors, can there be any excuse for re
sorting to violence ? Why should citizens with impunity be al
lowed to assume the garb of savages and perpetrate acts at
which even savages would tremble? Will this government,
abounding in loyal citizens, yield to the violence of a few de
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luded men, tamely see its authority defied and its prisons vio
lated?"
The only tangible result of the Malta War was the passage
of a legislative act making it a high crime for any person to
disguise himself as an Indian or otherwise, with intent to
molest a sheriff or surveyor in discharge of his duty.
Out of all the details of trouble between proprietors and
squatters a certain common pattern emerges.
Settlers, es
Revolution,
pecially those who were veterans of the
saw a
chance for new opportunity and prosperity in the wilderness
of Maine. Some of them just camped down on the lands with
out regard to ownership. Years went by without interference
from any alleged owner. Suddenly, after the settler had been
long in possession, appeared the land agent and the sheriff,
saying "We don't care how long you've lived here and what
improvements you've made. You don't own an inch of this
land. Pay up or get out."
Of course the squatters reacted indignantly, sometimes
Naturally they were downright mad. When
even violently.
the proprietors refused reasonable compromise, as they did
until well into the first decade of the nineteenth century, they
could expect only violent reaction. Those squatters were men
of Lexington and Concord, of Bunker Hill and Harlem
Heights, or Trenton and Yorktown. They already knew what
honest resistance meant.
Of course the squatters were wrong; they certainly did
not own the land. But just as surely they were in another
sense right. Less greedy and more humane proprietors, such
as Robert Gardiner and James Bowdoin, would have found
easier ways to ease the tension and solve the problem. This
old time story of Maine squatters reveals clearly the whole
some truth that right and wrong are not always sharply dis
tinguished. Most of life's problems come to us neither black
nor white, but a very mixed gray.

V

PILLS, PLASTERS AND PURGES
present generation should not be surprised to learn
that their ancestors placed great reliance on patent medi
cines. Today the only difference is that Pink Pills for Pale
People has given way to something to take care of "tired
blood," and if you want to go to sleep quickly you take certain
patented pills or you follow instructions of the Maine Dairy
Industry. Let us not be deceived. Though patent medicines
are today better dressed and costlier than they were sixty
years ago, we are still victims of their high-powered adver
tising.
It is true that our grandparents were avid consumers of
patented
the
nostrums.
Kids of my own generation were
brought up on Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup. We now know
that it never cured anything, that it simply drugged infants
into stupor that stopped their crying. Paregoric did the same
thing, but how strongly grandmother swore by it. Many a
tiny Maine hamlet consumed gallons every year.
John L. Brown and Sons advertised lavishly in the coun
try weeklies in the middle of the nineteenth century. There
were Brown's Bronchial Troches for coughs and colds,
Brown's Vermifuge Comfits and Worm Lozenges guaranteed
to get worms out of children's intestinal tracts, and Brown's
Household Panacea and Family Condiment, said to be a sure
cure for "cramps, rheumatism, neuralgia, tooth ache, sore
throat, pain in the stomach, bilious colic, cholera, chapped
hands, spinal complaints, chills and fever."
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One of the commonest methods of advertising patent
medicines was by the distribution of almanacs published by
the medicine manufacturers. Such a publication was Wright's
Pictorial Family Almanac, the work of Dr. William Wright of
Philadelphia. Its ad for Wright's Indian Vegetable Pills said :
"The hand of a beneficent creator has planted every country
with its own proper antidotes against effects of soil and cli
mate upon the human being. The aboriginal Indians, taking
advantage of this fact, possessed a vigor of constitution unsur
passed by any other race. It is from such roots and plants as
gave health to the Indians that Wright's Vegetable Pills are
compounded." The ad went on to assure that the pills could
cure asthma, dropsy, dyspepsia, fits, ague, gout, jaundice,
smallpox and yellow fever.
In my high school days in Bridgton there was an old man,
living alone down on the Sandy Creek road, who was a pro
digious consumer of patent medicines. For two years I drove
a grocery team over that road twice every Saturday, in the
morning to take orders and in the afternoon to deliver them.
Nearly every week I carried some patent medicine to the old
gentleman. His favorite was Pink Pills, but he also used
Swamp Root, Father John's, Paine's Celery Compound — in
fact about everything on the list except Lydia Pinkham's.
As for Lydia Pinkham, that lady was the first to have her
face appear in newspapers all over the United States. In fact
she became famous across the seas. An Army chaplain, Cap
tain William Adams, says that when he went ashore on one
of the first South Sea Islands to be liberated from the Japanese
in World War II, he took a lot of photographs. When he de
veloped his films, he came upon a negative showing a woman
outside a jungle hut, surrounded by all her worldly posses
sions. Thoee possessions were few, but among them stood a
familiar object — a bottle of Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable Com
pound.
Well known as are Mrs. Pinkham's face and bottle, few
people know how closely the operations of her company were
related to the State of Maine. In 1878, Mrs. Pinkham's son
Daniel wrote from New York to his brother Will back in the
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home town of Lynn, Massachusetts: "We've got to make up
$10,000 worth and advertise it widely in Maine. If I were
home I'd show you how to do it. Those Maine folks will buy
if you spread the advertising on them thick." Evidently Will
took Dan's advice, for later Dan wrote: "I'm glad to see you
are going in so heavy down in Maine. Keep running that state
to full capacity so that everybody that sees a paper in the
whole state surely sees our ad."
In 1882 the two surviving Pinkham brothers and their
sister Aroline decided to form a corporation, the Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Company. That company was incorporated
not in Massachusetts, but in Maine, because at that time
Maine had more favorable tax laws for an enterprise which
consisted largely of equipment and supplies, but very little
cash. As a consequence of Maine incorporation, it was Maine
courts that tried the bitter legal suits between quarreling
Pinkham factions for more than thirty years.
Certainly Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable Compound vies
with Carter's Little Liver Pills as among the longest lived of
patent medicines, but probably very few people remember the
old song that everybody once knew :

"Oh, we'll sing of Lydia Pinkham
And her love for the human race ;
How she sells her Vegetable Compound
And the papers publish her face."
The commonest patent medicine of all was sarsaparilla.
Nearly every town turned out some kind of sarsaparilla com
pound. In my native town of Bridgton there was a place near
Post Office Square that put out King's Sarsaparilla. In Waterville, as long ago as 1847, William Dyer, who had gone into
the drug business in Timothy Boutelle's new Phoenix Block,
advertised in Charles Hathaway's Waterville Union : "Kelley's
Sarsaparilla for scrofula, dyspepsia, jaundice, liver complaint,
humors and rheumatism. Manufactured by John L. Kelley in
Portland. Sole agent in Waterville, William Dyer, who also
dispenses drugs and medicines of all kinds."
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Many kinds of medicine men vied with the conventional

allopaths and homeopaths for public patronage. A hundred
years ago it was not uncommon for an apothecary to set him
self up as a doctor. Such a one was Angier Mann of Skowhegan. It is possible that Mann had studied medicine and he
probably held some sort of medical license. He published a
paper called Mann's American Miscellany. Its masthead car
ried the statement: "Published every Thursday by A. Angier
Mann, editor and proprietor, to whom all communications
must be addressed, post paid, at his office over Boies' store,
Madison Street, Skowhegan."
Sometimes Mann had a good word for a fellow practi
tioner, provided the practice did not encroach too closely upon
his own. Of a departing dentist he wrote: "Dr. W. H. Stram,
who has had a successful run of business doctoring teeth in
this town, has gone to North Anson. We can only say that he
is universally spoken of as the most scientific and faithful
practitioner in that art ever in this quarter. We have exam
ined some specimens of his work, and we can freely express
our admiration for the mechanical taste and skill they ex

hibit."
Mann's paper was full of testimonials to his own medical
skill. As proprietor of an apothecary shop, he compounded
and dispersed many of his own medicines. There were his
Cream of Life Pills, which he declared to be "unrivaled as a
general preventive of diseases attendant upon the human
race. They cleanse the stomach and produce a healthy action
of the whole system." Probably what Mann had was a simple
laxative. He also advertised his "pure, cold pressed castor
oil," but he gave most space of all to Mann's Liver Cordial:
"It will cure King's Evil, scrofulous sores, strictures, piles,
gravel, and all other diseases occasioned by derangement of
the digestive organs. Upon this remedy rests my great reputa
tion for curing dropsy and scrofulous tumors."
As for testimonials, Ezekiel Smith of Farmington wrote
to Mann in 1852: "I am much better than when I saw you.
Long may you live to shed the welcome beams of hope over
suffering humanity." Jeremiah Gahan of Anson said: "My
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boy was taken with fits. We employed Dr. Palmer of North
Anson, but all to no purpose. We were then advised to employ
Dr. Mann of Skowhegan. We did so, and the fits immediately
stopped. He never had another after commencing to use Dr.
Mann's medicine." William Smiley, a former selectman of
Skowhegan made an astounding statement: "Miss Bianca
Jones was taken crazy in 1845 and was a complete maniac.
I called upon Dr. Mann, and he said he could cure her. We
made an agreement to pay him ten dollars for the cure. He
called on her twice, and after following his directions for three
weeks she became more rational. At the end of six weeks she
was well."
In spite of these glowing testimonials, all was not rosy
with Mann's medical practice. From his own paper can be
gleaned some inkling of his troubles. In a column headed "To
Our Readers," in 1852, he wrote: "One year ago we were
prospering in our business and anticipated a more profitable
year ahead. We were surrounded by friends in whom we con
fided, and in addition to our apothecary shop and our news
paper we had a medical practice never excelled by any prac
titioner of the healing art in this world. But there were in
dividuals in our profession and out of it who envied the
position we occupied. They were persons of insignificant sta
tion and on the lookout for some chance to better themselves
by harming others. In spite of their attempts to besmirch our
reputation, it remains untarnished. When these seekers after
notoriety, supported by a horde of dupes, have been hardest
upon us, we have found staunch friends rising in our support.
The miserable course of a few fiends in human shape has come
to naught."
Dr. Mann and his kind were not quacks. They were quite
unlike the traveling medicine men with their shows and their
winsome "spiels." Practitioners of the Dr. Mann breed set
tled down in communities and had to face the same neighbors
day after day. Most of these settled medicine men were sin
cere fellows with at least a modicum of belief in their own
remedies, but they were far removed from the trained and
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skilled physicians like Ambrose Howard of Sidney, Moses
Appleton of Waterville and Theodore Ingalls of Bridgton.
Dr. Howard and Dr. Appleton have appeared in the pages
of Kennebec Yesterdays. It is time now to pay respects to
Dr. Ingalls, who was Bridgton's most famous early physi
cian. Son of a Revolutionary soldier who had settled in Bridg
ton soon after the war, Theodore Ingalls was expected to
follow his father on the farm which the soldier had cleared
in the Maine wilderness. But, when Theodore was only nine
years old, he became lame from a fractured ankle improperly
treated. When time failed to effect a cure and the boy reached
the age of 15, his father decided the lad would never be
physically fit for farm labor and must therefore be prepared
for one of the learned professions. So in 1806 he sent the
boy across the hills to Hebron Academy, which had been
started only two years earlier by Reverend John Tripp and
Deacon William Barrows. Young Ingalls stayed at Hebron
just one term. Whether he left because his Congregational
conscience could not stomach Baptist teaching is not known,
but anyhow he returned to his Bridgton home, where by lucky
chance a medical student had been engaged to teach the dis
trict school. With that student Theodore spent the winter
studying Latin, and in March entered Fryeburg Academy un
der the famous principal, Amos Cook.
When summer came, Theodore took up the study of Greek
and Latin with Reverend Gould of Bethel. After a few weeks
of that study the boy suffered what we would today call a
nervous breakdown. As he described the experience in a later
memoir, "I was attacked suddenly with a kind of paralysis
and loss of muscular power, reducing me to almost infantile
weakness and rendering me utterly helpless."
The cause of the boy's breakdown was obvious to himself
at least. Up to the age of 15 Theodore had performed as
arduous physical labor as his injured ankle would permit.
Then suddenly he quit work, went away from home to school,
and studied diligently for twelve months. He wrote: "This
lack of exercise gave my constitution a severe shock."
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Although Theodore quickly recovered, he was not well
enough to attend a regular school, but pursued study with a
Mr. Langdon, who had set up a kind of private high school in
Bridgton, and later under the village minister, Reverend Na
than Church. With this scholarly clergyman young Ingalls
studied diligently for three years, with the result that he was
declared by the authorities of Dartmouth College to be eligible
for admission into the junior year. His health would not per
mit regular attendance, however, and he proceeded to study
medicine with Dr. Farnsworth, Bridgton's principal physician
at that time. During the same year Ingalls attended a few
medical lectures at Dartmouth, where at the time Dr. Nathan
Smith was the sole lecturer in all medical subjects except
anatomy.
Few men have taken so long to prepare for medical prac
tice as did Theodore Ingalls. His preparation covered eight
years, and it was not until the spring of 1817 that he hung out
his shingle in his native village of South Bridgton. The fol
lowing December he moved to the larger village of Bridgton
Center, and in a few years he had become the leading doctor
in the area, receiving patients from as far away as Casco and
Poland.
How did a young man who did not attend medical school
prepare for a professional life in the healing arts? We know
that many of them studied with a licensed doctor, just as
Thomas Flint was doing in Waterville when his master, Dr.
Valorus Coolidge, committed murder. But Flint later attended
medical school in Philadelphia.
Theodore Ingalls never at
tended medical school at all, though he did follow a few lec
tures at the site of regular schools, in Hanover, New Hamp
shire, and Boston. In his memoirs Ingalls tells us how his
studies were carried on: "Usually I spent part of every day
visiting the sick with my master, and spent the rest of the day
studying the nature and character of some disease and the
means of treating it. The disease studied was usually one we
had encountered on the morning calls. Thus I had an advan
tage over many medical students, who have little opportunity
to see practice during their studies."
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Dr. Theodore Ingalls committed to writing a full account
of the last two years of his training under Dr. Samuel Carter
of Lancaster, Massachusetts. From that account emerges an
interesting picture of medical practice 140 years ago.
When Ingalls arrived on the scene, Carter, who had the
reputation of being the most famous Massachusetts surgeon
outside of Boston, was overwhelmed with patients. He badly
needed assistance. The enterprising doctor not only practiced
medicine, but also operated a kind of hospital-rest home in
Dr. Ingalls says it was a
his own big three-story house.
tavern, but there was seldom room for a transient traveler,
because Dr. Carter filled the place with his own patients. In
fact, he placed an overflow in adjacent houses, which he also
owned. Furthermore, across the street was a big two-story
house where Carter, in Dr. Ingalls' words, "kept the town
poor by contract with the town."
This is how Dr. Ingalls described what went on in Car
ter's bustling establishment: "Housed in these buildings and
nearby in the village were from 60 to 100 persons requiring
In addition, vast numbers from miles
medical treatment.

around visited my master for advice and medicine. If I should
undertake to state the number of patients he attended daily,
I fear I should not be believed, but should be accused of exag
geration."
Dr. Carter was an early riser, often up at four o'clock
in the morning. "His first move," wrote Ingalls, "was to get
Directing me to help him, he would first
me out of bed.
examine the patients in his own house, then those in the other
houses, and finally those who lived or boarded in the village,
but were too ill to come to him. By the time he got home, his
big sitting room would be filled with visitors seeking his
services."
How did Dr. Carter accomplish so much in so short a
time? Ingalls tells us the secret. "The doctor had wonderful
facility and accuracy in determining the character of each
person's disease. The idea that little or nothing can be told
by the pulse is erroneous. Every disease and every state of
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the same disease has a pulse peculiar to itself. All that is
required to profit from this fact is careful observation."
Among Dr. Theodore Ingalls' papers, preserved by his
family after his death, are some amazing prescriptions for
medication. Let us take a look at a few of them. "For a cold
that settles in the legs, producing pain, stiffness and soreness ;
wash the legs with suds made of soap and greasy dishwater.
Use it hot. Then wash the limbs with strong brandy or New
England rum. Wrap warm in blankets and go to bed." Dr.
Ingalls' prescription for rheumatism was, "Take a gill of al
cohol, a gill of turpentine; a small piece of camphor. Mix it
all together, then rub the affected part smartly with flannel
besmeared with liniment." For a snake bite this doctor or
dered the patient to "take a strong solution of salt peter,
externally and internally." For burns he prescribed "three
quarts of olive oil, an ounce of rosin, an ounce of beeswax and
two pounds of red lead. Boil the rosin and the beeswax in the
oil until well melted. Then add gradually the lead, and keep
boiling until the lead combines with the oil and becomes nearly
black. Then add half an ounce of gum camphor pulverized.
This makes a potent salve." Dr. Ingalls had an old Indian
remedy for asthma: "One part lobelia, two parts skunk cab
bage root, two parts bark of the root of bitter sweet, one ounce
of stramonium leaves, one part slippery elm, a bit of Solo
mon seal. Cover the whole with spirits and let set for four
days. Dose, one tablespoon."
Strange and crude seem the ways and the remedies of
the old doctors compared with the scientific wonders of mod
ern medicine. But those physicians of a century ago were just
as loyal to the Hippocratic oath, just as truly concerned for
their patients' health, as is any present-day specialist. They
are not to be derided or scorned. Having no laboratories and
no X-ray machines to help them, they used their brains and
their keen observation. They did a lot of good, whether be
cause of or in spite of their pills, plasters and purges.

VI
WITCHES AND SICH
was settled too late to become seriously involved in
the witchcraft mania which afflicted Salem and other
parts of New England in the late seventeenth century. To
be sure, there were people living along parts of the Maine
coast, when the Salem troubles were at their worst, and it is
probable that more than one person between Kittery and Fal
mouth was suspected of diabolical connections, but no whole
community went on a witch hunt.
Belief in witches and in Satanic control of unfortunate
persons was wide-spread in Maine, however, well into the
nineteenth century. Nearly every settlement had some old
lady who lived alone, gathered herbs and cooked medical con
coctions, kept cats, and was pestered by taunting children.
She was looked upon as a witch.
Such a person was Aunt Hannah Cool of Waterville,
whom Elder Jeremiah Powers accused of bewitching the fish
in the Kennebec, so that the Elder and his fishing companion
failed to get a bite on a spring day in 1810, although the sal
mon were known to be running. Aunt Hannah was typical
of the old ladies of the time who were suspected of witchcraft.
Member of one of Waterville's oldest and most respected
families, she was a relative of the Revolutionary soldier, Jona
than Cool, who owned three lots of the old McKechnie survey
on the west side of the Kennebec and who died in 1845 at the
ripe age of 89. Hannah, however, lived alone in a little cot
tage on Silver Street. She was a kindly old soul, ministering
to the sick anywhere in the village, but she did live alone,
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she did gather herbs, and she did keep cats. Hence to some
of her neighbors in the early 1800's she was a witch.

At the

time, in the western part of Maine, my
mother's native town of Gorham had several reputed witches.
Old Mrs. Haskell was said to bewitch cows and spoil their
milk. Old Lady Parker was accused of bewitching a neigh
bor's loom so that the threads became tangled and snarled;
but when the old lady made her appearance and put her hand
on the shuttle, every thread untangled and the weaving went
on as usual. Kindly Mrs. Dow was fond of children and often
gave them hot biscuit. But parents so impressed on the young
sters the danger of having any contact with a witch, that
the children gradually shied away from the good woman's
cooked offerings. It was Aunt Phoebe Pratt, however, who
had the most sinister reputation, because she was said to be
able to turn herself into a black cat. To prove the accusation,
witnesses said they had seen a black cat prowling around and
caterwauling until something was thrown at it, which injured
the creature's head. The next day Aunt Phoebe appeared with
a bandage around her head. She said she had been hurt by
a heavy pan falling on her from a high shelf, but of course
she had actually been the cat of the previous night.
My wife's maternal ancestors came from the town of Bux
ton, and there too one found plenty of witches a hundred and
fifty years ago. An old lady, whose name has now been for
gotten, lived alone, far from nearest neighbors, over near the
Gorham line. One day a Bar Mills man, riding home on horse
back through the woods, met her at a muddy depression in
the narrow road. Startled, the horse stepped into a deep pud
dle and fell, throwing the rider into the muck. The old lady
dragged the man out, laid him by the roadside to dry, and con
tinued her way home. Meanwhile the arrival of his horse, at
the man's farm, riderless, caused a search to be made. The
posse found the rider asleep where the old lady had left him.
When they asked him what had happened he said, the woman
had bewitched him. "She riz up right out of that mud hole,"
he declared. "She picked us both right up—me and the horse
— and poked us slam down in the mud." The fellow avowed
same
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didn't know how they got out, but he was sure the Devil had
been trying to carry him off. He begged his rescuers to keep
both the old lady and the Devil away from him till he could
get home and read his Bible. Of course there were doubters
about such things, even a century and a half ago, and some
of the man's neighbors were sure the spirits he had imbibed
in the village had more to do with his accident than did the
spirits any witch could conjure up.
Every town had its traditions about witches' cures as well
as witches' curses. One such tradition was revived in Topsham, when in 1850 a big tree was cut down on Oak Hill. At
the sawmill, where it was turned into boards, a hole in the
center of the tree was found to contain a lock of hair and an
assortment of nail parings. Then folks remembered the old
witches' remedy for toothache: "Cut off finger nails and toe
nails and a lock of hair. Bore an auger hole deep into a big
tree, place the nails and hair at the extreme end of the hole
and plug the hole tight."
Not all the persons able to invoke the supernatural pow
he

ers were women. It was a man who uttered Maine's best re
membered curse and who made its result visible even in this
enlightened time of the mid-twentieth century. Colonel Jona
than Buck, the founder of Bucksport, was known as a stern
dispenser of his own ideas of justice, as he presided over the
community's court in its pioneer days. The town had not been
long settled when it encountered its first murder. A woman's
mutilated body was found, with one leg entirely missing. The
sheriff reported to Colonel Buck that he could find no evidence
leading to the culprit. The colonel insisted that the sheriff
must make an arrest, that it would never do to let such a
horrible crime go unpunished.
Every town had its local half-wit, and Bucksport was no
exception. Living on the edge of town was a lazy incompetent,
who never did anybody harm, but whose intelligence was de
cidedly low. He managed to keep body and soul together by
doing odd jobs, but he was shy and so queer that he was sus
pected of casting spells. The sheriff decided that here was just
the fellow most likely to have committed the crime. So the
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poor man was arrested and arraigned before Colonel Buck.
In vain the unfortunate fellow protested his innocence. He
knew the murdered woman and had at times worked for her;
he had had opportunity to kill her; and anyhow the whole
town had for some time viewed him as a potential menace.
Of course he was guilty, decided Colonel Buck, and he was
sentenced to be hanged. When after pronouncing sentence, the
judge asked him if he had anything to say, the condemned
man called upon Heaven to witness his innocence, and upon
the judge he pronounced a solemn curse, by swearing that on
the judge's tombstone would appear the murdered woman's
missing leg. The man was hanged ; the colonel lived on, hearty
and prosperous. Justice had been properly dispensed, and
people soon forgot all about the solemn curse in the courtroom.
Years later, when Colonel Buck had died and a granite
shaft had been placed over his grave, memories of the curse
were strikingly revived. The monument was a handsome
obelisk of gray granite, the finest the Maine quarries could
furnish. It was set up clean, smooth and unblemished. Then
one day the startled townspeople saw clearly on the face of
the monument the outline of a foot and leg. The family got
busy immediately. The offensive lines were removed from the
stone.
But in a few weeks they appeared again. Several
times the process was repeated, until at last the family gave
up. So today, as the traveler rides through Bucksport on
Alternate Route 1, he can, without even getting out of his car,
see the curse on Colonel Buck delineated in the form of a leg
on the granite monument in the little cemetery near the
Verona bridge.
Not always was it a person who was cursed or bewitched.
In the town of Union the year 1813 saw a bewitched horse.
In that year Henry Esena sold a horse to Samuel Daggett.
Henry's wife had the reputation of being in league with the
Devil and thus able to cast strange spells. The woman was
sure her husband had been cheated in the deal with Daggett,
and she told the neighbors so in no uncertain language. She
declared the horse would never be of any use to the Daggetts.
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It was not long before the horse was found untied in the
Daggett barn. Every time the owner tied him up again, the
creature got free. John Tobey, a sea captain was called in as
an expert on knots. He warmed a rope and tied it in a special
knot around the horse's neck. Then he bored several holes in
the manger planks, passed the rope through the holes, tying
a hard knot after each hole and a strong double hitch at the
end. Satisfied that nothing could get that horse loose except
man's untying of the knots, the captain went into Daggett's
house for a smoke and a neighborly chat. After an hour he
bade his host farewell, but decided before going home that he
would take a look into the barn. To his chagrin and amaze
ment he found both horse and rope gone. A search located the
horse in a distant part of the big barn with the untied rope
dangling behind him.
That horse just wouldn't stay tied. Once he was found
on the haymow with the rope stuck so deep into the hay that
it required two men to pull it out. When winter came, snow
had sifted around doors and windows and would show the
tracks of anyone entering the barn. Daggett nailed up the
big barn doors and himself entered to feed the horse and
attend to two cows by means of a narrow side door which no
horse or cow could squeeze through, and which Daggett kept
padlocked. Nevertheless the horse was found repeatedly un
tied, and once Daggett couldn't find him in the structure at all.
On that occasion the creature had crawled out under the sill
of the barn, where it was considered impossible for so large
an animal to get through.
For some reason the witchcontrolled spirits never tried to get him through the tiny side
door.
That Union horse became a celebrity. People came from
Searsmont and Waldoboro, from Warren and Thomaston to
see the phenomenon. On some nights as many as fifty people
would assemble at the Daggett place. Daggett would conduct
them to the barn and let them tie up the horse as securely as
Captain Tobey thought he had done. Then all would go inside
the house, where Daggett would entertain them for an hour
with stories of his experiences in the Revolution. Bets would
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be placed on whether the horse would get loose, and legend has

it that Daggett himself always bet

on the horse. At any rate,
when the party returned to the barn, the horse was always
free.
Finally someone suggested an especially hard-boiled fel
low away down in Bristol, who had gained a reputation for
out-witting witches. He was called in and proceeded to cut
off the horse's ears and apply a red-hot shovel to the bleeding
The
ends.
That tough treatment drove out the demons.
mystery, of course, was never solved; otherwise it wouldn't
make a good story nearly a hundred and fifty years after the
event.
But the more intelligent folk in Union always con
tended that the Daggetts themselves knew more about it than
they were willing to tell.
Maine also had its Faust legends— stories of persons who
sold their soul to the Devil. Such a story is told by Jasper
Stahl in his excellent history of Waldoboro. It seems that
Uncle Faltin Mink, who lived in Waldoboro at the turn into
the nineteenth century, was an easy-going, shiftless fellow,
living from hand to mouth, and usually from someone else's
hand to his own mouth. Uncle Faltin was a great practical
joker, and that would have caused no special comment if he
had not gone around boasting that he was in league with the
Devil. He inferred that he was indeed the Devil's best pal.
Uncle Faltin solemnly assured his neighbors that he had
agreed that, on his death, the Devil should have his soul, and
in return His Satanic Majesty had given him not wealth and
prominence, not power and glory, but just the right to have an
easy living and at the same time have a lot of fun. Further
more Uncle Faltin declared he was the seventh son of a
seventh son and hence ripe fruit for the Devil's picking.
Uncle Faltin was a fiddler and in constant demand at
country dances. One of his tricks was subtly to change the
mood of his music so that what had started as a merry party
broke into a brawl where noses were blooded and eyes black
ened. Sometimes, after a dance, the men would find their
teams in confusion, some of the horses with tails tied together,
some harnessed to the wrong carriages, some hitched with
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head toward the whiffletree. Naturally the more intelligent
folk suspected that human hands had assisted Uncle Faltin's
obedient demons, but a lot of people believed the old fellow
really controlled the spirit world.
One of the best stories about Uncle Faltin Mink concerns
his moving of John Russell's barn with no other machinery
than a rooster and a piece of string. Russell had dug a new
cellar and had everything ready to move the barn to position
over it. So the whole community was invited to a moving bee.
Uncle Faltin pooh-poohed the elaborate plans and loudly pro
claimed that he could move that barn all by himself with his
pet rooster and a piece of string. He said the motive power
had to be a rooster, because everybody knew that, ever since
the crowing of the cock on Peter's denial of the Master, the
rooster had been a special symbol of the Devil's handiwork.
The day came for the moving bee. Several hours before
it was scheduled to start, Faltin was seen walking down the
road to the Russell place, greeting neighbors with a chuckle,
and exhibiting the big rooster under his arm and the piece of
string in his hand. When Russell returned from town, where
he had gone for a big jack, he found the barn firmly set on
its new foundation. What Uncle Faltin had done, he never
told, nor did anyone else come forward with an explanation,
but the barn certainly was moved.
One day Uncle Faltin went to town for a barrel of flour.
His credit wasn't much good — in fact it was worthless — and,
when he told the merchant what he wanted, the storekeeper
gave him a sharp answer: "I ain't givin' no flour to nobody
too lazy to work for it."
"Hold your horses !" said Uncle Faltin. "I ain't askin' for
credit. I got the money to pay for it."
"Let's see the color of your money," demanded the mer
chant.
"There it is," Uncle Faltin proudly announced, pointing
to the barrel head. And there, sure enough, right on top of
the flour barrel were five newly minted silver dollars. The
merchant took the money and Uncle Faltin departed with the
flour. That night, when the merchant counted up his day's
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receipts, he couldn't find those new silver dollars. But he did
find five wooden chips, each about the size of a dollar.
Proud of his satanic gift, Uncle Faltin on his death bed
tried to pass it on to a female neighbor who was ministering
to him in his last illness, but the good woman flatly refused
to accept it. So the old fellow took his Devil-bestowed power
to the grave with him. But even in his last hour Uncle Faltin
lived up to his reputation. As everybody knows, the Devil
despises light and cherishes darkness.
From the moment
Uncle died until his body was removed to the cemetery, every
time someone lighted a candle in his house it immediately
went out. Up to the last Uncle Faltin was still mystifying
the folks of Waldoboro.
Another Faust episode, although it occurred in New
Hampshire, was witnessed by a man from Maine. Asa Redington, who was Waterville's most famous Revolutionary sol
dier, after his discharge from the army in 1783, worked for
a time on a farm in New Salisbury, New Hampshire.
Old
Mrs. Bailey, a woman reputedly fond of her toddy, called one
day at the farm. There came up a heavy thunder shower with
several close strikes. When it was over the old lady declared
that, during the storm, the Devil had appeared to her and had
agreed to save her from the lightning's danger if she would
agree to give herself to His Infernal Majesty, and that he had
further made her certain valuable promises. Time went by
and most people had forgotten the old lady's story when one
day, in the village store, she announced that just one week
from that day she would be taken off by the Devil himself.
Greatly alarmed, the people of New Salisbury turned to
the town minister. Good shepherd that he was, he determined
to defeat the Evil One and save the member of his flock. Ac
cordingly, on the following Sunday, he discussed the impend
ing event with his congregation, and in the presence of Asa
Redington, who was a regular attendant at the preacher's
Sabbath services, he announced that the only way to defeat
the Devil's sinister design was for the church people to as
semble at the time appointed by Satan, according to the
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woman's story, and protect her by prayer and personal de
fense.
On the appointed day the whole town assembled in Dea
Pettingill's
orchard, on a slope in sight of the field where
con
Asa Redington was hoeing corn. Though not directly at the
scene, he was nevertheless an eyewitness to what happened.
The minister had summoned a dozen other clergymen from
surrounding towns to attend the momentous occasion. The
old lady was placed in the center, surrounded by the minis
ters. Then came a circle of deacons and elders, and behind
them a ring of the church members, and in the rear a big
crowd from all the neighboring communities.
Every one of the ministers offered a long prayer for the
old lady's soul, the deacons kept up a constant chant of Amen,
and the whole crowd burst into loud, exultant hymns. Thus it
continued the whole afternoon until after five o'clock. It was
several hours after the time appointed for the Devil's appear
ance, but apparently he had an engagement elsewhere. There
had not even been the faintest whiff of brimstone. The crowd
gradually dispersed, the old lady was delivered to her friends,
and by sunset the orchard was deserted.
Writing about the incident in his memoirs fifty years af
terward, Asa Redington said, "Early in the day my employer,
Mr. Greeley, had geared up his old steed with saddle and pil
lion, and rode back and forth a number of times, transporting
females of his family to the scene. It was nearly dark when
he got them all home again. I did not attend this scene of
folly, but saw it all from the field where I was hoeing corn.
Some of the particulars I got from those who were present,
one of whom was my brother, Thomas, who then lived not far
from Mr. Greeley."
What a world it must have been for our Maine fore
fathers, that world of witches and spirits and goblins. Of
course we don't believe a word of it today. We are educated
and we scorn superstition, or do we? What about walking
under a ladder, planning a project for Friday the thirteenth,
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or seeing a black cat cross your path? Oh no, we're not super
stitious, but a lot of us don't deliberately pass through a
cemetery on a dark night.

VII

ANOTHER TOOT OF THE
NARROW GAUGE
story of Maine's narrow gauge railroads has been
sketched in Kennebec Yesterdays, but there is
more to tell. For one thing, an error needs to be corrected.
In Kennebec Yesterdays it is stated that the Wiscasset, Waterville and Farmington railroad "lasted until 1925." I might
quibble and now say that the statement does not mean the
road closed in 1925, but of course that is just what it did mean
when I wrote it. Mrs. Ellen Weiblen, once a student of mine
at Hebron Academy and long a resident of Coopers Mills
hastened to correct me, presenting definite proof that the nar
row gauge trains were running through her village as late as
the 1930's.
The error occurred because I placed too much trust in the
chronology of Maine railroads, published in April, 1940, in
the Journal of the Maine Association of Engineers. That issue
of the magazine was devoted entirely to "Some Interesting
Phases of the Development of Transportation in Maine." Un
der date of 1925, the railroad chronology has this sentence:
"The W. W. & F. Railway Company abandoned their line."
I took that statement for gospel truth and carelessly failed to
submit it to further examination.
What actually happened to the narrow gauge in the
Sheepscot Valley in 1925 was that the road did suspend opera
tions, and the management did intend abandonment. But local
pride rose quickly to save the road. A number of leading citi
zens in Albion, China, Whitefield, and Wiscasset not only
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risked their own funds, but actively solicited their neighbors
for stock in the reorganized company. As a result the suspen
sion of operations in 1925 lasted only two weeks, and the
little two-footer took on a new lease of life that continued for
eight years. They were gasping, painful years, however, and
deficits piled up. On June 16, 1933, it was all over. On that
day the whistle of the narrow gauge sounded its last toots
through the Sheepscot Valley.
That last train made a down trip from Albion to Wiscasset. Instead of ending, as such trips often do, in impressive
ceremonies, that one ended in a wreck. Earl Keef of Albion,
who began as a fireman and ended as an engineer on the line,
has in his possession a photograph taken a mile south of
Whitefield station, showing No. 8 locomotive and a flat car off
the rails. On the back of the picture is written: "The last
wreck on the W. W. & F. R. R., also the last train, June 16,
1933."
Earlier in the road's history, two Colby graduates who
were uncle and nephew played a conspicuous part in saving
the line. In 1906 the road was bankrupt and went into re
ceivership. It was then the Wiscasset and Quebec R. R., al
though the grandiose plan to push through to Canada had
long since been abandoned. Although the president of the
reorganized Waterville, Wiscasset and Farmington was Car
son C. Peck, who lived far away in New York, a prominent
director was Leslie C. Cornish, born and reared in Winslow.
Cornish still felt lasting ties to his native town, and the plan
to run the main line of the narrow gauge into Winslow, then
across the river and on to Farmington, strongly appealed to
him. He worked hard to put the little railroad into sound
operation, and for a few years there were no deficits. Cornish
suggested as clerk of the company his nephew, Norman Bassett, another Winslow boy. In subsequent years both men
were to adorn the Supreme Court of Maine, Judge Cornish as
Maine's most quoted Chief Justice.
Although some of the incidents, both factual and legend
ary that are told about the Wiscasset, Waterville and Farm
ington have been related in Kennebec Yesterdays, there are
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others worth telling. As sometimes happens, an automobile
and a W. W. & F. locomotive once met at a crossing. The en
gine hit the automobile squarely in the middle, between the
front and rear wheels. The driver was unhurt, although his
car was in separate pieces, broken right in two by the colli
sion. When the accident was discussed in the village store, an
eyewitness was subjected to questioning. Learning that the
driver was not injured, one questioner asked, "Didn't Dan
get pretty mad?" "Well," replied the informer, "he wa'nt
exactly pleased."
In the early 1920's the W. W. & F. had one of the most
unusual private cars to be found on any railroad. In order to
inspect the line whenever he wished, without waiting for a
train, Manager Sam Sewall mounted a Model T Ford on
wheels to fit the rails and drove it up and down the tracks as
his own private conveyance.
A woman in Weeks Mills, on hearing the train approach,
one day ran out to stop it, waving her apron. The engineer
shut off steam and applied the brakes. Swinging to the ground
as the train came to a stop, he asked the woman what she
wanted. "I've got eleven eggs and the hen's on," she replied.
"You just wait till she lays, then take the dozen eggs to the
store in Wiscasset and bring me back a spool of No. 60 white
thread and a bottle of vanilla."
The lack of specialized positions among the employees
of the W. W. & F. is shown by the case of Harvey Bean, con
ductor for 15 years. One day Harvey was sweating away,
transferring baled hay from his own train to a Maine Central
boxcar at Wiscasset. One of the village merchants saw what
was happening and said, "Why, Harvey, I thought you were
conductor. What are you doing handling hay?" Harvey's
explanation was revealing. "Don't you know that everybody
on this road has to work?"
The little narrow gauge became notorious for its frequent
accidents. The Lewiston Journal commented: "There have
been so many accidents on this line that whenever a trip is
made without mishap everybody cheers." One day a party
of Masons boarded the train at Wiscasset for a picnic up the
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line. When the engine spurted up to make a steep grade, the
whole train left the track, went scooting across a field and
jumped a brook. Nobody was hurt, although the Masons
landed on the wrong side of their picnic brook.
In the early 1890's, when this narrow gauge road was
just getting born, there was a lot of excitement about it in
the Sheepscot Valley. The Wiscasset weekly paper, The Sheepscot Echo, presented a big headline on August 26, 1893 : "Rail
road from Wiscasset to Interior to be Opened in the Near
Future." Beneath the heading there follows an account of
how the little railroad developed.
"The movement originated in the desire of the people in
the tier of towns next but one east of the Kennebec for a
convenient means of communication with the outside world.
These are good agricultural towns, rich in natural resources
and supplied with abundant water power. Their development
has been retarded by the want of railroad communication.
Their centers of business are from ten to twenty miles east
of the Kennebec and the Maine Central railroad. Consequently
a number of prominent and wealthy men, residing or inter
ested in the places mentioned, the chief mover being Mr.
George H. Crosby of Albion, opened negotiations with the
officers of the Wiscasset and Quebec R. R. Company, resulting
in an agreement to locate and build the line from Wiscasset
The new directors include George Crosby of
to Burnham.
Albion, president; Henry Ingalls, Charles Weeks and George
Sanger of Wiscasset; Amos Gerald of Fairfield; I. C. Libby
of Waterville ; Ora Crosby of Albion ; Crosby Fowler of Unity.
The clerk and general counsel is W. F. Fogg of Waterville."
Previous to this move by local citizens, the road had been
chartered and a company organized. At a special town meet
ing in Wiscasset, in August, 1893, the new company's clerk
and counsel, W. F. Fogg, explained to the voters that negotia
tions between George Crosby and the director of the char
tered company had succeeded and the local group was now
taking over under Mr. Crosby's presidency. It seems the orig
inal set-up had needed the consent of certain of the towns,
perhaps because in some instances stock was purchased with
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town funds. Anyhow, when Fogg had steamed up the Wiscasset meeting to a higher pressure than a narrow gauge
engine, the assembled citizens voted to ratify the contract be
tween the directors and Crosby, whereby the new company
would start construction just as soon as stock subscriptions
amounted to $50,000. Fogg told them the road would begin
at tidewater in Wiscasset and run through Alna, Whitefield,
Windsor, China, Albion and Unity to Burnham, and would
be called the Wiscasset and Quebec Railroad.
The Wiscasset and Quebec indeed had an ambitious origin.
It was to connect Wiscasset harbor with the great granary of
the West by way of Canada. But the founders' ambition out
ran their performance. The line never reached Quebec; it
never got to Farmington when the Quebec plan was given up.
It didn't even get to Burnham on its way to Quebec, nor
across the Kennebec on its way to Farmington. Even the ex
tension from Weeks Mills to Winslow lasted for only a few
years. What remained in operation until 1933 was 43V& miles
of track from Wiscasset to Albion, over which the little trains
took three hours and twenty minutes, if all went according to
schedule, which it seldom did. For a time the up and down
trains were supposed to meet at Whitefield, where there was
a good siding. But frequently one train would have to wait
half an hour or more for the other to arrive. Sometimes the
trains would receive orders to meet at North Whitefield, only
to have another half hour's delay. The little narrow gauge
came to deserve the nickname suggested by W. W. and F. —
Weak, Weary and Feeble.
During the years from 1927 to 1932 it was the toot of
the narrow gauge whistle that saluted Don MacMillan as his
schooner Bowdoin left Wiscasset each summer for the Arctic,
and when MacMillan returned in the fall it was the same
W. W. and F. whistle that greeted him.
When the road finally closed in 1933, it had ninety cars —
two coaches, two baggage cars, and all the rest freight cars.
Though it once had nine locomotives, at the time of its demise
there were only five. Although there were eight regular sta
tions on the line, the train crews would stop anywhere. A
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man stepping out of the woods with a suitcase was as good
a signal as a flag at a flagstop. A woman waving a handker
chief was equally effective. Spotting a can of milk beside a
tree, the baggage man would stop the train, make out a way
bill and load the can into his car.
For 37 years, from Albion all the way down through
Weeks Mills, Head Tide, and other hamlets to the blue waters
of the lower Sheepscot, people relied on the little narrow
gauge, with its half pint cars, its wheezy engines, and its toysized tracks. It was never profitable; it could not be called a
successful venture; but it left fond memories all through the
Sheepscot Valley.
In Kennebec Yesterdays I have given only a brief sketch,
with some personal reminiscence, of the narrow gauge line I
knew well as a boy, the Bridgton and Saco River. In this
new volume it is well to add the story of the long controversy
which preceded the building of that railroad, for it was a con
troversy typical of what happened when plans developed for
almost every railroad line in Maine, whether broad or narrow
gauge. People just couldn't agree on the route for a railroad,
although there was seldom disagreement on the need for the
road itself.
On New Year's Day, 1880, a big celebration was held all
along the line of the Sandy River road from Farmington and
Phillips, to mark the completion of that first of Maine's nar
row gauge railroads. On December 12, 1879, the Bridgton
News called attention to the coming Sandy River celebration,
and said : "The cars up there run in a smooth and steady man
ner, there being no perceptible jostle." Several months earlier,
in April, 1879, the News had called on the local citizens to
show the same spirit as those along the Sandy River.
Just as the intent was to build the Wiscasset line through
to Quebec, so originally the Bridgton road was to go through
to Portland, or at least to connect with a broad gauge line
near to that city. An early promoter of the road was A. G.
Bradstreet, himself a civil engineer as well as an active politi
cian. In 1880 he represented Bridgton in the legislature and
succeeded in getting a charter permitting the petitioners to
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locate and construct a railroad from Bridgton to some point
on the Portland and Ogdensburg line or on the Portland and
Rochester line, not nearer Portland than the village of Saccarappa (Westbrook) . The charter named the new road the
Bridgton and Presumpscot River Railroad.
Mr. Bradstreet wanted the road to go down through Ray
mond and join the P. and O. at or near Windham. During
1881, however, other interested persons were considering a
much shorter road, one that would join the P. and O. at Hiram.
Still others favored going in a quite different direction, to
join the Grand Trunk at Norway. Still others placed a peti
tion before the legislature to remove the restriction of not
building nearer to Portland than Westbrook, and to permit
the road to go all the way into Portland.
Sharp controversy broke out concerning the status of the
Portland and Ogdensburg in the picture. For readers not fa
miliar with the original names of the many railroads that
merged into the Maine Central system, let them be informed
that the P. and O. is now the Mountain Division of the Maine
Central. Planned originally to tap the Great Lakes Traffic at
Ogdensburg, New York, it never went beyond St. Johnsbury,
Vermont. But its builders did accomplish a significant feat
of engineering, the passage through Crawford Notch in the
White Mountains.
Early in 1881, it was announced that the P. and O. would
share receipts equally with the Bridgton road for interline
traffic, if the new road would join the P. and O. at Hiram.
This was quite different from the Bradstreet plan to utilize
as a roadbed the old towpath of the Cumberland and Oxford
Canal to Windham, thus saving expense both in construction
and in land damages. It developed, however, that clear title
could not be obtained to the old towpath. There still were
objectors to the Hiram plan, however, who saw a sinister
design on the part of the P. and O. management. As the News
reported the statement of those objectors, "The threat that
the P. and O. will not connect with our road by the Brad
street route and will compete with us for traffic so as to make
our road unprofitable, if we connect with any other road ex
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cept the P. and O., shows that the Bradstreet route must be in
the interest of our people and the Hiram route in the interest
of the P. and O. Company."
Meanwhile Mr. Bradstreet had secured a revised charter
from the legislature. The new charter permitted the incor
porators to construct a railroad from Bridgton to connect
with any railroad running into Portland, and to make the con
nection either within or without the city limits. The name for
the proposed railroad was still the Bridgton and Presumpscot River.
Rumors flew thick and fast. One such was that the Port
land and Rochester would lay a third rail to permit the narrow
gauge trains to run from Westbrook into Portland if the new
road would join the P. and R. at Westbrook. Another rumor
had it that Bradstreet intended to pull up stakes and depart
for the West. A third report alleged a conspiracy of bankers
against the longer route through Raymond.
Whether or not any of these rumors were true, the longer
route could not be financed. The News admitted as much on
June 3, 1881, and said, "Now for the Hiram route!" Brad
street did leave Bridgton for Colorado, where he got a good
position with the Denver and Rio Grande R. R. Probably the
collapse of his persistent attempts to finance the Raymond
route embittered him and he wanted to get far away from

Bridgton.
On July 30, 1881, a new charter was issued to the Bridg
ton and Saco River Railroad Company. But not even yet was
the road assured. The town had voted earlier to pledge its
credit to the extent of $40,000 for any railroad between Bridg
ton and Portland. Suddenly a dozen citizens of North Bridg
ton secured a court injunction restraining the town from
delivering any bonds of the town in exchange for securities
of the Bridgton and Saco River Railroad. It turned out that
those who obtained the injunction still preferred the Raymond
route. Soon handbills and pamphlets were hectically issued
by both sides. Matters dragged along until the March town
meeting in 1882, when by a vote of 553 to 175 the town of
Bridgton voted to authorize the town to advance $36,000 to
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aid in building a railroad from Bridgton to Hiram, by pur
chasing 720 shares of the Bridgton and Saco River Railroad.
A detailed survey was at once made, and in July 1882,
construction began. The following January, the Bridgton
News was able to blow a blast of triumph: "On Saturday,
January 21, 1883, at fifteen minutes before five o'clock in
the afternoon, the first train over the Bridgton and Saco River
Railroad steamed into the village amid the cheers and shouts
of an enthusiastic crowd. It was packed with exultant citi
zens and numerous representatives of the rising generation
and was greeted by the acclamation of crowds of ladies and
young misses at the depot."
Although the Bridgton and Saco River line was in opera
tion before I was born, I knew well some of its most prominent
men.
Because of his intimate friendship with my father
through their mutual masonic interests, I was very fond of
Uncle Mel Caswell, the master mechanic of the little narrow
gauge, whose son later became master mechanic of the Sandy
River and Rangeley Lakes. One of the original incorporators
was William F. Perry, superintendent of the Forest Mills, to
whose "mansion" on the slope of Main Hill I used to deliver
groceries. The Perry home is now the Northern Cumberland
Hospital. Of another incorporator, Major Shorey, publisher
of the Bridgton News and grandfather of the present pub
lisher, I used to stand in considerable awe. His deafness made
it difficult for a small boy to approach him, and his Civil War
experience as an officer had given him a sternness that belied
his naturally kind heart.
Then there was Joe Bennett, the
road's superintendent in my boyhood days, and Joe's righthand man, Everett Crosby, the telegraph operator and gen
eral factotum about the depot. And one must not forget Ben
Iredale, whose spirited horse carried mail from depot to post
office and express packages to their destinations in the vil
lage, nor Howard Burnham, whose low-slung "jigger" trans
ported freight from the B. and S. R. freight house to the
Bridgton stores.
The narrow gauge railroads have now disappeared from
Maine. Thanks to the enterprise of the late Ellis Atwood,
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of their track and rolling- stock is preserved and still
operates on the Edaville Railroad at Carver, Massachusetts.
No longer is the narrow gauge whistle heard at Sandy Creek
and Perley's Mills, at China or Albion, at Monson or Togus,
at Phillips or Madrid or Kingfield. Those whistles were si
lenced long ago, but in the ears of old-timers their echoes still
some

sound.

VIII
FAIRFIELD'S FARCE
once

fought a war in which no one was killed and

Maine
no battery

fired a shot, although snipers took pot shots
at the enemy without inflicting serious damage. Today it
seems unthinkable that a single state of the Federal Union
should make war against a foreign nation, but that is just
what the State of Maine did in what has been called the Aroos
took War. It was the year 1839 when Governor John Fair
field called out the state militia and even persuaded the legis
lature to authorize a draft to fill the regiments' ranks. Since
it turned out to be a bloodless war, soon over, the governor's
political enemies called it Fairfield's Farce.
It all began 200 years earlier in the overlapping grants
of European monarchs, who knew little and cared less about
the geography of North America. In 1621, James I of Eng
land granted to his fellow Scotsman, Sir William Alexander,
certain territory designated as Nova Scotia, later called
Acadia. In 1639 Sir Ferdinando Gorges received from Charles
I a tract called "Province of County of Mayne," whose north
eastern boundary was poorly defined in relation to the Alexan
der grant. In 1674 the Gorges grant was purchased by the
colony of Massachusetts Bay. By the Treaty of Utrecht in
1713, the King of France ceded to the Queen of England the
whole territory of Nova Scotia or Acadia "according to its
ancient boundaries." But what those ancient boundaries were
continued to be hotly disputed, especially between the settlers
of New France and the inhabitants of Eastern Maine. The
Governor of New France contended that the ancient bounds
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of Acadia extended as far west as the Kennebec river. When
Quebec fell before the army of General Wolfe in 1759, all of
Canada became British territory. Since the area of the dis
puted lands had now come into British possession, no matter
where the boundary was drawn, there was nothing to fight
The Revolution changed the picture completely, and
about.
when the land was an independent nation of the United States
on one side and a dominion of the British crown on the other
side, it made a lot of difference where the boundary line ac
tually ran.
The treaty between Great Britain and the United States
which terminated the Revolution ought to have settled the
matter of the new nation's northeastern boundary, but it did
not. One article of that treaty of 1783 said: "That all dis
putes which might arise in future on the subject of the bound
aries of the said United States may be prevented, it is hereby
agreed and declared that the following are and shall be the
boundaries, viz.: from the northwest angle of Nova Scotia,
namely that angle which is formed by a line drawn due north
from the source of St. Croix river to the Highlands, along the
said Highlands which divide those rivers and empty them
head
selves into the Atlantic ocean to the Northwesternmost
of Connecticut river."
The trouble was that no one could say definitely where
that "due north line" was to start and where it was to end.
When the Treaty of Ghent ended the War of 1812, the con
tinued existence of the dispute was recognized by the treaty
makers. "Whereas neither that point of the Highlands lying
due north from the source of the river St. Croix nor the
northwesternmost head of the Connecticut river has yet been
ascertained, and whereas that part of the boundary line has
not been surveyed, it is agreed that two commissioners shall
be appointed and shall meet at St. Andrews in New Bruns
wick. The commissioners shall have power to ascertain and
determine the points above mentioned, and shall cause the
boundary from the source of the river St. Croix to the river
Iroquois to be marked according to the said provisions." The
treaty further provided that, if the two commissioners could
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not agree, their disputed contentions should be referred to
the sovereign of some neutral nation for arbitration.
After repeated meetings over a period of five years, the
commissioners could not agree even on a plan for a general
map, showing clearly the conflicting claims. As for the dis
pute itself, they got exactly nowhere. Meanwhile settlers were
coming into the disputed territory in increasing numbers.
Business, especially in lumber, had become significant and the
land became more and more valuable.
Finally the British Foreign Minister and the American
Secretary of State agreed that time had come for the process
of arbitration to be invoked, as provided in the treaty. So, in
1827, the King of the Netherlands was selected as arbiter.
Meanwhile Maine had become a separate state. Likewise Nova
Scotia had been divided and its western part had become the
Province of New Brunswick. The active features of the dis
pute were now between the inhabitants of New Brunswick
and the people of Maine.
The Dutch king was asked to decide four important ques
tions: First, what was the north and west angle of Nova
Scotia? Second, what was the source of the St. Croix river?
Third, what were the Highlands? Fourth, what was the northwesternmost head of the Connecticut river ?
The crux of the dispute concerned the Highlands. In the
early grants it seemed apparent that the St. Lawrence river
was intended as Maine's northern boundary. The American
commissioners, therefore contended the word Highlands, in
the context of the article, meant an unexplored country of
any ground of whatever elevation along which the line divid
ing the rivers was necessarily more elevated than the rivers
themselves. The British, on the contrary, held that the word
Highlands meant a mountainous or hilly district. They would
not admit that it could mean a continuous line dividing rivers,
whether or not such a line was mountainous. So the British
said the north line of Maine was at Mars Hill, while the Amer
ican placed it at the headwaters of the Restigouche river.
About halfway between the two points lay the St. John river.
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If the British claim had prevailed, all of the rich potato
land of Aroostook north of Mars Hill, the whole area of the
huge airbase at Limestone and most of Piscataquis county
north of the Penobscot watershed would now be Canadian
territory. On the other hand, if the American claim had won
out, the whole fertile valley of the St. John and a huge stretch
of land beyond it would be a part of Maine.
It took four years for the King of the Netherlands to
reach a decision, and when he made it neither Maine nor New
Brunswick was satisfied. Abandoning all attempts to deter
mine the boundary according to the treaty of 1783, he drew
an arbitrary line, which he called a "line of convenience," in
tended as a simple compromise. It ran about half way be
tween the two disputed boundaries.
The Dutch decision was rejected by the United States
Senate. Having officially agreed to arbitration, how could the
United States honorably reject the king's decision?
The
award came as such a surprise, after the king had been asked
to decide for one line or the other, that American political
leaders, especially those in Maine, determined to explore the
reasons which had influenced the king. It was clear that the
monarch was determined not to decide against the United
States. Why then, did he not decide for the American claim?
The investigators noted that, when he was handed the dispute
in 1827, the King of the Netherlands was an independent
sovereign, but that in the intervening four years he had lost
so much power that his nation had become practically a de
pendency of Great Britain.
This reasoning led the United
States Senate to adopt the following resolution : "Whereas the
King of the Netherlands has ceased to occupy that independent
station among the sovereigns of Europe contemplated by the
convention of 1827, which led to his selection, therefore be it
resolved that the decision of the King of the Netherlands
ought not to be considered obligatory upon the government
of the United States, either on the principles of right and jus
tice, or of honor."
During the fourth decade of the nineteenth century, in
cidents repeatedly occurred which tended to inflame feeling
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in both New Brunswick and in Maine, and more than once
that feeling burst into violence. Trouble came to a head in
the Madawaska region when George Morehouse, who held a
magistrate's commission in New Brunswick, began issuing
warrants against Maine settlers in the area. New Brunswick
demanded that those settlers pay taxes as aliens. They were
treated as outsiders and trespassers, and in several cases their
property was confiscated by the provincial government.
The New Brunswick officers were so determined that they
actually tried John Baker, a settler on the upper St. John, for
conspiracy and treason. He was imprisoned for more than a
year, although there was no evidence whatever that he owed
any allegiance to the Canadian government or the British
crown.
To combat these acts of the New Brunswick officials, the
settlers devised a novel, peaceful plan. They drew up and
signed a kind of voluntary compact, similar to the famous
Mayflower compact of 1620, whereby they mutually agreed
to adjust all disputes which might arise among themselves by
means of referees, without resort to or acknowledgment of
the Canadian courts. What these distressed people were do
ing was to free themselves from all magistrates, courts and
Repeatedly they had petitioned the government in
officers.
Washington for redress. They had received no effective re
Meanwhile the government of New Brunswick con
sponse.
to
harrass them. They felt indeed that they were men
tinued
without a country.
The case of John Baker was well remembered when John
Fairfield became governor, although it had occurred a full
decade earlier, in 1828. In that year the grand jury of New
Brunswick's county of York indicted Baker and two others
as "being persons greatly disaffected to our lord the now
King, and his government within His Majesty's Province of
New Brunswick, and being factiously and seditiously dis
posed," and that the three "did amongst themselves conspire,
combine, confederate, and agree together to bring hatred and
contempt upon our Lord the King."
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What was the specific offense of which Baker and his
friends were accused? They had caused "to be raised a cer
tain flagstaff and did place thereon a certain flag, namely,
the standard of the United States." It was also charged that
they had obstructed the postman in his duty of carrying the
mails through the Madawaska settlement.
When John Fairfield was in Congress, before his elec
tion as governor, he had become a leader in behalf of the
American settlers along the St. John. During 1837 several
Maine papers, not all of which were politically friendly to
Fairfield, recognized and applauded his stand on the boundary
dispute. One such paper was the Waldo Patriot, published in
Belfast by John Dorr. The Patriot, in its very first issue on
December 30, 1837, stated its firm support of the principles
of the Whig party and its firm opposition to the beliefs and
political practices of Andrew Jackson. John Fairfield, on the
other hand, was a firm disciple of Jackson and Van Buren, in
short a confirmed Democrat.
In that first issue the Patriot published several articles on
the boundary dispute. Among them was one pointing out that,
in the National House of Representatives, one of the Maine
delegation, George Evans, had introduced a bill authorizing
the President to have the line run at once, as defined in the
treaty of 1783, and to erect markers to designate the boundary
line. The newspaper applauded Representative Fairfield for
going even farther by demanding that once he had caused the
line to be fixed, the President proceed to enforce the United
States laws in the tract of country thus defined as belonging
to the United States. "That," said the Belfast paper, "is as it
should be. Now is the propitious time to assert our claims."
On March 8, 1838, John Fairfield rose in the House of
Representatives to deliver a thrilling speech on the Evans
bill. In part he said : "Maine, sir, feels that she has suffered
deep and enduring wrongs at the hands of the British govern
ment. She has been unjustly and illegally deprived of her
property and her jurisdiction in a portion of her territory has
been flaunted and violated. Her valuable timber has been the
object of plunder and waste. Her citizens have been seized
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and imprisoned, without the semblance of lawful right. The
nation guilty of these gross offenses not only denies redress,
but arrogantly refuses to let her acts be tried before an im
partial tribunal. What is worse, Maine feels that her distress
has been ignored by the Federal Government. The mother
abandons the daughter in the latter's hour of need.
"Shall Great Britain be permitted to remain in undisputed
possession and use of our property without our making a
single effort to secure its restoration? Shall we tamely sub
mit to the degradation of plunder and arrest, while all we do
is vainly to beseech the plunderer to agree to a method by
which his conduct can be impartially tried? To endure this
insult silently and supinely would be the last measure of dis
grace. We do not advocate war. But if resistance of all for
cible attempts to take our property from us be war, then
war it must be. I am a friend of peace, and I would not rashly
embroil our country in difficulties which might result in war.
But I have no fear that the passage of this resolution will
lead to war. Great Britain is as anxious to avoid armed con
flict as we are. The time has arrived when a decisive step must
be taken. Let there be union, energy and firmness among the
different branches of government on this subject. We must,
with united determination, demand that our northeastern
boundary be fixed and settled, as both the British and the
American statesmen who signed the treaty of 1783 intended
it should be."
The Van Buren administration, like its predecessor un
der Andrew Jackson, feared to provoke another war with
Great Britain. The disastrous effects of the War of 1812,
which neither side really won, were too well remembered. So
the President refused to order the new survey and mark the
boundary. Van Buren continued to procrastinate and vacil
late while the situation steadily worsened. The trouble lay not
so much in permanent settlers from New Brunswick into the
disputed territory, for such settlers were few and usually
peaceable. The crux of the difficulty resided in the great stands
of virgin timber. Timber was wealth, and the removal of
another's wealth was theft and plunder.
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In the autumn of

few months after John Fair
field had made his speech in Congress, reports of timber raids
from New Brunswick into the Madawaska region became so
alarming that the new governor decided on action in place of
mere words. That new governor was John Fairfield himself,
1838, a

who had been persuaded to leave his Congressional seat and
become the Democratic candidate against the Whig incumbent,
Edward Kent. On January 23, 1839, Governor Fairfield sent
to the Maine Legislature a message in which he stated: "A
large number of men from the British provinces are trespass
ing upon the lands belonging to this State. They not only
refuse to desist, but they defy the power of this government
to prevent their cutting timber to any extent they please.
Upon the Grand River it is estimated that there are from
forty to fifty such men at work; on the Green River from
twenty to thirty ; on the Fish River as many as 75 men, with
sixteen yoke of oxen and ten pairs of horses; on the Little
Madawaska 75 men, with twenty yoke of oxen and ten horses.
The quantity of timber which these trespassers will cut the
present winter is estimated at a hundred thousand dollars."
Fairfield therefore recommended to the Legislature that
the state land agent be instructed to proceed at once to the
place of operation on the Aroostook and Fish rivers with a
sufficient number of men suitably equipped, to seize the team
and equipment, break up the camps, and disperse the tres
passers. The Legislature agreed, and early in February the
land agent, Rufus Mclntire, accompanied by Hastings Strick
land, the sheriff of Penobscot county, departed for Aroostook
with a small armed posse.
During the night of February 12, the camp where they
slept, near the mouth of the Little Madawaska River, was
surrounded by armed men from New Brunswick, who cap
tured the land agent and marched him off to jail in Fredericton. Strickland escaped, and made his way to Augusta as fast
as relays of horses could carry him. He urged the Governor
to mobilize troops along the border without further delay.
Meanwhile the Governor had heard a disturbing rumor
that a regiment of 800 fusilliers had arrived in St. John from
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Ireland, and would be dispatched at once to the disputed ter
ritory. Not mere rumor, but actual fact, was the arrival of 500
British regulars from Quebec, who brought into the Madawaska region eight pieces of cannon. At Fairfield's insistence
the Legislature at once appropriated $800,000 for the protec
tion of the state's public lands.
The whole state was now aroused to action. The legis
lature had authorized a draft of 10,343 men from the enrolled
militia, but it was scarcely necessary because volunteers
poured in from all the towns. The historian of Norway has
left us an account of how the news was received in that Ox
ford county town : "On Sunday, when a religious service was
under way in a Norway schoolhouse, the sound of a trumpet
interrupted the meeting and caused the congregation to rush
out of doors to see what was up. They saw an officer in uni
form on horseback. He rose in his stirrups and shouted, 'To
arms! To arms! The Bluenoses are coming!' A scene of
great confusion followed.
Screams of fear rent the air.
Women fainted. Settling back in his saddle, the officer took

out a paper and began to read. It was an order for the local
militia company to assemble on Paris Hill, there to select a
draft of men to march against the enemy who were invading
the state. The draft was made, though under considerable
protest from angry wives, and the men marched from Paris
Hill to Augusta on March 6, 1839, going by way of Buckfield,
North Turner and Readfield."
The attitude of many a Maine woman was typified by
Mrs. William Bryant, wife of Fairfield's selectman, farmer
and diarist. She was deeply concerned lest her oldest son
Cyrus be drafted and go off to be killed by brutal Bluenoses.
Her relief was recorded in her husband's diary when he wrote,
"My wife feels better. The lot did not fall upon Cyrus."
Meanwhile the Federal Government, after long years of
indecision, had at last taken action. President Van Buren or
dered General Winfield Scott to go to Maine and take charge
of the situation. Certainly no national government could stand
aside and permit one of its states to wage independent war.
Just before leaving Washington, General Scott had said to
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the President, "If you want war, I need only look on in si
lence. The Maine people will make it for you fast and hot
enough. I know them. But if peace be your wish, I can give
you no assurance of success. The difficulties in my way will
be formidable." The President replied, "Let us have peace
with honor."
On March 5 General Scott arrived in Augusta, accom
panied by Capt. Robert Anderson, the man who 22 years later
was to become the hero of Fort Sumter. Governor Fairfield
assured the General that the people of Maine had no desire
to plunge the two nations into war, but that the State must
have assurance from the Governor of New Brunswick that he
had abandoned all ideas of sending a military force into the
disputed territory. Fairfield agreed that he would then with
draw the Maine troops, leaving only a posse to protect the
land agent in his duty of driving out the trespassers.
Fairfield labeled his demand "peace without dishonor."
To the surprise of many observers, the New Brunswick Gov
ernor agreed to Fairfield's proposal and war was averted.
John Fairfield had his desired peace without dishonor. The
British government agreed to refer the dispute to a boundary
commission, an agreement which caused Daniel Webster to
spend many a night at the Jed Prouty Tavern in Bucksport,
where he kept rendezvous with other officials, as he proceeded
on his way to meet the British representatives.
Daniel Webster had become Secretary of State under
President Harrison in 1841. He at once began negotiations
In the
for final settlement of the northeastern boundary.
Ashburton,
spring of 1842, Alexander Baring, the first Lord
arrived in Washington as a special envoy. The result was the
Webster-Ashburton Treaty, which became effective in No
vember, 1842. Under its terms the controversial provisions
of the Treaty of 1783 were laid aside, and the Maine-New
Brunswick boundary was fixed at the line which it still re
tains today, 115 years afterward. The United States received
somewhat more than half of the 12,000 square miles of dis
puted territory. The compromise pleased the British, because
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tween New Brunswick and Quebec.
There was a lot of grumbling, both in Canada and in
Maine, when the terms of the treaty became known. But time
heals most wounds, and as the years went by the old feud
was forgotten and Maine people continued to live in peace
with their New Brunswick neighbors.
But what of John Fairfield? Did he act rashly and pre
cipitously when he called for a draft of militia? Did this whole
affair end in a comic-opera fiasco? Was it just Fairfield's
farce? The Whig politicians said Yes. The sober verdict of
history says No.
Maine's noted historian, John Francis
Sprague, put that verdict in these words: "My investigation
of the so-called Aroostook War has convinced me that no
one can carefully and impartially consider the facts regarding
Governor Fairfield's management of State affairs at that time
without being convinced that we owe much to his wise fore
thought, broad wisdom and real statesmanship."
Well, anyhow, such is the story of how the State of Maine,
all by its lonesome self, started to fight a war.

IX
THE HEATER PIECE MURDER
r t ANNAH,

leave me alone !"
J~l
This time the boy heard the words clearly. He
vaguely thought he had heard them when some noise had
wakened him. Now he was sure it was Aunt Mary's voice
raised to a shrill scream. The sound came from the front
bedroom. His own room was next on the first floor of the
long, rambling house, and beyond his room was Hannah's.
Scarcely more than half awake and still confused, he went to
Hannah's room. There she lay, apparently sound asleep. Now
the boy was still more confused. If Hannah were asleep in
her own room, why should Aunt Mary cry to Hannah to leave
her alone? And what was Aunt Mary doing in the front bed
room? That was where the old lady slept. Aunt Mary slept
on the bed in the corner of the sitting room. After all he was
only eleven. It was hard for an eleven-year-old to understand
a lot of things about this family. Hannah was two years
older. He had better wake her up. She would know what to
4 4

do.

Later the boy said that it was about three minutes after
he heard the scream and the distinct words that he woke
Hannah, but he admitted it might have been longer because
he was so surprised to find Hannah asleep when he heard
Aunt Mary scream so plainly. "Hannah, leave me alone."
Hannah woke with a start when the boy called her name.
They both heard two more screams from the front room, but
no distinguishable words. Followed by the boy, Hannah went
into the sitting room but could see nothing in the darkness.
She returned to her own room, picked up her candle, but
could find no match. Groping her way to the kitchen, she
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found a single match in the match safe. That was strange.
She was sure the safe had been nearly full when she had
lighted the same candle on her way to bed a few hours earlier.
Now accompanied by the bewildered boy, Hannah went
into the boy's bedroom, from which a door opened into the
front room. Coming through that now open doorway into the
boy's room was Grandmother.
The children looked into the
front bedroom, but did not enter it. "Sidney," said Hannah,
"something is awfully wrong. You run right over and get
Mrs. Rice." Then they heard another sound in the dark bed
room, like the scraping of chairs on the floor. Both children
were now thoroughly frightened. As reluctant as the boy was
to go out into the dark night, he was glad to get out of that
frightening house. As he started off for neighbor Rice's, Han
nah followed Grandmother out into the kitchen. There the
old lady just stood staring into space for a few moments, then
turned and walked slowly into the living room, where she lay
quietly down on the bed on which Aunt Mary usually slept.
Rut where was Aunt Mary ? The girl was now thoroughly
alarmed. Who was it that had screamed from Grandmother's
room ? The boy could have told her he recognized Aunt Mary's
voice and had heard her words, but he had gone for the neigh
bor without telling her anything at all. She was too fright
ened to look for Aunt Mary; yet she was afraid to be alone
with this queer old lady, who was almost stone deaf and who
seldom spoke. Oh, if only Sidney would come back ! She could
only stand there in the kitchen, with her fearful thoughts and
the silence of the old house. She remembered how sad and
weary Aunt Mary had looked on that day, three months be
fore, when Hannah had arrived here. Aunt Mary had asked
the girl's father if he would let Hannah come to help her for a
while. Aunt Mary and her father were some sort of relatives,
she didn't know quite what. But for a long time she had called
this woman Aunt Mary and her husband Uncle George. As
for the old lady, of course she wasn't really Hannah's grand
mother. But everyone in the house called her Grandmother;
so Hannah called her that too.
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girl wished she had never come to this fearsome
Yet a girl had to obey her father, at least until she was

The
place.
18, and

Hannah must wait five years before she reached that
age. She had only a dim memory of her own mother. She
had been only four when Mother died. There had been no
stepmother, only a housekeeper. But both the housekeeper
and Father had always been good to her. Why couldn't she
have stayed at home ? Of course they didn't suspect the horror
of the house to which they had sent her. They only wanted her
to help Aunt Mary.

At last there was a sound at the door. It was Sidney,
back at last with Mrs. Rice. He had been gone less than ten
minutes, but to the girl it seemed like an hour. The two chil
dren then followed Mrs. Rice to the door in which they had
seen Grandmother appear, the door from the front bedroom
into Sidney's. The boy, now bolder in the presence of Mrs.
Rice, stepped into the room. Under the dim light of Mrs.
Rice's candle he saw red streaks on the bed clothes. "Look!"
he cried, "Aunt Mary has cut her throat."
Even Mrs. Rice hesitated to approach the silent, bloodcovered figure on the bed. She told Sidney to go at once for
Mr. Prout and Mr. McCann, two other neighbors. She wasn't
going to touch a thing, she vowed, until some of the men ar
rived. She knew her husband ought to be already on his way.
Soon the three men appeared, as well as the wives of Prout
and McCann, and all six adults went directly into the front
bedroom. A woman lay in the bed, her face covered with a
pillow. Prout removed it and all saw that it was Aunt Mary
with blood all around her head. Prout touched the cheek and
found it cold. The whole bed was covered with blood to within
a few inches of the footboard. It had spattered on the wall
back of the headboard and was on the floor in scattered spots.
Slowly Prout raised the woman's head and beheld a grisly
sight — the throat cut from ear to ear.
Thus died Mrs. Mary Knight in a farmhouse in the town
of Poland on the night of October 6, 1856. Was it suicide or
murder? It now became the duty of the authorities to deter
mine which, and if it was murder to apprehend the criminal.
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Until shortly before the fatal night, the household of
George Knight had consisted of seven persons : his wife Mary ;
his aged mother, Mrs. Lucy Knight; Hannah Partridge, a girl
of 13, who as a distant relative had joined the household to
help the wife; a bound boy of 10, Sidney Verrill, who was
indentured to Knight until he should become of age; Mrs.
Harriet Jordan, Mary Knight's daughter by a former mar
riage ; and Dennis Bragdon, a lad of 17, who had been work
ing for Knight and staying at the home all summer.
On the night of October 6 neither Mrs. Jordan nor Brag
don were on the place. The former had returned to her home
in Portland only three days earlier, and the latter had secured
Knight's consent to attend a cattle fair in Lewiston. At supper
George Knight announced that he was going to take a load of
shingles to Gray and would be gone all night. His wife remon
strated, saying that she didn't like to be in the house with just
the old lady and the two children. Couldn't George wait until
Bragdon returned from Lewiston, so there would be at least
one grown man in the house? Knight said no, he couldn't
wait. Hancock down in Gray wanted those shingles tomorrow,
and tomorrow he was going to have them.
Knight left his home about seven in the evening and went
straight to the home of Israel Herrick, where the shingles
were stacked. Using his own yoke of oxen and cart, Knight
loaded the shingles, and drove off at a time which Herrick
later testified was twenty minutes before nine. He was next
seen when two neighbors overtook him within a short dis
tance of Gray and gave him the news of his wife's death.
Knight took it calmly, drove on into Gray, delivered the
shingles, haggled with Hancock over the price, then returned
home with the neighbor who had brought him the sad tidings.
Meanwhile Israel Herrick, learning the shocking news of
Mrs. Knight's death, wondered if Knight had gone straight
from Herrick's house to Gray. In order to understand Herrick's thinking and actions, this narrative must be interrupted
to give what Maine Yankees call the "lay of the land."
The modern traveler, accustomed to Maine's more trav
eled automobile routes, knows that Route 26 from Gray to
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Bethel goes by Poland Spring, through Poland Corner, on to
Welchville and Norway. In 1856 the road from Poland Corner
to Oxford, near Welchville, followed almost exactly the same
route. The only changes made by the modern highway have
been the straightening of curves and the lowering of grades.
George Knight did not live on this main road to Oxford,
but he did live not far from Poland Corner on a back road.
One way to get to Knight's was to turn left at Poland Corner,
go up a steep hill and around in a sort of bow that came to
Knight's on the right of a narrow road. But Knight himself
preferred a different route. About a third of a mile toward
Oxford, on the main road from Poland Corner, another nar
row road led off to the left, more frequently traveled than the
bow-shaped road, because it had on it four houses besides
Knight's. Going up this road, Knight would pass the home of
Henry Waterhouse, then climb part way up Oak Hill, where
a narrow lane off to the left led to Knight's own house.
Now comes a bit of topography that was to play an im
portant part in the case — the heater piece. Almost every
Maine town has one or more of these heater pieces, for that
is the Maine term for a small triangle of land bounded on each
Two such well known heater pieces in
side by a roadway.
Waterville are Lockwood Park at the foot of Main Street and
the land on which stands the Universalist Church at the Junc
tion of Silver and Elm Streets. The road which George Knight
was accustomed to travel to and from his home formed a heat
er piece where it entered the main road. This was because
traffic into and out of it turned one way as often as the other.
Hence, just before the little road reached the main thorough
fare, it branched out, the south branch turning toward Po
land, the north branch toward Oxford.
The point of the
triangle was where the branching began; its base was the
main road.
At that main road, just a quarter of a mile from the
heater piece, north toward Oxford, was the home of Israel
Herrick, where George Knight had loaded the shingles and
whence he had set out with his loaded ox team for Gray. Her
rick was able to trace the tracks of Knight's cart and oxen
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from the point of loading down to the heater piece. There he
noticed that, instead of going on toward Gray, the tracks
turned into the road that led to Knight's. But beyond the
heater piece on that side road, the only fresh tracks came in
the other direction, obviously made when Knight drove the
empty team to Herrick's before loading. Then, on the main
road below the heater, Herrick picked up the tracks again
and followed them down the road past Poland Corner. When
Knight's team made those tracks, he was obviously on his
way to Gray.

But why were there no tracks on the main road opposite
the base of the heater triangle? Herrick determined to find

out, and he got the answer when he examined the heater it
self. There he saw tracks which made it clear that recently
oxen had been standing for some time. Other tracks showed
that a cart had been turned around. One small space looked
as if a creature had lain down there. Herrick concluded at
once that Knight's team had been left for some time at the
heater piece — long enough for Knight to walk to his house and
be there at the very time when his wife met her death.
On the day following Mrs. Knight's death, when the
coroner's jury examined witnesses, Herrick told of his dis
covery. Then when the jury examined Knight himself, their
attention was called to his clean shirt. At first Knight said
he had been wearing it for two days, but later admitted he
had put it on clean that very morning. What had he done with
the shirt he removed, they asked him. He replied that the girl
Hannah had put it in the wash. She denied having seen it
since she last saw Knight wearing it when he left home to
load the shingles. The authorities commanded Knight to look
for the missing shirt. He seemed anxious to find it and pro
Then Knight
ceeded to search the rooms without success.
changed his story again. He said he suddenly remembered
that just before loading the shingles he had removed his shirt
and he must have left it at Herrick's, because he hadn't worn
any when he returned from Gray, until he put on the clean,
white shirt that morning.
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Knight's conflicting stories, Herrick's testimony about
the heater piece and his insistence that Knight certainly wore
a shirt when he left Herrick's place were enough for the coro
ner's jury. They ordered a warrant for Knight's arrest, and
he was arrested by Deputy Oran Littlefield and lodged in the
county jail in Auburn, charged with the murder of his wife.
One thing troubled the authorities and they knew a clever
defense attorney would make the most of it. It was the testi
mony of the 10 year old boy, Sidney Verrill, that Mrs. Knight
had cried out, "Hannah, leave me alone." Was it possible that
this 13 year old girl knew more than she admitted ? Could she
have been in that front bedroom when Mrs. Knight cried out,
and was she only pretending sleep when Sidney Verrill called
her?
Sheriff Strickland got a chance to talk at length with the
He kept asking him to recall just how Mrs. Knight's
words had sounded— not merely what the words were, but
boy.

also how they were expressed. Were there any pauses between
words ?
Suddenly light broke in the boy's puzzled face. "O, I see
it all now," he said. "I couldn't understand how Hannah could
be in there. Of course she wasn't."
"What do you mean ?" asked the sheriff.
"She was saying two different things. She was calling to
Hannah for help, and asking someone else to leave her alone.
I now remember the difference. She yelled 'Hannah,' then
stopped for a second. Then, in quite a different sound she
yelled, 'Leave me alone.' Don't you see, sheriff? Hannah has
told the truth all the time. She was really asleep when I called

her."
The trial of George Knight began at the old courthouse
in Auburn on Monday, February 16, 1857. Judge Richard
Rice of the Maine Supreme Court presided. When the case
opened, the Attorney General of the State, Nathan Appleton,
took charge of the prosecution, assisted by the county attorney,
Charles Goddard. At the defense table, beside a prominent lo
cal attorney, David Dunn, sat one of the most distinguished
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lawyers of Maine, Honorable Nathan Clifford of Portland.
The man had won local fame as a shrewd country lawyer in the
York County town of Newfield and after a brief period in the
state legislature had been elected to Congress in 1839. There
he served two terms before returning to the private practice
of law in Portland. Then in 1846 President James K. Polk
had appointed him Attorney General of the United States.
The year after his appearance as defense attorney in this
Auburn trial of George Knight, President Buchanan would
appoint him to the Supreme Court of the United States.
The young county attorney Charles Goddard faced a
formidable task. Just as the trial started, Attorney General
Appleton was taken ill and had to retire from the case. God
dard was left alone to prosecute a man defended by the most
renowned and the most astute lawyer in Maine. The first clash
came with the drawing of the jury. The case had had so much
publicity that Clifford feared many on the panel had already
made up their minds against his client. When the first pros
pective juror was called, Clifford at once raised a fundamental
point of law. How was the man's prejudice or impartiality to
be determined? The Judge stated that it had always been the
practice in Maine courts, since 1820, for the question to be
decided by the court. Clifford cited the common law of Eng
land and of the State of New York, where the court appointed
triers to hear the evidence, and they decided whether or not
the juror was prejudiced. Judge Rice nevertheless ruled that
this case should follow the practice in Maine.
Clifford was determined to make a test case of the first
juror. He made the fellow admit that he had read the two
articles headed "The Poland Tragedy" and "Horrible Mur
der" in the Lewiston Falls Journal, that he had heard many
unfavorable opinions expressed about the defendant, and that
only a few days earlier he had been in communication with
the county attorney concerning what questions would be put
to him as a juror. "Do you suppose," Clifford asked, "that
any impartial triers from the earliest period of the common
law would regard this juror unprejudiced?"
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Goddard took up the challenge. He said, "In this com
munity, where information on all subjects of interest is freely
circulated, it can hardly be expected that an event of this
magnitude can happen without our citizens learning about it.
If such information disqualified a juror, it would be impos
sible to try any person accused of crime. As for the juror's
previous conversation with me, I did not discuss with him the
questions likely to be asked. I simply read him the principles
stated by Chief Justice Shaw."
That mention of Judge Shaw brought into the Knight
Case a whole series of precedents established by the most
famous murder trial in New England during the first half
of the nineteenth century, the trial of Professor Webster of
Harvard for the killing of another college employee. The way
Judge Shaw had ruled on various points was cited by both
sides as the Knight Case progressed, but in this first instance
Judge Rice ruled in favor of Clifford. He said, "The court is
convinced that the attorney for the government intended no
impropriety nor said anything to bias the juror. Neverthe
less, it is a practice that must be discouraged, and I therefore
order the juror to be set aside for this cause only."
Before the jury was complete, Clifford had to use all of
his allowed peremptory challenges, but at the end of the second
day twelve men had been accepted. Four of them came from
Lewiston, three from Durham, two from Turner, and one each
from Greene, Wales and Auburn. The Auburn man, Thomas
Howard was chosen foreman.
The prevailing occupation in Maine at the middle of the
last century is strikingly revealed in the make-up of the
Knight jury. Eleven of the twelve men were farmers; the
only non-farmer was Freeman Coburn, a Lewiston merchant.
We are not surprised to find farmer jurors from Greene,
Wales and Turner, but that three of the four Lewiston jurors
should be tillers of the soil is not easy for us of the midtwentieth century to comprehend.
As the trial progressed, it became increasingly clear that
the verdict would depend upon how the jury answered five
questions. How did they explain the strange testimony of the
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old lady, Mrs. Lydia Knight? Could Knight have left his ox
team at the heater piece and yet arrived in Gray at the time
he was known to have reached there? Had Knight told the
truth about the clean shirt? Had he actually tried to get
friends to support his alibi ? Did he have sufficient motive for
the crime ?
The testimony of Knight's aged mother was a puzzling
feature of the case. For some time she had been sleeping alone
in the front bedroom, while her son and his wife occupied a
bed in the sitting room. The old lady was very deaf, and both
attorneys had difficulty making her hear their questions. It
was also obvious that she was confused. She was 83 years
old, had lived for some time with another son in Rumford,
and had come to live with George only a few weeks before
the murder. She said that on the night of October 6 she went
to bed early and had been asleep for some time when she was
awakened by her daughter-in-law entering the room. She held
a candle in one hand and a pillow in the other. She asked the
old lady if she could sleep with her, as she didn't like to be
alone in the sitting room. The old lady consented. Mrs. Knight
blew out the candle and got into the bed.
Knight's mother insisted that she did not go to sleep
again that night. She said that some time after Mrs. Knight
joined her in the bed she heard the woman scream, not once
but three or four times. No, she had not heard any word, noth
ing like "Hannah, leave me alone." The old lady said that
when Mrs. Knight screamed, she threw her arm over her
mother-in-law's chest. The latter was so scared that she start
ed out of the bedroom, saw the two children standing by the
door, and went past them into the kitchen. She said she had
held no conversation with her daughter-in-law in the bed be
cause Mrs. Knight had requested her not to talk. "She didn't
want to have to talk to me because she would have to speak
so loud it might wake up the children." On repeated question
ing, the old lady insisted she had seen nothing of her son
George that night.
Both of the children, Hannah and Sidney, had testified
that the only sound they had heard after the screams was a
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scraping sound, as if something were being dragged across
the floor. If the children were right, the jury was left with
the incredible conclusion that Mrs. Knight had been killed
while the old lady was right in the room, if not actually in the
same bed. How could anyone have cut the woman's throat
without the old lady at least being aware of a third person in
the room? The medical testimony ruled out the possibility of
suicide, although the murderer had arranged for it to look so.
On the bed had been found a closed razor, but there was no
stain on it and no evidence of its recent use, when it was exam
ined a few hours after the crime.
The instrument with which the deed had probably been
done was found and exhibited to the jury. It was a butcher
knife, with a five inch blade, and a long wooden handle. Sid
ney Verrill testified that, about a month before the murder,
he had helped Knight sharpen two knives. He had turned the
grindstone while Knight did the sharpening. The first knife
was familiar to the boy, who had seen Knight use it when
butchering.
The second knife, which Knight took from a
sleigh stored in the back of the barn, the boy had never seen
before. Two weeks later Sidney and a neighbor's boy were
hunting in the hay-mow for apples which Sidney had hidden
there, when also hidden in the hay they came upon the same
knife. Wondering why it was there, Sidney carefully put it
back where he had found it. The morning after the murder,
Sidney said he went to the haymow to look for the knife. It
had disappeared.
It was Knight's neighbor, George Thurston, who found
With other men he had gone into the field
the instrument.
north of Knight's house. There, near a pair of bars at the edge
of the woods, lay a knife. Sidney Verrill identified it as the
one he had helped Knight sharpen. Dominicas Prout, another
neighbor, said that the day after the murder he had seen
Knight coming from the barn where the knife was later found.
The testimony of James Cummings was even more explicit.
On the day after the murder he was on top of Oak Hill be
yond Knight's house and had a clear view of the fields. He
said, "I saw Knight come out of his house and cross his field
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to a point where the stone wall joins the stump fence. He
walked along the wall with his head down, then he got over
the bars and walked along the other side of the wall. Then he
went to a bunch of green bushes and stopped. Then he went
to an uprooted stump and walked around it." Cummings' testi
mony clearly implied that Knight was looking for something
near the bars where later the knife was found.
According to all medical testimony, throat cutting is a
very bloody business. How could Knight or anyone else use
a knife in such a manner without getting much blood on him
self? There was plenty of evidence that this had happened. It
was apparent that the murderer had escaped by the bedroom
window, for on the floor in front of it was a spot of blood,
and on the clapboards outside under the window sill were
smooches of blood, as if someone had put his hands against
the house while going down a long plank, which lay under
the window and had been propped against the house, as marks
on both house and ground indicated.
Half a dozen witnesses insisted they had seen blood on
Knight's arms after he returned from Gray. Mrs. Belinda
Grant, another neighbor, said that she and Mrs. Herrick were
washing the bloody bed clothes at Knight's, as an act of neigh
borly help in a time of sorrow, when Knight came into the
kitchen with a pair of overalls and asked the women to wash
them. When Mrs. Grant washed that garment, the water was
stained red. Knight stood and watched her and said, "When
you've finished that, I want you to wash the blood off the side
of the house. Enough folks have seen it."
It was a shirt, however, rather than the overalls that be
came a center of attraction. When, on the afternoon following
the murder, Knight removed his coat at the request of the
coroner, he had on a clean white shirt. He finally admitted he
had put it on that day. A search was at once started for the
shirt which Knight said he had taken off when he returned
from Gray. It could not be found. Several persons remem
bered that Knight was wearing no shirt over his undershirt
when they saw him that morning. It was Mrs. Herrick who
had taken the white shirt from a drawer and handed it to
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Grant at his request. He had his coat on at the time, but she
clearly saw that the only garment under it was a cotton under
shirt. Where was the missing shirt, and why was it missing?
Many a murder trial has hinged upon technical testimony,
upon the word of expert witnesses. But seldom has there
been a capital crime where the experts were farmers. While
there were medical men to testify in the Knight case, their
testimony caused no controversy and was merely to establish
medical facts which were already known.
The sharp con
troversy in this case came over a question on which a hun
dred years ago, only farmers could classify as experts. How
fast could a yoke of oxen be driven over a fall road in the night
time, hauling a heavy cart loaded with shingles ?
Both sides agreed that, if Knight had left his team at the
heater piece and had gone to his home, committed the crime,
and returned to the heater, he could not have left the heater
with the team, on his start for Gray, earlier than fifteen min
utes before midnight. The time when he left Brown's tavern
between Sabbath Day Lake and Gray was also known. To
have traveled those eight miles from the heater piece to
Brown's in the time contended by the prosecution, Knight's
oxen must have averaged 2V^ miles an hour. The defense con
tended that such a speed was impossible for so long a distance.
Both sides called their experienced ox drivers to the stand, but
the prosecution went a step farther. They showed that Knight
had goaded his oxen to unusual speed. When the neighbors
overtook him, just outside Gray, with the news of his wife's
death, they remarked on how heated his oxen looked. Two
men of the Shaker settlement near Sabbath Day Lake testi
fied that they had heard a team going by fast in the night,
with the driver cursing at the oxen to hurry them along.
Knight claimed the reason he was hurrying so fast was that
he had put his team in a shed at Brown's much earlier in the
night, to give both team and driver a rest and bait the ani
mals, that Knight himself had fallen asleep and when he
waked up found it was four o'clock. So he rushed the team
on toward Gray.
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Brown's tavern was situated in the town of New Glouces
ter, on the main road from Poland Corner to Gray, 7V2 miles
from the former and 6 miles from the latter. Brown said that
on the night of October 6 he had been up until after one
o'clock, and certainly he would have heard any ox team had
it come into the yard before that time. He said he had been
awakened by a rapping on the window. When he lighted a
candle and looked at the clock, it was ten minutes of four. He
unlocked the door and admitted George Knight, who asked
him eagerly what time it was. Knight told Brown he had
arrived at the tavern somewhere between twelve and one
o'clock, had not tried to arouse anyone, had baited his oxen
in the shed, and then had himself fallen asleep. "I'm half
froze," he said. "Give me some bitters."
Brown saw Knight drive his team off toward Gray. When
it was daylight he went out to see where Knight had baited
the oxen. There were no new wheel tracks entering the shed,
no stalks or hay lying about, no fresh signs of oxen, no indica
tions of cattle lying down.
Brown next said that after Knight's arrest he got word
that Knight wanted to see him ; so Brown went to Lane's house
in Poland, where Deputy Sheriff Littlefield held Knight in
custody. Brown swore that, during the conversation there,
Knight said to him : "They've got me in a fix. I want you to
help me. You must say that I was at your place between
twelve and one o'clock Monday night." Brown said he made
no reply, but simply walked away.
It was Knight's attempt to secure false testimony from
the Edwards brothers which convinced the court that he had
tried, without success, to establish an alibi. Dennis Edwards
had conversed with Knight on the day of the funeral. Knight
wanted him to testify that he had seen Knight on the evening
of the 6th, had helped him adjust some shingles as Knight's
team stopped in the road and had accompanied him to a point
a little beyond Poland Corner on his way to Gray, and that
it was after ten o'clock when they parted. Edwards refused
to make any such statement.
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On the first day of the trial itself Knight somehow got
a chance to talk privately with Dennis Edwards' brother
David. On the witness stand David swore that Knight said
if David would help him he would give David his best cow.
Knight asked David to swear that on the evening of October
6 he had tried to see Knight about a cow, but learning that
Knight was at Herrick's for a load of shingles, had decided
to see Knight there. He was to say that, on the way he met
Knight on the road between Herrick's and Poland Corner.
Knight said he was in a hurry and couldn't stop to talk with
Edwards, but would discuss the cow sale with him if Edwards
would accompany him a little way toward Gray. Finally Ed
wards was to testify that he had left Knight at the four cor
ners just before the road reached the upper Shaker settle
ment. On the stand Edwards said that, when he refused to
testify as urged, Knight said to him, "For pity sake, if you
can't do me any good, keep your mouth shut about this talk."
If circumstantial evidence is strong enough to show that
a defendant committed an alleged crime, both the law and
legal precedent permit a conviction without clearly establish
ing a motive. But the case is stronger if motive can be shown.
Did George Knight have any reason to kill his wife?
Not only was George Knight Mary's second husband ; her
first husband had indeed been George's brother. Two years
after the brother died, George married the widow. She was
then 48 years old and George only 27. Here was a sharp dif
ference in ages, but many such marriages have not ended in
tragedy. One person testified that Knight had said, if his wife
died, he would marry again and raise up a young family, but
the prosecution's attempt to show involvement with another
woman was unsuccessful. They had better luck when they
turned to the motive of property.
The farm on which Knight and his wife lived had been
her inheritance from her first husband. On September 15,
1856, three weeks before the murder, Knight had filed two
deeds with the Register at Auburn. One was a deed of the
farm from Mary Knight and George Knight to Moses S. Jor
dan, the husband of Mrs. Knight's daughter. The other was
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from Moses Jordan to George Knight, reconveying

Knight property previously received from the latter.

Jordan swore that he supposed the quitclaim referred
to farm tools he had received from Knight and had later
agreed to return. He insisted that he had no knowledge of
any deed of the farm to him. The inference was that Knight,
by fraud or forgery, had procured a deed from his wife to
Jordan, approved by himself, then got a quitclaim from Jor
dan for the same property, while Jordan thought it was for
something else. But Knight's title to the place was not clear
as long as his wife lived. If she had actually made no deed
to Jordan and heard about the document, she could make real
trouble for Knight. Only by her death could Knight come
into the inheritance. Such was the contention of the prosecu
tion.
Knight's case was made no better when the jury learned
of his coldness and indifference following his wife's death.
When the two neighbors overtook him with the news outside
Gray, he not only insisted upon continuing on to the village
to deliver the shingles, instead of asking one of them to make
delivery while he hurried back to his stricken home with the
other neighbor; he also lingered at Gray to argue with Han
cock about the quality and price of the shingles. Then, on
the day of the funeral, when Mrs. Jordan wept loud and long,
Knight shouted at her, "Harriet, you had better stayed at
home." Deputy Littlefield said that, when he was riding with
Knight to the funeral, the latter told him a couple of bawdy
jokes, expressed no sorrow, but did seem concerned about him
self. The deputy quoted Knight as saying, "By golly, if you'd
let me go where I want to tonight, I'd fix everything all right.
But I can't do it with you watching me every minute."
The prosecution had built a strong case, and well did
Clifford know it when the defense started. By medical testi
mony he tried to show that the evidence did not exclude sui
cide ; that even if it were murder, Knight could not have done
it because no ox team could cover the distance so fast ; and that
the circumstances relied upon by the prosecution were weak
and inconclusive. Clifford was a court orator of the old school,
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but he was no charlatan. He was no tear-jerker, but pre
ferred rather to appeal to logic and to men's sense of jus
tice. He contended simply and forcefully that the state had
not made a case against his client. In his closing argument
to the jury, here is part of what he said :
"You will note that there is not one particle of proof that
this defendant, after he arrived at the heater piece, was ever
within a mile of his house until the following forenoon at ten
o'clock, when he returned from Gray in company with George
Thurston, who was one of those who had gone to inform him
of his wife's death. Not a word has been said to indicate that
any footprints were traced. The alleged route from the heater
piece to the house led through the woods over soil where foot
prints could easily be traced, but there is no contention that
the defendant's prints were there. They have said much about
his shirt, but not a word about his boots. When a crime has
been committed unseen, the first inquiry is in regard to any
physical marks which may identify the perpetrator. We have
heard a lot about ox tracks and wheel tracks, but nothing
about a man's tracks. If there were no tracks, how could the
defendant have made that alleged journey? He cannot fly."
Judge Rice, in his charge to the jury not only gave the
usual distinctions between murder and manslaughter, between
expressed and implied malice, what is meant by "remarkable
doubt," and other legal niceties, but he also became very ex
plicit on certain issues in the case. It is possible, as Clifford
later contended, that the judge's instructions to the jury con
cerning the old lady's testimony may have had a decisive in
fluence on their decision. He said: "If Lydia Knight was in
that room with Mary Knight at the time of the latter's death,
and did not know that the blow was struck, you are not com
pelled to come to the incredible conclusion that Mary Knight
is not dead. Lydia Knight has told you that she heard the
outcry and was frightened. You observed her on the stand.
She is apparently advanced in years, and it may not be un
reasonable to suppose that her faculties have become im
paired. Is it unreasonable to believe that in her alarm she
was really unconscious of how Mary Knight's death occurred?
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You should not assume from her testimony that the defendant
did not commit the crime any more than you should assume
from it that he did commit it."
At 1 :20 P. M. on the nineteenth day of the trial, the case
went to the jury. The judge apparently expected a quick ver
dict, for he adjourned court only until three o'clock. Many of
the big crowd of spectators remained in the room, so as not
to lose their seats when the climax came. When the hour
struck three, as one newspaper put it, "every part of the court
room was crowded to suffocation. The gallery was packed
with ladies.
The entries, the passageways, the aisles, and
every spot into which a human being could jam, revealed a
sea of heads." When the jury failed to report, Judge Rice
speedily disposed of a case of larceny. At four o'clock the
crowd was still there. When nothing had been heard from the
jury by half past four, the judge ordered another adjourn
ment until seven o'clock, but he also instructed the sheriff to
sound the bell if the jury should meanwhile appear, and court
would at once resume. At quarter of eight the sheriff ascer
tained that the jury had failed to agree; so the judge ordered
another adjournment until nine the next morning.
On the next morning at quarter past nine, the Lewiston
Journal put up this bulletin outside their office: "The jury has
been out twenty hours. The prospect of agreement is dubious."
At 2:30 that afternoon the sheriff informed the judge that
They had
the jury had agreed and was ready to report.
used twenty-five hours to come to a decision.
Let us see how the Lewiston Journal, as it came out on
evening
the
of March 10, 1857, reported that verdict. "The
jury came in looking pale and care-worn, evidently deeply
impressed with the responsibilities resting upon them. The
clerk asked 'Have you agreed upon a verdict? Who will speak
for you?' Some of the jury replied, 'The foreman.' The clerk
then said, 'George Knight, hold up your right hand. Foreman,
look upon the prisoner. What do you say, Mr. Foreman? Is
the prisoner guilty or not guilty?'
The foreman replied,
'Guilty!' The clerk then inquired whether they found him
guilty of murder of the first or second degree. The foreman
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answered, 'Guilty of murder of the first degree.' On hearing
the verdict, the prisoner's right arm dropped, but no one could
detect any change in his countenance. Judge Rice then sen
tenced him to be hanged by the neck until he should be dead."
In the same issue in which the Journal reported the ver
dict, it also published juicy gossip about the jury's supposedly
secret proceedings. The Journal said : "We are informed that
the jury, when they first retired, stood eight for conviction
and four for acquittal. Timothy Fogg and George Ham of
Lewiston, Thomas Howard of Auburn, and Archibald Leavitt
of Turner voted not guilty. Thus they stood for ten hours, up
to ten o'clock last evening, when one of the four changed to
the other side. The point on which the minority differed was
the testimony of old Mrs. Knight. At 11 o'clock this morning
the remaining . three became convinced of their error and
agreed to join the majority in a verdict of guilty."
The next day the Journal had to publish an apology. It
said, "In giving the names of the jurors who voted against
conviction on the first ballot, we confounded the name of
Timothy Fogg of Lewiston with that of John C. Fogg of
Wales. The first voted guilty, the other not guilty — just the
opposite of what we stated." That the newspaper should be
able to print any such story at all strikes us, a hundred years
later, as preposterous enough.
On the same day that the Journal printed its apology to
the wrong Fogg, it was able to publish a revelation which had
come too late to get into the trial, but which cleared up the
mystery of the missing shirt. Just as the Knight trial was
nearing its end, a young man named Charles Corson was
jailed in Auburn for larceny. When the authorities learned
that George Knight was Corson's uncle, they proceeded to
question the youth closely. He finally revealed that, soon after
Knight was arrested, he talked with his uncle at Poland, and
the uncle told Corson to go to Dead Pond just below Poland
Corner, and there on the shore, under some vines beside a
log, he would find a dirty shirt. Knight instructed Corson to
burn the shirt, or tie a rock in it and sink it in the pond. If
Corson would do that, Knight would give him a hundred dol
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lars. Corson said that he went to the pond, found the shirt,
carried it under his coat to Cobble Hill, then took it into the
woods and burned it.
Why did the authorities believe that Corson knew any
more about the case than did any other of Knight's several
relatives? When Knight was brought to the Auburn jail he
was handcuffed to an Irish deputy. Corson, then also under
arrest, sat on the seat behind them. At one point Knight
leaned back and conversed in a low tone with Corson. The
Irishman heard Knight mention the word shirt. The Irish
deputy's disclosure of that incident to his superior caused the
close questioning and the final admission of Corson.
What finally happened to the convicted murderer, George
Knight? Where and when was he hanged? Believe it or not,
he was never executed at all, nor was his sentence of death
ever commuted. The authorities just never got around to
hanging him.
Attorney Clifford had filed a long list of objections, hop
ing to get a new trial. On April 20, 1857, the law court over
ruled all the objections and confirmed the verdict. But the
law required that no execution for a capital crime could be
carried out until a full year had elapsed after sentence. That
requirement had made its way into the statutes because of the
suspicion that several innocent men had been executed since
Maine became a state in 1820. Already the sentiment against
capital punishment, which was to sweep the death penalty out
of Maine law in 1879, was gaining many adherents. As a re
sult the records show that only one execution occurred in
Maine after 1832. During those 47 years between 1832 and
1879, more than twenty persons were sentenced to death, but
only one was executed. Year after year, following 1857, the re
port of the Warden of the State Prison at Thomaston carries
the name George Knight, and in the column headed "sentence,"
after Knight's name appears the word death. In 1863 the
Attorney General, in his annual report, complained, "That
part of the law requiring execution of persons convicted of
capital crimes is flagrantly disregarded."
The Warden's re
port for 1878 shows that there were then at Thomaston four
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prisoners who had been sentenced to death more than five
years earlier, but who still awaited the order for execution.
It was in the next year, 1879, that Maine abolished capital
punishment.
The single execution after 1832 was the hanging, in the
prison yard at Thomaston, of Francis Couillard, on June 24,
1864, for the murder of the prison warden, Richard Tinker.
One day in May, 1863, without any known provocation or
previous altercation, Couillard suddenly attacked Warden
Tinker with a knife, slashing his throat so that the carotid
artery was severed and the warden died within a few minutes.
How did it happen that those other convicted men were
never hanged, as their sentences required ? They continued to
live because after a year had elapsed the sentence could be
carried out only on an order from the governor, and public
opinion was such that no governor would issue an order of
execution. So George Knight lived on year after year in the
State Prison. It was there, on December 9, 1900, that he died
at the age of 83. His long life fell into almost exactly two equal
segments, 41 years of liberty among his fellow men and 42
years behind prison walls. And thus came at last to an end
the case of the Heater Piece Murder.

X
THE MAINE CHANCE
A Study of History Arnold Toynbee was exceedingly

INrogatory

de

in his remarks about Maine. He wrote: "Maine
today
survives
as a kind of museum piece —a relic of seven
teenth century New England, inhabited by woodmen and
watermen and hunters. These children of a hard country eke
out their scanty livelihood by serving as guides for pleasureseekers who come from the North American cities to spend
their holidays in this Arcadian state."
According to Toynbee, whose major thesis is challenge
and response, the severity of the physical challenge presented
by harsh climate and stony soil is just too much. The historian
puts it this way: "It would appear that the hardness of the
New England environment, which stands at its optimum in
Massachusetts, is accentuated in Maine to a degree at which
it brings in diminishing returns of human response."
This harsh comment on Maine's "harsh climate" has al
ready been effectively answered.
That redoubtable Maine
writer, Kenneth Roberts, replied to Toynbee in a stinging
article entitled "Don't Say That About Maine," first published
in the Saturday Evening Post and later distributed in pam
phlet form by the Colby College Press. Roberts showed that
the British historian simply didn't know what he was talking
about. Any writer who repeatedly referred to the "five" New
England states, is suspect. Vermont was treated even worse
than Maine, because to Toynbee Vermont didn't even exist.
Furthermore, Roberts assured Toynbee, Maine doesn't care a
continental whether she is sophisticated. In fact, according to
the dictionary definition, she had just as soon not merit that
epithet, because Webster tells us that the verb to sophisticate
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means to falsify, to mislead, to adulterate, to deprive of sim
plicity, to alter so as to make a fancied improvement. Roberts
pointed to Maine colleges and their illustrious sons, to Aroos
took potatoes, to the Bath Iron Works, to the Kittery Navy
Yard, and best of all to the men and women who, nurtured in
such a backward state, where adequate response to challenge
is impossible, won lasting fame in literature, statesmanship,
and military affairs. Roberts indicates that Toynbee simply
cannot understand how Maine people can possibly be "kind,
generous, humorous, thoughtful, reserved, sensible, sociable,
hard-working, independent, and bitterly intolerant of sham,
waste, graft, loose thinking, loose living, and bad govern
ment."
It is not the purpose of this article to try to improve on
Roberts. That cannot be done, nor can a humble, unsophisti
cated college professor in this benighted state tackle adequate
ly the world-famous historian who, though forgetting Ver
mont, at least paid his doubtful respects to Maine. This is not
an attempt to do poorly what Roberts has done so well. This
article has just one purpose: to show that Maine is not the
last, lost stand of civilization which Toynbee labeled her, be
cause her people have always had and still possess a bountiful
measure of resourcefulness, the ability to adjust to change.
What better evidence can there be of response to challenge (to
take Toynbee's own thesis) than for a people to meet the crises
of change by finding new ways to restore a prosperity that
seemed to be gone forever ?
Woodmen, watermen and hunters! Toynbee implies that
these are low and degrading occupations. On behalf of all
Maine folk, I resent that implication. Let us take a look at
these creatures whom Toynbee regards as practically sub
human, scraping along on a mere animal existence. They pro
vide, as we shall see, rather good examples of the way Maine
folks have done just what Toynbee says we can't do —give
adequate response to challenge.
Maine woodmen have won fame all over the nation. The
techniques of logging used in the forests of Michigan and
Minnesota, of Oregon and Washington, were carried there by
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Maine men, whose ancestors first cut the giant pines for His
Majesty's masts. Indeed that was the beginning of Maine
lumbering — masts for the men-of-war and the merchant ships
of the British fleets. In the seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries, the King's broad arrow marked great pines near
Wells and Biddeford, near Falmouth and Harpswell, and on
the banks of the lower Kennebec. Elijah Kellogg told the
story of that earliest of Maine lumbering operations in Lion
Ben.

As the hundred and fifty foot mast pines disappeared
from the coast, they came to be sought up the rivers. Along
the Saco, the Androscoggin, the Kennebec, and the Penobscot
the woodsman's axe cut the giant trees. It became increasingly
difficult to transport those huge sticks of timber to any port
on the coast. But, all the time it was going on, the Maine set
tlers became more and more incensed at the restrictions, actual
and implied, when the King's broad arrow was marked upon
a pine. It was forbidden, for instance, to use boards wider
than 22 inches, and possession of those of greater width was
prima facie evidence that they came from a King's pine.
Sabotage occurred all along the coast. Good mast pines were
destroyed rather than let them be claimed by the royal com
missioners.
As the mast industry grew in importance, the Maine folk
showed their ability to adjust to it. When the highway Route
One took the traveller through the main street of Freeport a
few years ago, instead of around the village as it does now,
many a tourist became curious about the peculiar shape of the
village square, an enormous triangle with two straight sides
and the third side arching in a long bow. That odd shape was
intentionally designed so that the big masts, hauled down
from the Durham woods, could make the turn to the town land
ing.
The earliest processing plants in Maine were the saw
mills and the gristmills, and by 1800 the former greatly
outnumbered the latter. The old town of Canaan, which then
included Skowhegan and part of Norridgewock, had several
sawmills while its inhabitants were still carrying their grain
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to Hallowell to reach the nearest gristmill. Of course those
first sawmills were crude affairs, primitive pit saws worked
by hand, with one man down in the pit under the log and an
other man above it. But, just because they were not dependent
upon water power, as were the gristmills, those sawmills
could be put into use in the tiniest hamlet.
Maine men did not stay content with the pit saws. Maine
had plenty of water power and a superfluity of timber. Har
nessing the power, and sawing the timber would be easy. So
on almost every stream in Maine, men built dams and erected
sawmills.
There were four of them on the Messalonskee at
Waterville before there was a single mill on the Kennebec.
The big river was too swift at times and too uncontrollable
for men to risk the expense of long dams and side canals. So
the Maine settlers adjusted to what they had. They began to
saw lumber at mills erected on the smaller streams and thus
began the "long logging" industry.
It was not getting out the King's masts, but rather the
cutting, driving, and sawing of long logs that amassed the
fortunes made by many a Maine family — the Connors and
Totmans of Fairfield, the Clevelands and Coburns of Skowhegan, and a dozen great families of Bangor. Cutting those logs
in the early 19th century was indeed a family enterprise.
When William Connor started, each December, for the Sapling
(a wooded area near Moosehead Lake) , his crew consisted of
his own sons, his daughters' sons, his nephews, and his closest
neighbors. In the boom days of his lumbering, Connor took
into the woods as many as thirty yoke of oxen.
The logging industry grew so rapidly that the small saw
mills could not take care of it. So men like Nehemiah Getchell
and Asa Redington of Waterville risked their hard-saved
money to build dams and erect large mills on the four big
rivers of Maine. Shortly before the dawn of the 19th century,
Getchell and Redington had dammed the Kennebec at Ticonic
Falls and built a large mill on the west bank of the river.
When pine gave way to spruce, and the lumber camps
took on the romantic qualities described by Holman Day in
King Spruce, the mills multiplied in number and expanded in
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A photograph taken of Fairfield from the height of land

on the Benton side, just beyond the triple-spanned bridge
which there crosses the Kennebec, shows eleven big sawmills
on the west side alone. At Waterville the sawmills stretched
all the way from the "rips," near the present Maine Central
shops, to the end of the peninsula at the foot of Water Street.
But it was not to last forever. Today the long logs have
The few that are cut are
disappeared from Maine rivers.
—
hauled by truck to the mill often a temporary structure set
up near the site of the cutting. The once dominant lumber
industry declined, and according to Toynbee Maine ought to
have succumbed right then.
What actually happened? The resourcefulness of Maine
people, their continuing power to adjust to change, became
evident again. The world was clamoring for paper. All right,
said Maine, we'll give them paper. And the third stage in
Maine lumbering, the pulpwood industry, was on its way. The
great paper mills that now consume the largest share of
Maine's annual cut of wood sent out their sulphurous fumes
over Cumberland Mills and Augusta, over Waterville and
Madison, over Howland and Milltown, and over the unique
community of Millinocket.
Millinocket was unheard of in the boom days of the long
logs. It was pulp and paper that created and still sustain this
unusual town. If the caustic British historian, who has been
so scornful of Maine, could be driven over the new highway
from Brownville to Millinocket, he would surely conclude that
he had reached the region of "optimum challenge" long before
he reached his destination. In fact he might begin to under
stand the meaning of that expressive Yankee phrase "the
jumping-off place." Here indeed must be the very limit of hu
man endurance.
Suddenly, over a rise of land, that visitor would come in
sight of the huge mills of the Great Northern Paper Company,
surrounded not by shacks and hovels, but by prosperous homes
with freshly painted buildings and well kept lawns. He would
find modern schools and attractive churches, and in the shops
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on the main street the same goods he could buy in New York
and Boston.
There is not a single farm in Millinocket. On every side
is the forest, knocking at the doors of the town. But that
forest has always been the town's veritable life.
Here are
wages comparable to those in Detroit and Pittsburgh. Here
there is such community spirit and such understanding of
values that teachers' salaries are among the highest in the
state. Why? Because when the issue arises in town meeting,
the mill workers insist that it just isn't right for the teachers
of their children to be paid less than unskilled labor in the
yards.
The people of Millinocket do not regard the Great North
ern Paper Company as a tyrant corporation dominating their
lives. That company has never exploited its workers. The
workers in Millinocket are intelligent folk, and they know
that they and the company are partners. They cannot get
along without the company, and it is just as true that the
company cannot get along without them. Let that British vis
itor talk with merchants and garage men and professional
persons anywhere in the town. Millinocket citizens will tell
him with pride what a fine town they have. The visitor will
learn that there is indeed something to be said for woodmen
in Maine, even in the twentieth century.
As if the adjustment from long lumber to pulpwood were
not enough, Maine woodmen have made other accommoda
tions to the changing times. Factories all over the state are
turning out wood novelties from toothpicks to shoe heels, from
medical applicators to dowels. And Maine adjustment didn't
stop there. From the basis of wood fibres Maine factories now
turn out thousands of plastic items in hundreds of designs.
Not the least of these adjustments was made in the open
ing years of the twentieth century, when an ingenious fellow
named Martin Keyes noted that workmen in a veneer factory
in up-state New York ate their lunches from big maple chips
used as plates. Why couldn't plates be made out of ground
wood, asked Keyes? After innumerable disappointments and
successive failures, Martin Keyes finally succeeded in making
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paper plates from molded pulp, and the great Keyes Fibre in
dustry was born.
Thank you, Mr. Toynbee, for mentioning Maine wood
men. They are still with us today, ready to adjust to whatever
changes the final years of this century shall bring.
Now what about the watermen ? When Toynbee used the
term he may have had in mind the historical watermen or
boatmen of the Thames, who used to ferry Sam Pepys to his
They lived a rough life — those
clandestine appointments.
—
Thames watermen
a life often tinged with piracy as they
preyed upon unsuspecting vessels and persons. If that is what
Toynbee meant, he did indeed throw a sharp insult at Maine.
But let us be fair to the fellow. He probably meant seamen
and fishermen, and we meet him right on that ground.
No state in the Union has a finer record on the world's
great oceans than has Maine. The magnificent Maine clipper
ships became famous around the globe. Her schooners, brigs
and barks went to all the ports. The old shipmasters' homes
of Thomaston, Bath and Searsport, and many another coastal
town, are filled with reminders of India and China, of the
South Sea islands and the African coast.
But far earlier and of longer duration was the trade with
the West Indies. Every crossroads store of any importance
featured West Indies goods, not the least of which were rum
and molasses. As Maine's foremost maritime historian, Wil
liam H. Rowe, so aptly puts it, "Regardless of what was to be
a Maine boy's occupation, an indispensable part of his up
bringing was a voyage or two in the West India trade." Read
ers of Elijah Kellogg will recall that four Harpswell boys
built a ship and sailed her to Martinique. Maine ships stopped
at Haiti during the eventful days of Toussaint L'Ouverture;
they tied up on Jamaica after earthquake and tidal wave.
There was no island from the Florida Keys to Trinidad that
did not see at least one Maine sail a year during the time
when sailing vessels were predominant.
The Maine ships carried to the islands lumber and masts,
hewn timbers, hoops and staves, oxen and horses, wheat and
corn, mutton and pork, salted fish, soap and candles. As we
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have already noted, the principal return cargo was rum and
molasses, though nearly every voyage netted the captain and
crew a few curious artifacts made in the islands.
There was money in the West Indies trade. Probably it
actually built more of the Maine seacoast mansions than did
the shorter lived China trade around the Horn or by way
of the Cape of Good Hope and the Indian ports. Rowe tells
us : "Lumber from the banks of Maine rivers, which cost there
eight dollars a thousand, sold in Havana for sixty dollars.
Beets and parsnips brought sixteen dollars a barrel in the is
lands. Flour sold for twenty dollars a barrel." Rowe also is
authority for the statement that in 1787 seventy-three out of
the eighty-nine ships that cleared the port of Portland in that
year were bound for some port in the West Indies.
All along the coast from Boon Island to St. Croix, Maine
men knew the sea, and their quality is attested by the fact
that few of them were long stationed before the mast. In
amazingly short time those Maine boys became skippers and
even owners of ships.
As watermen to be remembered by
Toynbee or anyone else they carried the name and fame of
Maine over the seven seas.
Where are the watermen of yesterday? Gone, when the
challenge became too great, Toynbee would have us believe.
But no! With that ability to adjust that has characterized
the Maine Yankee since colonial times, the sons and grandsons
of those famous skippers became successful lobstermen and
trawlermen of our own day. Of all shellfish, the lobster is
king. Thanks to air transportation and to superior packing
you can now eat fresh Maine lobster in Washington and New
Orleans, in Cleveland and Chicago, even in San Francisco and
Los Angeles. If Dr. Toynbee ever tasted genuine Maine lob
ster, he would have considerable respect for the watermen who
supply the nation's markets with that delicious crustacean.
In the days when Maine ships were engaged in the West
Indies trade, lobsters could be picked up at many a Maine port
for a cent apiece. Although profits in today's lobstering can
not compare with the lucrative returns from the West Indies
trade, most Maine lobstermen are what the Yankees call "well
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fixed" and were never like those city workers who before the
days of social security were usually "one jump from the poorhouse."
Just as many a Maine sea captain supervised the building
of his own ship, the modern lobsterman makes his own traps.
Of course he could buy those traps ready made, as some of
the lobstermen outside Maine are said to do. But, if he is a
genuine Maine setter of lobster traps, he wants those traps to
be just right, and how in all tarnation could they be just right
if he didn't make them himself ? He is an independent fellow,
the Maine lobsterman. No wonder he finds the resourcefulness
to adjust to changing times. In fact he is so completely inde
pendent that out on Monhegan Island, surrounded by some of
the richest lobster waters, he (that is, he in the aggregate)
has decreed that no lobsters shall be taken during July and
August, the very months when they are in greatest market
demand.
Those canny Monhegan islanders know that, with
out such restrictions voluntarily enforced, King Lobster would
long ago have disappeared from their shores. So they quietly
adjusted to the situation.
Yes siree, Mr. Toynbee, we make no apologies for the
watermen of Maine, past, present or future. In facing life's
challenge others may waive the rules, but the Maine watermen
will continue to rule the waves.
Now what about the hunters?
Maine people are well
many
a
newcomer
state
to the
believes that civiliza
aware that
tion stops at Portland and that all the region beyond is wilder
ness, inhabited only by bears, wolves, and savage Indians.
Perhaps that is the price Maine has to pay for its reputation
as a hunting state. There are said to be more deer now in
Maine than at any time in the state's history. Moose are on
the increase, though at present protected, and it isn't too dif
ficult to shoot a bear. And the duck hunting at Merrymeeting
Bay is still superb. So it is small wonder that a lot of Maine
men make their living just as Toynbee would have us believe
all Maine citizens do, by serving as guides to visiting hunters
and fishermen.
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It is an honorable calling, not at all to be scoffed at, the
profession of the Maine guide. He won't lose you in the great
woods. He'll cook for you three delicious meals every day.
He'll make your camp snug and safe. He'll sit in the stern
and paddle your canoe tirelessly all day long. He'll get you
where you want to go and back again. And best of all, he
shows unusual patience with your greenhorn ways. So along
with the woodmen and watermen, whom we would praise
rather than deride, we must include the Maine guides.
Maine men have always been shrewd hunters, though not
always of deer and bear. There was General Henry Knox,
who hunted until he found just the right men to ferry Wash
ington's army across the Delaware — the Marblehead fisher
men. There was young David Winslow, sent from Plymouth to
manage the Pilgrim Trading post at Cushnoc on the Kennebec,
hunting for a way to save the Cape Cod colony from ruin, and
finding it in profitable trade with the Abnakis. There were
the merchants of Waterville in the middle of the nineteenth
century, hunting for improved transportation and getting it
by making their town a railroad terminus several years be
fore the iron horse reached the state capital at Augusta. A
quarter of a century later their sons were hunting for a major
industry, and against the stiffest competition secured the
Maine Central repair shops for Waterville. General Joshua
Chamberlain went hunting for "Johnnie Rebs" and became
the "hero of Little Round Top." A woman in South Berwick
went hunting for stories among her native firs, and the whole
literary world today honors Sarah Orne Jewett. A busy house
wife in Brunswick hunted for a way to make a nation realize
the evils of slavery. So she wrote a book and became, in the
words of Abraham Lincoln, "the little woman who made so
big a war." A girl named Lillian Norton, on a farm outside
Farmington, hunted for a chance to use her possible talent,
and soon the great opera houses of the world echoed to the
voice of Lillian Nordica.
I am one Maine native who refuses to get excited because
the population of our state has increased very little in the past
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25 years. Maine men and women have always been good hunt
ers, and why should we insist that all do their hunting on

local soil? Maine's leading export is neither potatoes nor
blueberries, neither sweet corn nor lobsters. Maine's best gift
to the other states and to foreign lands has always been her
boys and girls, the men and women who carry to the ends of
the earth the Maine knack of adjusting to change, of getting
along with what you've got.
That is the Maine chance for the future — the chance to
do as her people have always done, meet with resourceful re
sponse the challenge of change.

